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ABSTRACT 

The WESTPHALIAN coal-bearing successions of central England 

provide an excellent opportunity for investigating the controls which 

govern the accumulation of shallow water sediments. Classical and 

statistical studies, supplemented by a deterministic model of compaction, 

suggest that the principal large scale control was DcMNWARPING of the 

Pennine Basin, and that the principal moderate scale control was by the 

DEPOSITIONAL ENVIRONMENT, which was dominated by the location of BARRIER 

SAND BARS and catalysed by the unstable compaction of PEAT. Tectonism, 

differential compaction, delta distributary-switching and the breaking of 

barrier bars probably made no significant contribution to the development 

of the sedimentary sequences of the East Midlands Coalfield, England, 
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section 1 

a?ODUCTIO 

In 189 Halls discovery that the sedimentary rooks in the 

Appalachian fold belt were much thicker than their time equivalents 

elsewhere, led to the concept  of the geoaynoline and sparked off a con-. 

trover1y regarding the forces that control the development of thick rook 

successions. Hall considered that subsidence in these belts was caused 

by the weight of the accumulated sediment because, in his opinion, most 

of the Appalachian rooks had been deposited in shallow water. Dana, in 

1873, could not bring himself to accept this hypothesis and put forward 

a counter proposal, that the sediments were laid down where space had 

previously been created to accommodate there. 

While the foraretniferal studies of Uanley Jatland (see Shepard 

1959) showed that Dana was correct in at least some of the oases, there 

axe marq instances of thick successions which were undoubtedly accumu-

lated at sea level. The Coal. 31sasures of the Carboniferous System is 

one of these instances. According to Kusnen (195 0 )9 "Troughs now con-

taining coal field.s were maintained above sea level by sedimentation, 

except for short menue ingression., while the floor gradually subsided." 

There is no reason at present to doubt this hypothesis, and the Coal 

*a$ures can be considered to have been accumulated on a labile shelf 

(von Bubnoff 1963)  or in a paxegeorncliue ($oluaahert 1923). The 
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absence of severe tectonic deformation supports the parageosynoline 

concept. 

If the sediments of the Coal aaures were accumulated at sea 

level' the successions ,na.t have been emplaced by subsidence concurrent 

but not necessarily coincident with deposition. What caused this sub-

sidence? Hall's loa4ing hypothesis has been criticised (e.g. Orabau 

1924, Uabgrove 1947)  for reasons based primarily on te supposed density 

difference between mantle and crust • To use Bo1me' (1965) word., 

".... from $ standpoint of isostasy ..... while yielding of the crust 

under a growing load of marine sediment undoubtedly occurs, the total 

effect is strictly limited." 

The motivation of subsidence by loading has regained some 

favour in recent year. With the discovery that the i.ostasy difficulties 

can be overcome if eclogite is generated at the base of the crust under 

increasing pressure. Collette (1968) suggested that under these condi-

tions subsidence can be considered to be entirely controlled by loading. 

A different hypothesis, recently put forward t0' Bott (1965) 1, can be used 

to explain the control of deposition by  subsidence in parageosynolines, 

wher. It is impossible to invoke compressive stresses (Vening Leiness 

1940) b.oause of the absence of subsequent sever, tectonic deformation. 

According to Bott(1965),  highland uplift, which in caused by erosion, 

gives rise to ductile flow in the upper mantle which in turn give, rise 

to acute local subsidence in adjacent basins, manifested in the form of 

elastic deformation or faulting. 

'Whatever the geophysical or geochemical intricacies of the 

proposed mechanisms the basic question still remains to be answered: 
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In sub.idnoe caused hy sediment loading or does subsidence make room 

for incoming sediments? 

Moving from the large to the small scale  one of the most con-

.piououa features of coal-bearing successions is the repetitive nature 

of the sediments (Duff at el 1967). Speculation regarding the control-

hug mechanisms of orc1icity has 1.4 to a wide range of hypotheses. 

1Isohntsma which operate on a scale greater than the basin of deposition 

have been proposed, and include crustal movements, suetatia changes in 

sea-level, climatic variations and even astronomical factors • Suggested 

controls operative within the basin have included compaction, delta 

switching or channel wandering, edaphic factors and local tctonios. 

The internal and self-activating moohani.ms have gained favour in recent 

year. (Osrtel and Walton 1967). 

The features which can be observed in Coal Iftasares successions 

are probably the result of the interaction of these and other controls 

operating on unknown scales with unknown intensities. The detail in 

which the •tratigraphy of the Coal Measures is known, however, makes 

them most suitable for an attempt to sort out the imbroglio of controls. 

Ultimately it should be possible to construct models which approximate 

to the environments in which coal-bearing maooessions were deposited. 

1st geological problems are tackled using argument by analo 

of the past with the present; this thesis is no exception. It is O&OW  

to introduce illogicalities into arguments of this type. For example, 

If a modern process produces a response which can also be observed in 

ancient deposit., than it in illogical to equate the modern and ancient 

processes, without further investigation to show that the response in 
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question could not b., nor ever have b.e, produced by some other means. 

In this thesis, the projection in time of observations made in the 

Recent has been attempted by means of the premi..s listed in table (1.0.1). 

The substantive truth of the projection depends on the proba-

bility that the premise, are geologically faulty; as stated by Simpson 

(1963), "..* the essential point is determination of the probability of 

the premises themselves and mathematics and logic only provide methods 

for correctly arriving at the implications contained in the.. premises." 

Although it may be possible to establish the substantive truth of pre-

mise '1' in table (1.0.1), premise 'A' is influenced both by evolution 

and by dtagenesis, In addition, the probability that many (if not al.-

most all) ancient environments are not present in a.o.nt times makes it 

almost impossible to assess the truth content of premise 'Z' • On the 

other hand, some physical processes are not time dependent. Thus, al-

though individual parameters may vary, the overall features produced by 

processes of this type will be the same today as throughout geological 

time. 

In order to estimate the probabilities that go toward.s the 

construction of a logical argument, it is necessary to supplement criti-

cal geological reasoning with enumeration and quantitative statistical 

asssum.nt. Per *zampls, only if the actual probabilities of the truth 

of two statements are known can the probability of their conjunction be 

oonsidered. 

Some quantitative applications may be criticised on account of 

the 'low powered' interpretations offered. for 'high powered' techniques. 

The cause often appears to atom from a failure toefine the problem 
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M premise x 	Environments (A) and their characteristics (B)  are 

invariant with time s  

	

Promise y 	Environment (A) produces character set (B) and 

no other s  

	

Premise Z 	Character set (B) cannot be formed in any other 

environment than (A). 

Table( 1o.1 ). 	(i) Premises for the backward projection in time of 

inference from Recent sediments 



accurately or set up hypotheses which can be tested in some rigorous 

Conssuently, mathematical techniques  are employed to emph&-

sue some feature rather than to make or prove a particular point. 

In response to the.e criticism., the mathematical techniques 

used subsequently have been critically examined, a have been applied 

only widerwell-difined conditions. The simple positive or negative 

result, obtained in this w&y have a known probability of being in error. 

It is hoped that the results obtained can, therefore, be considered 

truly obj.ative and zeprod.uaibl.. 

This thesis describes an attempt to isolate the responses to 

different process.s in the oaal.bearing rooks of the Westphalian of 

Central England. An effort has been made to identify the procasses 

from the responses in a logical fashion, using the principle of 

nitarianisao Wherever possible, quantitative techniques have been used 

to maintain objectivity and to provide some measure of the probability 

of error in the various observation, and, therefore, in the conclusion, 

that are ultimately derived from them. 
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section 2 

DATA 

The data used in the present stu4 are from that part of the 

Last Pennine Coalfield of Great Britain included by the East Midland.@ 

division of the National Coal Board. Mi. 0. Armstrong, chief geologist 

of the National Coal Board, kindly gave permission for the collection of 

subsurface Information,, and 2' • & • B. Elliott, regional geologist, 

kindly provided facilities at the Last Midland.. Geological Outstation of 

the National Coal Board at Arnold near Nottingham. 

The study area, figure (2.0.1) 9  covers approximately 1348 

square miles (3500  square kilometres), extending about 31 miles (50 kilo-

metres) in an Last-West direction and 43.5 miles (70  kilometre.) North-. 

South. The minim irregular area containing all the data collection 

points covers an area of 730 square miles (1900  square kilometre.). 

2r9vious work in this area has had an economic bias (Edwards 

19359 1951, 1954, 19679 Willi 1956,  Eden et al 19579 Smith et *1 1967) 

but more recently the detailed sedimentoloa has been studied by Elliott 

(1965, 19689  1969). The previous work on the Coal *a.uree fauna is 

listed in the bibliography given by Calver (1968), who has personally 

studied the distribution of the marine fauna. 	aantitative investiga- 

tions into the development of the Coal Mosw4res sediments have been 

carried out by Duff and Walton (1962 9  1964). 

The present investigation was restricted to the section of 
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strata between the Threequarters Coal, of upper Coi.,øznin age, and the 

Clay Cross 3rine Band, of middle Modiolaris age, because it was found 

to be described in the largest number of more recent borehole records. 

In all, 306 record, of boreholes were used, giving an area of 6 square 

kilometres for each data collection locality. Altough the borsholes 

are reasonably evenly distributed, they are more nrous, and in gswrsl 

older, in the',",*at than in the Rest. 

The exact locations of all the borehole* employed are listed 

in appendix (II) but a coding scheme, which is used  throughout the text, 

enables their approximate position to be located in figure (2.0.1)9 The 

first two digits, of the five-digit cod., refer to the Ordnance survey 

1 :25000 sheet reference numbers, and thus to 10 kilometre National Orid 

square.. The third digit is 1, 2 9  39  or  4 according to whether the 

borehole in looatød in the South-West, South-East, North-West or North-

Last quadrant of the grid equate • The fourth and fifth digits identify 

the individual record. For example, 45114  refers to the 14th borehole 

record in the South-lest quadrant of grid square 8Z45. 

Details of the problem, of coal correlations are given in the 

appropriate parts of section (4).  However, the correlation scheme em-

ployed is shown in figure (2.0.2), together with the stratigraphic loca-

tion of the section under consideration. For the sake of clarity, the 

coal. of the section of strata under investigation have been identified 

in abbreviated form in subsequent figures and diagram.. A list of the 

abbreviation, employed is given in table (2.0.3). 

The subsurface information consists of reports of subjective 

appraisals of rocks encountered during drilling by geologists and others 
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Abbreviation 	 Full Name 

COMB Clay Cross Marine Band 

J Joan coal 

BnR Brown Rake coal 

B1R Black Rake coal 

Oh Chavery coal 

TS Top Soft coal 

RS Roof Soft coal 

Sw Sitwell coal 

CXS Clay Cross Soft coal (group) 

F Flockton coal 

EDS Eckington Deep Soft coal 

DS Deep Soft coal 

SwT Sitwell Thin coal 

DHR Deep Hard Rider coal 
DH Deep Hard coal 

P1 First Piper coal 

P2 Second Piper coal 

Pk Parkgate coal 	R 	rider 

TRf Tupton Roof coal 

Ck Cockleshell coal 

T Tupton coal 

Th Thorncliffe coal 

Tq, Threeuarters coal 

Table(2.0.3) List of abbreviations of coal names used 

in subsequent figures and tables. 



and., therefore, is subject to operator variance (Griffith. at *1 1954). 

It has been shown (Elliott 1968, written communication) that while onr-

r.ntly active, trained geologists agree about the distinctions of silt. 

stones and sandstones, the position of the siltstone to mudatone or 

.}ale transition is a matter for debate. 

Differing opinions concerning the location of this grain else 

boundary lash to different thickness estimate, when sequences of silt 

and mud are being described. It is possible to eatimate the amount of 

error, arising from this source, in borehole sections with continuous 

and regular fluctuations in grain size with depth. The scheme includes 

the situation most prone to error, where a siltstone is progressively 

reduced in grain .i.s and gxad.s up and town into mudston., figure 

(2.0.4). Using average value, of 30 and 5 microns, for the sandstone/ 

siltatons and siltstone/mudstoue boundaries respectively, and the re*is 

of an experiment (Elliott 1968, written cowntunioation), in which differ-

ent gsologi.ts described a standard not of sampisa, the error in thick.. 

neon of a bed of siltetone, and the contiguous bed(s) of shale or mud-

stone, can be shown to amount to as much as 30. 

Older records, which are often described in terminology which 

is now defunct, arm subject to unknown sources of error • No Compensa-

tion ham, therefore, been made for known bias because borehole logs 

written bly geologists, who took part in the experiment, constitute only 

a small fraction of the total. flowev.r, operator variance cannot be 

Ignored. The principal expression of this source of error in on the 

scale of an individual borehole and anomalies, arising in the sisal 

distribution of some measured ohareoteristie on this coals alone, must 

not be taken to be of any geological significance. 
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section .3 

AAAE OQEOG.LL2B1 

This short but japortant  section in devoted to the reoonstruo-

tion of the palseogsegraphjr of Central E ngland during the Westphalian 

Stage of the Carboniferous Watene The moael presented is largely based 

upon previous work and its interpretive use, there for., does not involve 

any circular argument.. A bitter scientific approach would be to re-

construct the palas age ography from one sot of data and to describe the 

sedim.ntarr fe*tur.s from a second set, distributed over the same ares. 

This could not be dons in the present study because there was insuffi-

cient data available. The model described below was taken as a working 

hypothesis in the absence of any reasonable alternative, and found to be 

at least consistent, on subeeuerat application. 

Figure (3.0.1) shows trend surfaces up to cubic order extrao-

tot from data describing the subsidence necessary to esplaoe the section 

of strata under investigation, after the effects of compaction have been 

r.moved. The linear surface increases progressively from the South-East 

to North-West, ant therefore away from the )Iidland Barrier, figure 

(3.0.2), whereas the quadratic and cubic surface, demonstrate that the 

acne of maxiaa subsidence is restricted to the map area. However, 

since this soni lies towards the North.-Went, all three surfaces have a 

similar pattern over the larger part of the map. The data sit used in 

these copitationa was obtained from section (7). 
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The strong positive correlation between the total thickness of 

the 1dio1aris Zone and the number of cycles contained (Duff and Walton 

1964) arises from the repeated distal splitting of coal sease (Elliott 

1968) and suggests that subsidence and deposition were contemporaneous 

If not ynohronoua. The permanency of this characteristic througout 

the Coal Upasures implies that the average depositional dip did not vary 

greatly curing the aoouszlstion of the .s1.at•d motion. 

It in necessary to be sure that the upper bounding surface of 

a unit was hon sontal at the  time of forstion before the isopach siva-

lation of the subsidence pattern can be accepted (Kay 1945). In this 

study the upper surf so. was taken as the base of the Clay Cross larine 

Band, Antbra000eras vandsrbsoksi (Ludwig). The faunal distributions 

suggest that the t,nntne a 	coincided with the ions of m.ximum thick- 

ness of Coal measures sediment. Calver (1968) concluded that during 

the accumulation of the marine bend the water depth increased sway from 

the )idland Barrier towards the North-West. If the transgression 0O—

curved across such a sloping shelf the base of the marine band was not 

harisontal at the time of formation and the isopach evidence must be ..t 

aside • Depth, however, is only one of a group of factors which can in-

flnenoe the distribution of invertebrate oommnnitiee (a.e for ezampis 

Craig and Jones 1966). 

The base of the marine band closely overlie, what is probably 

a continuous horimon of coal and ssat-earth over most of the coalfield, 

including the extnsns North-West and South-East as shown in figure 

(3.0.3). If, following Edmund. (1968) 9  a transgressive dynamic model 

is proposed, where juxtaposed pest-forming and marine facies belts 
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migrate up a sloping shelf, then the cycle below should thicken shore

ward., since it must be regressive and is composed of non-marine sedi-

ments . As shown in figure (4.8.3), the cycle thickens away from the 

.&1s.nd. Barrier and, therefore, away from the nearest shoreline. Apart 

from the improbable sequences generated by the dynaaio model (Oo.kens 

1967)1, the stronger development of the Joan coal in the North-West, to-

wards the centre of the Pennine Basin, suggests that the time available 

for peat accumulation was not disiriished near the area of marine some, 

where the switch from regression to transgression should occur. 

The alternative static mo4ml, where the sea floods sores. $ 

peat swan ool!ering the whole study area l  involves the base of the 

marine band being everywhere at about the same level at one instant in 

time, if the usual topographic limitations on peat growth are soceptsd 

(see for example  Williams et al 1968). The faunal variations MY still 

be attributed to depth differences, if the suggestion is invoked that 

marine band& take much longer to accumulate than equal thicknesses of 

non-marine sediment (Tanks ot &1 1931), time allowing basinwide down-

warping to exceed sediment accumulation. 

The  apparent il]ogioslity of proposing a depositional slops 

for sediments 141at.ly beneath a coal and not for those above, does 

not invalidate the argument. The arsal patterns of coal thickness, 

section (4), correspond to the contours of total subsidence, figure 

(7.4.2), suggesting that pest ao0u1atien kept pace with basinwide 

d.ownwarping, and therefore nullified its effect. 

There is, therefore, some Justification for accepting the 

linear trend surface as an approximation to contours on the average 
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depositional slope. Will.' (1956 ) isopachi of his "palstags lb", shown 

in figure (3.0.4,  have been aet subsequently in preference to the 

linear trend surfa.., to which they bear a reasonable similarity, for 

reasons of ob.otivity and accuracy, since they are based upon a iwoh 

pester thickness of strata than the section aidar investigation. If 

the trend surface had been used, any interpretation based upon oorre.pon.-

d..noe of component and sum of components (eel section 5) would be biased 

by the closed number system involved. 

From the linear trend surface it is possible to estimate the 

maUa possible depositional dip, which would arise in the basin neces-

sary to contain the interval from the Threequarters coal to the Clay 

Cross Marine Band, in the unlikely event of it being deposited as a whole. 

The slops would be about 0.002% compared to the present 0.07% for the 

Ou.lf of Mexico. This result has ease bearing upon later disoussions of 

the depositional environment, amos Wermund (1965) has suggested that 

slope, of this segnitude and pester can arise from local topographic 

variability. 

3.1 	 Conclusion 

The contours of Will's (1956)  ieopaoh map of his "palstsge lb" 

have been taken as an appodmatica to contours an the depositional slops, 

during the period of scouilation of the section of strata Under investi-

gation. The applioability of the contours of palitage lb is verified by 
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their similarity to contours on trend surfaces of the total subsidence 

required to s*plaos the strata between the Threetuart.:. Coal and the 

Cia, Cross Marine Band. The iile modal may be an oversimplification,  

since the depositional slops was probably so alight as to be masked by 

boil topographic effect.. 

The Pennine Basin can probably be considered as a fairly simple 

depositional basin because subsidence, concurrent with sediment aoouaula-

tion, inczeaast progressively away from the nearest landmass. 

-.13.. 



section 4 

STILIIaIL4t?flIC kNALYZI 

4.1 	 Introduction 

The section of strata under investigation was not considered as 

$ *o1•, boo-use of the illogicality of using tndsncies, established in 

this way, as & basis for the interpretation of variations in component 

parts of the same section. The use of the pela.ogsography, discussed in 

section (3),  does not extirpate the circular argument, but, since it is 

such more broadly based, atnimisia the possible error. 

In the East Midlands Coal Ueasuree, regional studies cannot be 

based upon sub-aivisions at the level of an individual cycle because it is 

rarely possible to trace definitive horizons for large distances. The 

areal restriction of cycles arises because they are often bounded 4 coal 

seam splits and, l.se frequently, merge with their neighbours on the do-

generation of intervening coals and seat-earths. 

It was found that the section of the Coal masures chosen for 

&ns]ysis could be d.ivied into 7 'intervals' q  on the basis of the conti-

nuity of marker horizons across the study area. However, that any 

sandstone occurring anywhere between two marker horisons must be oo.. 

plstelj' •rooasd by them, was used as an additional definitive me.zim. 

These rules were relaxed to allow for the washout., on a very local 

scale, of marker hansons under thick sandstones. 



As defined, many intervals contained nuroua cycles in Borne 

azea.. Jar the purposes of the following discussion the term 'cycle' 

refers only to a wedge of sediment bounded above and below by a coal or 

seatearth, without any overtones of a preferred sequence of beds within 

the wedge. 

In section (2) it was shown that the variability of the silt/ 

ud grain ales boundary, arising from operator error, was significant in 

modern reports. The boundaries of the usual elastic sub-division, of 

finer grain sues, into sand, silt and clay are, therefore, haay. The 

scheme was simplified to include just two categories, sand and clay. 

The farmer consists predominantly of sand but silt and clay may be inter-

bedded, and the latter of clay possibly containing beds of silt and eVen 

fin, sand. )i!izsd f sates, consisting of equal proportions of the com-

ponents, were recorded as the individual beds, grouping coarse silt with 

sand and fins silt with clay. 

In practice this scheme worked reasonably well for the purposes 

of mapping total and sandstone body thickness in subsurface • Kowsvsr, 

lithofacies analysis in any greater detail is precluded. 

The correlation of coal seams, essential for this type of ana-

lysis, was based primarily on the work of the lational Coal Board, East 

Midlands Division, with additions from the lismoirs of the Institute of 

Oeologioal Sciences. Many correlations were the work of the author who 

sust accept responsibility for their accuracy. 

The seven intervals are described in detail below. The cvi-

denoe obtained from this traditional analysis initiated the quantitative 

studies described in subsequent sections. 
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4.2 	 Threequart.rs to Law Rain Coal, Interval 1 

The interval I. defined by the Tbre.uart.rs and Low Main or 

Tupton coals • 	hi is the latter can be traced over the whole coalfield 

the former degenerates in the extreme North-West of the study axis, where 

It is r.plao.d by sandy measures associated with the top of the Silkatone 

Rook. The area of development of this Interval is, thstefore, slightly 

smaller than the study axes. 

The interval consist, of one cycle, neither of the boundary 

coals having a split which can be used for subdivision. 

The gross thickness of the Thr..quarters coal, including dirt, 

is shown in figure  (4.2.1). The pattern which emerges shows a progres-

sive increase of thickness towards the North-West, and thus towards the,  

centre of the Pennine Basin. PU. obseryation Is important in that it 

r.f.rs to a single seam, suggesting that the similar trend for cumulative 

coal thickness, discussed as peat in section (7), does not arise from the 

introduction of new intermediate •esa. 

The thickness of the interval also increases steadily towards 

'the North—West, figure (4.2.2), where the only sandstones are located, 

figure (4.2.2). The sAndstones oozr as unoounsct.d pods. However, 

their restriction, apparently to the central parts of the Pennine Basin, 

.y not be significant, since, for example, the map usy only show part of 

a much larger discharge system. 
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4.3 	 Low Zain to Parkgste Coal, Interval 2 

The definitive Low gain or Tupton and Parkgate or Piper coals 

000ur singly or in recognisabie combination over the whole map. The 

tum at the top of the Parkgate coal is in error br a few Zest in the 

:orth because of a split, figure (4.3.1). 

The Tupton coal can be separated from the Parkgate coal by up 

to three intermediat, coals and seatsertha, called the Second Piper, 

"Upton Roof and Cockleshell. Other,even more ephemeral, intermediates 

occur but hay, been 1.Zt out of the analysis. Where pront o  the major 

Intermediates divide the interval into two or three only, beosuse it In 

almost impossible to map the Tupton Roof and Cockleshell as separate 

coals. Figure (4.3.1)  illustrates the complexities which arise from 

subdivisions, and shows how the interval consists of one oycle in the 

oentre of the map area where the sediments are very sandy • This feature 

is brought out in table (4.3.2)9  based on deviation, from expected fre- 

uancies in a normal contingency table, which shows the trend of in-

creasing complexity with thickness to be reversed where the interval is 

thickest. This dichotor presents extraordinary correlation problems 

because of the loss of intermediate detail. Many of the conclusions 

are, therefore, based upon a few critical marginal records so that cor-

rect correlation is vital. 

The top of the Cockleshell coal has been shown to be equivalent 

to the top of the Thornoliffe coal (which is primarily developed in 

Yorkshire) by  £dsn st .1 (1957).  The base of the Tupton correlates with 
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the baae of the Thornaliffe where complete (e.g. 48201). The Tupton 

Roof ooal is ephemeral and ii.s above the Cockleshell. Possible mis-

identifications of the Tupton Roof as the Cockleshell, for example at 

37211, 443137 and 63104, do not appear to affect the simplicity of the 

map of the thickness between the Tupton and Tupton Boot coals. The 

Cockleshell and Tupton Roof coals were, tbar.tor., taken to "present a 

single horison. 

The Second Piper can be traced towards the central sandy sane, 

and the degeneration of coal and .sateaxtb to .eat.srth alone prior to 

disappearanc•, suggests that it was not deposited over the whole area. 

The Pint Piper coal (known simply as the Piper where the ascend Piper is 

absent) oombiza a with the Second Piper in the extreme South-East, now 

the 1Ci&lnd Barrier, and in the North to form the Parkgate (e.g. 58303). 

The gross thicknes, of the ?upton coal including dirt is shown, 

for Its various combinations, in figure (4.3.3). The thickness pattern 

is clearly controlled by the Cockleshell split and ther. is no aparate 

trend. 

The lowest subinterval, defined by the Tupton Roof or Cookie-

shell coals, figure (4.3.4), in patchily developed. Areas of non-

development are bounded by coal splits, eveiywh.ro except a small area 

where the Tupton Root coal degenerates. 

The northern prism of sediment corresponds to the thickest parts 

of interval 1 • The southeastern and southwestern patches have no such 

ooinoidenoe • 3antstone in the 2outh-ast forms an elongate body which 

thins towards the Midland Barrier, but shows some tendon to thicken 

towards the North.-West and may,  therefore, be continuous with the major 
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central sandstone. In the South-West the sandstones thin towards the 

coal split and thus towards the Nortb-eei • The pattern shown two belts 

which coalesce in the direction of thi ,iriin. In the North the belt of 

development of this subinterval contains four disconnected pods of sand.-

stons. 

The patchy development of this subint.rval could arias from 

either loca.Lisd deposition or subsidence • The answer depends vary much 

upon whether subsidence can control the distribution of $ .diment • This 

typ. of problem arises zepsatedly in the studied intervals and is dis-

cussed further in section (6). 

The middle subinterval is defined 1W either the Low Main g  

Cockleshell or Tupton Roof and the Second Piper coals. Figure (4.3.5) 

shows the distribution of sediment as far as can be traced. The d *ge-

neration of the Second Piper coal gives a false impression of patchy 

development • In fact, the onl.y certain boundary is in the extreme 

South-Last whir, the marginal coals combine. 

The thickness of the subinterval in the North is variable but 

there is a definite increase in thickness southwards towards the area 

where the interval canal uts of one cycle containing a large sandstone 

body. The sandstones in this area form the only true sheet sandstone 

recorded. It may be significant that the sheet is restricted to the 

North, down the depositional slope, since Potter (1962) has suggested 

that similar bodies in the U.S.A. are formed during marine regressions. 

The southwestward extension, of the North-East area of the sheet sand,-

stone, is Lost through lack of control, but may be continuous with the 

central sandstone body because the subinterval, as a whole, thickens in 
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that direction • It should be noted, however, that for the most part the 

sheet consists of two leaves of sandstone separated by a thin ooal and 

seatsarth. If there is a simple genetic relationship between the sheet 

sandstone and the mein central body, it must have been produced by some 

mechanism uhich could be maintained throughout the development of two 

cycles. 

The sandstone body in the 8outh-Wst forms a belt some  2 to 

miles wide, at least 6 miles long and up to 120 feet thick. The belt 

axis trend.. towara. the North-last and the body presumably connects with 

the main central sandstone • It is temptingly .aq to interpret this 

relationship as an alluvial feeder and a basin of looslised sand aoouuø-

lation. Iloweve:, as shown in figure (4.3.6)9 there is some evidence 

that this belt may continue its trend to the North-last, as suggested by 

the 100 feet sandstone isopach. 

Comparison of this subinterval with the one below shows some 

examples of offset. The 'belt in the 3uth-West lie, neatly between the 

two southern sediment wedges of its predecessor, and the northern chest 

is restricted, to the North of the underlying belt. In addition, the 

central thick sandstone, which has its base in this subinterval, is dis- 

tributed in such a way as to avoid the patches of development of the 10100t 

subinterval in the North and the South-W•st • The northern margin of Ibis 

body is extremely abrupt, by Coal. measure* standards • For example, the 

Interval consists of 3 non-sandy ribintervals at 46101 but within a mile 

I$ has changed to one cycle containing a 100-feet thick sandstone (46102 9  

46204 9  46306). This abrupt margin belongs to a belt of increased 
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sandstone thickness, p.at.r than 100 test, which like Its southern 

counterpart *ends towards theNorth.ast, figure (4.3.6). 

The third subinterval is defined by the First and Second Piper 

coal. • The combination of the.e coal, in the North overlie, the area of 

development of the sheet sandstone of the midAtis subinterval. The sub-

interval in also bounded br the same split in the South-aat, figure (4.3.7). 

Pho sandstones are fairly w desprs.4 but contain two thick 

belts. One in the North-West, figure (4.3.7)9  trends South-u-East for * 

known distance of 1..e than about two miles, and may form an extension of 

the central sandstone body. The belt in the South-West trends towards 

the North-East ant is, therefore, parallel to, but offset from, its pr.-

dsc.ssoz. Thare is a general t.z4.n4y to thicken northeastwards into 

the central satieton., 

he total thickness ct this complex interval, figure (4.3.8)9 

increases towards the I.orth-Weit from the extreme South-EA at • The siile 

pattern, reflecting ii13' (1956) i.opeohs for the whole Pennine Basin, is 

broken up in the oanire of the map area by the interplay of the various 

sandstones. The sons of msxi,iup, thickness falls within the map area. 

4.4 	 Park to to Deep Hard Coal, Interval 

Ths interval is defined by the Asrkgate, ipsr or Pt l'ip.r 

coal and the Deep Hart coal, evsijwhere South of the line marking the 

split of the top Parkgat. leaf. The interval in not readily divisible 
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but the sandstones were formed br three separate depositional events, 

which are marked off by thin coals and .sat.arths. 

The lowest subinterval is defined by the Psrkgato split, shown 

In figure (4.4.1), and the highest, stratigraphioafly, by the Deep Bard 

ant an ephemeral group of thin coals and ssatear$hs • The middle sub.. 

interval is defined by the upper and lower boundaries of the lower and 

upper abinteryala respectively. Over much of the area the interval 

consists of one qvole, probably because the intermediate horizons dig.-

narat., figure (4.4.1). 

In the extreme North-West the Deep Bard coal becomes degenerate 

and few complete reooria are available • The ares of dnt.zioration co-

incides with that of the thickest parts of the Parkgat. hock. 

The gross thickness of the arkgate ocal, figure (4.4.2)9  does 

not appear to be affected in any way by the loss CC the top leaf. The 

coal is thickest in the North-West but thinning towards the iouth-set is 

disturbed in the centre of the may area, whore the coal is much thinner 

than expected. Although there is no precise correspondence, the coinci-

dence with the thickest parts of interval 2 is notable. 

The total thickness (figure 4.4.3), is also reduced to a mini-

mum in this central sou•. There is evidence of inverse proportionality 

between the thicknesses of intervals 2 and 3,  on the small scale, in the 

eastern parts of the central area. 

The main sandstone belt of the interval in probably restricted 

to the lowest aubinterval • The isopaohs of sandstone thickness, figure 

(4.4.4)9 could only be partly constructed from the available data and were 

completed using additional information from litchell et al (1947).  The 
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sandstone body tisnds towards the North-North-EUi but is probably not 

continuous in this direction and, therefore, forms an elongate pod. It 

In 10 miles wide between Uis 20--feet isopsoha but only 2 or 3  miles between 

the 75-feet isopaohs. The maximum observed length is about 20 miles but 

the outcrop in the $outh-Wist precludes a knowledge of its originaJ. lth. 

The greatest recorded thickness i. 141 feet. 

art of a second sandstone body can be sian in the North of 

figure (4.4.4) and a sicond more restricted belt in the $outh. The 

utratigraphia equivalence of these two bodies is uncertain because of the 

lack of intermediate detail • Sandstones of the midale subinterval can 

only be identified in the South,-last. The tendency for these sandstone 

bodies to thin towards the North-West suggests that they are not oonuso-

t.d with sandstones in the centre of the area, where the interval con-

sists of one Cycle. Zandaten.s in the upper subinterval can similarly 

n1y be recognised in the South-ast, figure (4.4.5). The hypothesis, 

that the sandstones of the central axes are equivalent to those of the 

upper subinterval, is upheld bV the simple nature of the ieol.ith mep, 

igura (4.4.5). Local highs of total thickness tend to avoid pods of 

sand in the central area. 

4.5 	 Deep Hard to Deep Soft Coal, Interval 4 

The interval is defined by the Deep Bard and Deep Soft coals. 

The Deep Hard is reoognisable .ve'ehers except the extreme North-West, 
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and splits only once to give a persistent rider in the North-East, figure 

(4.5.1). The Deep soft coal, however, presents a number of difficult 

correlation problems. These involve the Roof Soft Coal and are, t.er.-

for., discussed in section (4.6). 

The split of the Deep Soft Floor coal from the Deep Soft and 

Deep Hard Rider from the Deep  Bard give rise to a natural division into 

three subintervals. Over ,*zoh of the area in the South the interval 

consists of a single cycle, contrasting with the North-lost where 6 or 

more intermediat, coals may be present. 

The gross thickness of the Deep Hard coal, excluding of course 

the rider wIre split off, is shown in figure (4.5.1). Thinnest in the 

aa$, the coal thickens toward.s the orth-West and bouth..est • Thicken-

ing towards the North is interrupted 1r thinning over an ares coinciding 

with the main belts of the Parkgat. Rook. The split of the Deep Bard 

Rider d.o.s not have a' simple effect on the coal isopsoh pattern. 

The progressively widening split of the Deep Bard coal and its 

rider reflects the thickness of the wedge of sediment of the lowest sub-

interval. Renewed thinning in the extre me East  and  North.-Bast suggests 

that the subinterval may be enclosed br coal splits, figure (4.5.2). The 

sandstones, figure (4.5.2), are thin and restricted to a number of ix'r.-

gular pods, one of which thins along its northern margin suggesting that 

it peters out rather than joins the thick belt of sandstone shown in 

figure (4.5.3). However, the aloes Proximity  of boreholea 57103, where 

two mouerstaly thick sandstones are separated by the Deep Hard Rider, and 

57101, where the interval consists of one cycle with a thick sandstone, 

.i.24 dw 
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su&Sets that the .ubtntsrv,11 may be stz'atigraphioslly equivalent to the 

lower parts of the Deep Hard Rock. 

The middle subtnt.rvs1 9  of. figure (4.5.4)9 thickens progr.e-

siv.ly  from the South-East to the West and North-West, where the pattern 

of isopacho is complicated by the presence of a thick sandstone. How-

ever, one of the thickset souse of development, in the South-West, con-

Uinn 	sandstone • In fact the sandstones of this subinterval are 

concentrated in the down,-paUeonlope area, where they form two thick belts, 

one reaching 150 feet the other 80 feet, which coalesce towards the South-

West. The belts tent to diverge, the southern trending East and the 

,ors northerly North-East, figure (4.5.3). The widths are extremely 

variable but 2, 3 and 4 sties are typical separations of 20-feet isopacha 

Of sandstone thickness. The washouts, reoord..d on figure (4.5.3),  paral-

lel the belts but in fact are restricted to the lowest subinterval, and 

even avoid the thin sandstone pods. The washouts are, however, r*strio-

ted to the West and not found anywhere also along the 25 miles that the 

belts can be traced in subsurface. 

Eden .t al (1957)  stated that the Deep Soft coal is out out by 

the upwird extension of the Deep Hard Rock. ThUe it is true that 10- 

"117 the Deep Soft coal may not Mve been deposited in some areas where 

the asndatone is thickest, the record of the Sitwell Thin at 46303  and 

Its obvious equivalents, of a coal at 46302  and s.ateartha at 46304  and 

46305 9  implies that the Deep Soft coal, like the Parkgat. and Deep Eart 

coals, degenerates over a thick sandstone. .imtsrioration is partly so.. 

oomplishet by repeated, splitting in the areas flanking the Deep Hard Bo& 9  

figure (4.5.5). 
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The main belts of the Deep Hart Rook are off sot to the North 

from the sandstones of the lowest subinterval. However, if lateral con-

tinuity could be proved, this offset would arise naturally through the 

spreading of the environment, in which sand was being sooualated, over 

areas where intermediate øoals were being formed. The offset of the 

Deep Hard lock to the South of main belt of Psrkgat. Rook could not arise 

through co-deposition beo.uae ,  they are almost ubiquitously separated by 

the Deep Bard Coals However,  the two a ar4stones form a multistory body 

In few places where the intervening coal has been washed out. 

Figure (4.5.4) shows the interval tbiokness inoA.uding the 

lowest subinterval. Like Interval 39 thick sane. in the Sout-West tend 

not to be sandy. The fairly simple pattern of increasing thickness to-

ward.. the North-W.et Is again complicated where the interval contains 

thick sandstones. 

There appears to be little correspondence between total thick.. 

noes of the interval and the number of cycles, figure (4.5.5). However, 

the splitting of the Deep Soft coal towards the Deep Bard Rook suggests 

that subsidence, over and above the r.gioral, was proceeding below the 

sandstone bodies as more sediment was being added. 

There appears to be no simple relationship bstween the thick-

ness.s of intervals 3 and  4. 
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4.6 	 Deep Soft to Roof Soft Coal., Interval 5 

It mey not be justifiable to use the term 'interval' to d..be 

this part of the succession, even though both requiremsrits are fulfilled, 

because the Roof Soft coal form, an integral part of a group of e same 

known collectively as the Clay Cross Soft. However, this group can 

self be regarded as an interval, so that number  can be defined as the 

section of strata between the Deep Soft coal and the base of interval 6. 

The toof Soft cosl can be traced over the ihole area, whether alone or in 

combination With the Top Soft, forming the Sitwell, or Top Soft plus 

Chavery #  forming the ?looktn. 

The Roof Soft coal shows a wide range of development. In the 

Vest and outh-West it is 000nly 2 to 3 feet thick but in the East and 

;outh-East it is represented by a thin cannel • In the West t1u8 cannel 

overlie, an inferior coal or bit. 

Identification of the Roof Soft coal in most difficult in the 

centre and Jorth of the area, where the Deep Soft cannot always be recog-

nised or is not developed. The simpler correlation scheme in the South 

was extended northwards where it was found to provide an acceptable frame-

work for stratigrsphio analysis. In 56101 the Deep Soft and Sitwell 

coals are almost oombined. 56201 is similar, but in 56204 and 56208 the 

coals separate • This correlation scheme can be extended. through 31561W 

to SL$6JE but towards the North-"t the Roof Soft remains close to th e  

Deep Soft #  they eventua12y combine, and the Top Soft is split away. 

At 47201 9  Smith et al (1967) tentatively suggested that the 
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Deep Soft is absent and that a thick Roof Soft is split any from & eo.' 

binet Top Soft and. Chavery • 	Close by, however, at 47202 the Roof Soft 

is represented b7 a thick dull coal in a Plockton section. Thus at 47201 

the Root Soft has probably degenerated to a thick ..at.srth, * oon 

characteristic of  this ooal, and what is recorded as the Roof Soft is 

probably the Deep Soft. Comparisons with sections of the Clay Cross 

Soft group in &1465z and SK46JIE support this hypothesis, and the scheme 

can be extended. into SZ57 without undue difficulty although the problem Le 

ezeosrbat.d 	the preesnoe of superimposed sandstone bodies, ftgur. (44.1). 

One of the major problems of correlation of the DeW Soft coal 

In tormjnolo'. In the North-West the lower Clay Cross Soft member, the 

SitRell, was •oetjses recorded as the Eekington Deep Soft. This nam 

was carried over to the North-Eat where it was applied to the combined 

Roof Soft and Deep Soft (D. Turner 1968 9  personal coznioatiozi). Oooa-

sionally this new Eokingtcn Deep Soft clearly cone lates with coals re-

corded simply as the Deep Soft, a name which can be shown to have its 

correct significance only a few miles to the South. The addition of 

miaidsniiiioatjona to this t.'omio muddle made accurate correlation 

difficult, and it is not impossible that some of the irregularitie s  in 

the isopach maps of this interval, especially in the  North, arise from 

error, in naming coals. 

The remaining correlation problems in the Clay Cross Soft group 

of coals can also be disposed of at this juncture, Returning to the 

known correlation of borehole 56101, two coals, let them  be X with T 

aboys, occur above the Sitwell. X and T find ready equivalents in 56201 

and X can be traced eastwards via 56.305 wher. it is recorded as a cannel. 
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'urthar "at I can be seen to be the name coal as the split from the 

"I)s.p Soft" recorded tW Edwards (1967). 

All the above.-iasntion.d correlations are illustrated in figure 

(4.7.1). 

Taking the Roof Soft to inolude the twin horiion of cannel *vex 

bad coal, the Interval consists of ono cycle over most of the area. The 

most ooimon intermediate, occur in the North and West and are associated 

with the Deep soft Rook, figure (4.6.3). 

Figure (4.6.2) shows the thickness of the Deep Soft ooal, in 

this case excluding dirt because of the ror introduced b7 frequent 

splits. The simple increase in thickness towards the North-West end.s 

abruptly along a ]ine approximately flanking the sane of greatest thick-

ness of the Deep Bard Rook. The thinning is accompanied, but not caused 

bV splitting and can he used to differentiate the real from the Bokington 

Deep Soft. The combined Deep Soft and Roof Soft coal doss not thin or 

deteriorate over the Deep Bard Rook. 

The interval is thickest in the West and North-West, figure 

(4.6.3)9 and is thinnest in the aentre, South and South-West but thins to 

nothing where the definitive ooal@ are combined in the North and North.. 

East • A belt of greater than average thickness trend.. North-East across 

the North-West of the area and is associated with the thick sandstones of 

the interval, which consists of & string of unconnected pods, figure 

(4.6.4)0 Two other bodies of sandstone occur in the South and. South- 
 
- 

East. Beth trend toward. the North-East. In most oases the thick 

sandstones coincide with areas where the interval is thickest but coos-

sionally the interval can exceed 80 feet without sandstone. 
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The effect of the interval below on the total thickness is com-

plex and not as pronouno.d as seen previously. There are areas of ob-

vicus positive and negative oorxelation. Similarly, whtle the main 

southern pods of the Deep Soft Rook are displaced to the South of the 

in belt of the Deep Hard Rock s  further North the trends Internet and 

areas of increased sandstone thickness coincide. 

4.7 	 Roof Soft to Chave 	oa1 Interval 6 

The Roof Soft coal, which forms the lower boundary of this in-

terval y  can he traced over most of the map area • The upper boundary I. 

in theory the Chavery coal but in practice the Black Rr  coal was used 

as a substitute when, the Chav.ry was absent. The error introduced in 

this WBrj II very limited because the Chavery and Black Bake coals and 

seateartbs comprise a twin bonison whenever recorded together. The in-

terval can be subdivided into two parts using the Top Soft coal. 

The Roof Soft coal, figure (4.7.1), thickens progressively to-

wards the North-.est. The trend ends abruptly along a line orientated 

llorth-.East to South-West, which approximately follows the southeastern 

margin of the string of sandstone pods of the Deep Soft Rook. 

The lowest subinterval is confined to the South-East of the map 

the junction of the Roof Soft and Top oft coals in the North-West. 

The line of the southeastwards split of these coals corresponds to the 

south-eastern margin of the Deep Soft Rook. The thickness of the 
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subinterval,, figure (4.7.2)9 is verr irregular and clearly reflects the 

distribution of the sandstones, figure (4.7.3). The sandstone, of the 

ubinterval consist of pods which appear to lis in a belt tr.ZW.ir4 North.- 

East. Boisvsr, there is scent evidence to prove that more pods do not 

occur in the East and South-East. 

The overall pattern of total and sandstone thickness of this 

subinterval shows some obvious inverse relationships with the thickness 

patterns of interval 5. In detail, however, the picture is confused and 

It is impossible to make any generalized statement regarding the iriflu-

snos of the preceding interval. 

The thickness of the top subinterval, figure (4.794,  has no 

regional element in that it bears no relaticn81ip to .ili'8'(2956) iso-. 

pach. • There appears to be no relationship with the lower subinterval. 

The sandstones are thin and scarce, a maximum thickness of 36 feet being 

roordat amongst scattered pods, figure (4.7.4). There In apparently no 

correspondence between total and sandstone thiokn. as. 

The total, thickness of interval 6 9  figure (4.7.5), shows an off-

set of maxims from the interval below. Unlike man' previous negative 

correlations there is no contribution from the relative positioning of 

sancs tone. 

4.8 	 Chvery Coal to Clay Cross Marine 3.i4 Interval 7 

The base of the interval was taken as the Chav*27 or Black Rake 

coals, as discussed above • lais is a reasonably G&w horizon, to locate 
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because it is succeeded by a prominent ironstone. The top of the inter.. 

val was t&k.izi am the baae of the C1*y Cross )tarin. Band.. This horizon 

Lot therefore, defined by the transition from brackish, or fresh, water 

to marine fauna. Fortunately the downward transition from the marine 

some is ,10h sharper than  upward.. (Calve: 1968). Over most of the 

northern part of the axes the marine band rests on the Joan coal • The 

Joan horizon can be traced southwards and some recent records have been 

used to show that it remi.na in aloes combination with the C1&y Cross 

rine Band, figure (3.0.3). In some older reooicis the top of the in-

terval was, therefore, taken as the top of the Joan coal or seatesith. 

The maZimum error introduced in this wear, in the contra of the area, was 

about 2O. 

The interval is divided into two subintervals by the Brown take 

coal • This horizon spin is a twin and is associated  with an overlying 

ironstone. to coal thickness maps can be produced because of the dua1tty 

of the data. 

The thickness of interval 7, figure (4.8.1), increases toward.. 

Us North—West and the pattern reflect. Pennine Basin pa1aaogsograby. 

Complozitiss arising on the seale of a single observation probably arias 

from misidentification. 

The thieknass of the lower subinterval, figure (4.8.2), bears 

no obvious relationship to the overall pattern mentioned ahoy.. Liowever, 

the subinterval reaoe its maziis&m daveJojmsnt in the North. The .and 

stones are thin and restricted. to wall scattered pods occurring in the 

South of the ma. A few Intermediate thin coals and seatearths give 
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rise to increasing complexity toward., the North-West and are, than for., 

not associated in any way with the sand.atonaso 

The pattern of thickness of the upper subinterval, figure 

(4.8.3), strongly resembles the supposed contours on the depositional 

slop, section (3).  Sandstones are &r(n rare and thin, but occur in 

the Xozih-West and are associated with increases in complexity arising 

from ephemeral intermediate ocals and seatoarths. 

The upper and lower subintervals, therefore, have a positive 

ooir.lation, arising in patterns which reflect the thickness of the Coal 

Measures as a whole • ILowever, there is notable inverse proportionality 

between intervals 6 and 7 9  arising principally on the small scale. 

4.9 	 $yithssis and Conclusions 

The detailed analysis . 	oarri•a ut 	basis of v. 5irrple 

disiz2 into sand, clay and coal, because the poor quality of some of 

the older litho].ogioal descriptions, and the extent of operator error in 

recent records, did not warrant a further subdivision of sediment types. 

Comparisons of total, sandstone and coal thicknesses of intervals with 

their neighbours, ant with the Psimins Basin as a whole, have permitted 

the following general conclusions to be reached. 

The total thickness of intervals or subintervals sometimes shcxm 

a tendency to increase towards the North-West of the map area and., there.-

Lore, towards the centro of the iennins Basin • In other intervals the 
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acne of maXiman development is confined to She asp ares and, therefore, 

local with respect to tha w6ols basin of deposition. 

In asxq areas there is a direct or inverse proportionality be-

tween the thicknesses of adjacent intervals or subintervals. MDst post-. 

SiTs correlations arise on the large seale where the intervals show some 

relationship to the basinwids subsidenoe pattern, section (3).  Negative 

correlations appear to arise on a smaller scale, usu&iJ.y confined to the 

asp area, and are usually not p.rsistet through more than one interval. 

The relationship between total interval and sandstone thickness 

is generally quit. strong. Duff and A&Iton (1964) showed that the  ocr-

respon..nce arise., at learnt partly, on the very large scale, although 

this result is effected by the closed number system employed. The 

atratigmphio ana]yis shows that, in general, wher, the interval is 

thickest, on the small scale, it contains a thick sandstone. Clearly 

compaction contributes towards the coisoidence but the occurrence of Slick 

non-sandy and thin very sandy Intervals and subintervals suggests that 

there may be other factors involved. 

There is a teudsn- for the sandstone bodies of adjacent inter-

vals to be offset from each other, and yet to remain close together and, 

where they are elongate, to have parallel trends • However, there are 

examples of the coincidence of local thickness maxims. 

Total coal thickness, including dirt, increases towards the 

North-West, probably at the individuai seam level, aacL q  therefore, shows 

a fairly strong basinal component. The simple pattern is usually inter-

rupted 1W the presence of an underlying thick sandstone • The coals 
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sometimes split towards these sandstone bodies ana usually thin and de-

teriorate over the axis of maximum thickness. 

There are some examples of the correspondence of coal and over-

lying interval thickness. The relationship is complex and never consis-

tent over the whole area, and probably arise, from the interaction of 

interval thicknesses. 

Ignoring interval 1, there is a progressive upward change from 

eanu' intervals, with non-basinal thickness distributions, to basinal 

non-sandy intervals. There is a concomitant increase in the frequency 

of occurrence of non-marine bivalves and ironstone., and the substitutions 

of seatearthe for thick coals. This trend apparently culminates in a 

marine incursion. since the Clay Cross Marine Band (Anthra000eras Van-

derbeokei Ludwig) can be traced more or less throughout nthern Europe, 

a general synthesis would be required before the significance of this 

trend could be evaluated. 

The observed areal variations and interactions provide a means 

of identifying the mechanisms involved in the build-up of the Coal 

Measures. The areal extent of these processes should be reflected in 

the extent of their effects. Since the size of the Pennine Basin has 

been defined (wills 1956) it is possible to differentiate between pro-

cesses which operate on the scale of the whole basin, or on a smaller or 

larger scale. In this way an initial, perhaps tentative, identification 

can be made • For example, the embryo movements of Armorican folds would 

produce small-scale variations. 

Further evidence can be produced if the shapes and orientations 

of processes can be defined. Using the same example, the effects of 
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folds would tend to be elongate with a Charnoid trend (Smith et al 1967). 

The permanency and Interaction of the processes can also be used; the 

influence of a fold should be restricted to one area through tine although 

it might only be Intermittently operative. 

However at this stage the evidence consists merely of subje o-

ti,. qualitative statenents based on isopsohyte maps which may be of 

doubtful significance (Dodd .t al 1964). The information was, therefore, 

subjected to statistical analysis so that the sizes of the various com-

ponents could be separated anu measured. The relationships, established 

subjectively in this section, were then statistically tested at different 

scales. Positjve statements can then be made, about the existence of 

similarities and differences, with a known probability of being in error. 

These qusutitatiie comparisons  form the substance of section (6). 

Trend surface n*1ysi. is tailor-made for the purpose of sepa-

rating the scale components of areal variability, However, doubts have 

recently been oast 0:. the usefulness of the application of this tecluiiqms 

in geology (Lih ancL Conner 1967,  Miduleton  1967).  Because this tech'. 

nique is essential to the subsequent analysis a discussion of the appli-

cation of the method is presented in section (5). 
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section 5 

?R1ID SURPACE ANALYSIS 

3.1 	 Introduction 

?r.nd surface analysis can be at -tempted in a variety of ways 

but the most 000n are based upon a general linear model and use simple 

power series. Fourier and other transformation. can be made but, like 

the non--linear models suggested by James (1967),unloss there is some 

priori reason for selecting on* in particular, testing a range for appli.-

oability would be prohibitively .xpen.ive; however, see Ilesch and 

Connor (1968). 

Like most quantitative techniques trend surface analysis has 

come in for its share of criticism. Objections tend to fall into two 

groups, as oharaot.rised by Idesch and Conner (1967j, who considered that 

since surfaces am by nature empirical they may never be interpreted in a 

useful way without heavy reliance on other geological information, and by 

I** and IlIddleton (1967)9  who doubted whether any application to date" 

had produoed anything which could not have been extracted from the raw 

data; however, they did not describe any method which could be substi 

tut.t for trend surface analysis. 

Justifiable or not, the.e criticisms arise principally for two 

reasonsi 1) the bias of the data presented for analysis; 2) the lack of 
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a precise definition of objectives and, therefore, a guide for interpre-

tation. The 8ouasion of the.e factors irsvolv.s a number of terms and 

concepts which it is nssessax7 to define. 

A leant squares trend wurfaoe Is bW definition the best of any 

given complexity that can be fitted to the data. If the deviations (the 

differences b.tmeen observed and computed values) are uncoirsiated then 

the suifaoe is said to be a maximum-likelihood predictor. Grant (197) 

iednos& this constraint to the assumption that the co-variance amongst 

deviations with asro mean could he neglected compared to that of the 

trend. Rewover, most geological information is ve17 nolar and it is 

unlikely that low ooiiipl.xity surfaces could fulfil this requirement. 

The concept of noise can be most naturally studied if geologi-

eal data is consiasred to consist of three components, regional, local 

and residual, rather than just, regional and error. If trisection is 

aoo.pted the three components can be rigorously defined in terms of the 

map area and number of observations. Their uncritical use causes con-

fusion and even Giant (1957)  advocated the discontinuance of the term 

'regional'. 

The exact apaaings used in the following discussion are given 

below. 

regional - a response to a process (or processes) which operates over 
an area greater than that unasr investigation and without 
repetition within the map limits. 

local - a response to a process :or processes,"  which opsrates over 
an area less than that uncer investigation but greater than 
the average area associated :ith any observation. This 
'mesa' or 'effective' area is defined as the total map area 
divided by the number of observations. 

a) residual - a response to a process (or processes) which operates over 
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an area is.e than one effective area. itsaiduals are by 
definition unoorrs]ated since no two observations can r.t.r 
to any individual response. 

The definition of the regional component suggests that simple 

complexity limits zey be described. £xemples ar. given in figure (5.1.3 

for sections across zeps. 

In the following discussion the iob]..iits of input and sample 

size and distribution are considered before those of interprtation. 

5.2 	 apie Size 

The size of most aresll7 distributed geological samples is con-

trailed by the amount and quality of information available. Acceptable 

minimum limits are usually defined by the objective of the eiaroi..; for 

example, the effective area must be smaller than that of the particular 

phenomenon under investigation. 

Ilozever, it is also necessary to take BaTiple size into account 

when assessing the inference of a trend surface. Vlnimum statistical 

requirements zen be obtained in the same way as in the ..tyais of time 

series, since these can be equated with space series (Matheronl962, 

Preston 1966 9  Agt.rberg 1967). 

In the simplest cass a rectangular control grit can be consi-. 

dard as two sets of intersecting space series inclined at right angles. 

In any one series of 'n' individuals the mean imp' and variance 1 sj) 1  of 

the number of turning points 'p' are given by Yule and Kendall (1958, 
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P.638) to be apozimat.1y 

up - 2. (n.d..2)/3 

Md 	op - (16.n29)/90. 

If the series has po  turning point, then 

p0  < mp...2p - f(n) 

If the ..ries is to be considered non-random. The depsnd.snoe of f(n) on 

n shown in figure (5.2.1.). 

Since any map section has only one degree of freedom with re.-. 

peat to the oo-ordinats sutea, the partial isrivative of a po1.ynomia1 

of order 'k', formed wbare one co-ord 4 nkta is considered constant, will 

have a nrlaa of k - 1 real roots &ad q  therefore, k 1 turning point.. 

It follows that a po1ynoinal section with f(n) turning points gust be 

constructed from more than a observation, if it is to be considered non-

randomo A polynoaln&l of order 1(n) + 1 must be ooputed over $ aqua" 

grid of (a z n) observations if likewise we are to be sure that it could 

not arise ty chance alone. 

From figure (5.2.1) it is not justifiable to produce, for cx-

apple, a quadratic trend surfas. from 1.se than about 50 control points 

nor a cubic surface from lees than about 80. There seems to be no 

priori reon for not extending these conclusion, to include non-  

rectangular distributions. 

According to Agterb.rg (1967) the number of observations can 

also affect the fit of the regression 	the data. Practically this 

factor produces such small differences tLt it can be ignored; the re-

sults of a sisilation test described in section (5.3) illustrate this 

point. 
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5.3 	 3ap1,e £tetrjbution 

McIntyre (1967) stated that if trend surface -0-1  Ida is to be 

justified in terms of me.ziaa likelihood than ths data collection locali-

ties oust be independent of each other. Furthermore, the sampled popu-

lation must be en unbiased sample of the underlying target population if 

a trend surface in to have a' practical significance. It appears that a 

bad distribution of control points is likely to be a more serious oonsi-

tsration than the defence of the pincip1e of maximus likelihood. 

The sampling problem can be described with reference to the 

simple two-dimensional analogy illustrated in figure (5.3.1). Using the 

full not of observations a perfect fit could be obtained from a quartio 

regression line. However, different quadratic regression lines, also 

with perfect fit, would be obtained if subset. (1 9 2, 3,4,13,14,15,16) and 

(59697,8, 9 9 10 9 21,12) exe used. The cause is bad sampling and the re-

sult the difference between real and pparet regression lines. 

In tb.r.e dimensions it is, therefore, possible that trend our-

faces can be distorted by clustering of data collection points or bq 

correlation between their map co-ordinates, which gives rise to linearity 

restriction of the control area, or the smallest 	containing all the 

data collection localities, to a strip across the sap. 'Type V is more 

obsoure and axis,s where there is a tendency for the localities to clus-

ter about a line within the control area, whatever its shape. however 
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slongat. t control stzip, trend surfaces may be statistically meaning-

ful if there is no Typo 2 linearity, because changes in scale do not alter 

the correlation between observation locality a*-ordinstes, where thus 

are computed with respect to the control area. This point is illustrated 

in the results discussed below. 

The restriction of the control ares to a may strip is one of 

the principal causes of the ysisuas of trend surface analysis. Results 

which may well be statistically significant within the control area are 

strained to include the whole study area. Amongst others, notable ex-

ample, can be found in Chorl.y (1964)9  Vist.liu.(1967), Earley and 

Oooc.fl (1968) 9  Tinkler (1969)9 R.1l (1969) and Knowles (1966). The last 

named may be taken as an example where process  and response can be mis-

identified. If, for example, the intarpla.y of structur. and topography 

gives rise to a. biased outcrop and, therefore, sample distribution, the 

trend surfaces produoud will show some correspondence to the structural 

pattern, suggesting coma genetic relationship, whatever characteristic 

has been measured.. 

In order to measure the effects of linearity and clustering, it 

is necessary to measure the departure of the distribution from uniformity 

and the distortion of the resulting trend surfsoes hy comparison to some 

standard. 

Comparison of surfaces can be accomplished using the po]ynomi-

nal coefficients or point samples from the surfaces; in the latter case 

statistical significance can be tested using thu correlation coefficient 

possibly modified as in 2irchink and Bukbartsew (l59). However, 

1rriain and Sneath (1966) have pointed out that, in the application of 
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Measured 
Variate 

Surface 1 

Surface 2 

Co-ordinate Plane 

111 

R =(TAN(o+4)—TAN 9).D 

Flgure(5.3.2) To show that the separation of two trend surfaces 

is dependent upon their absolute slopes. 



such methods, the assumption has to be made that the individual readings 

are independent, whereas in fact they are related by the trendo merriam 

and Zn*ath's (1966) taxonomic distance uses the polynomial coefficients 

for comparison. Although this method In more attractive, from the 

standpoint that all features of both surfaces are included, it can only 

be used to compare polnoain4s of like order. 

Another criticism at any technique based on point samp1.s is 

that diffe.*nos are measured by  subtraction in one fixed direction. 

Prom figure (5.3.2) it can be seen that the tiff.r.noe varies not only 

with the angle between the surfaces but also with their absolute slope. 

Correction of this factor would be excessively time-consuming and expen-

sive. 

The nearest neighbour technique, described by Miller and fLhi 

(1962) 9  can be used to tist for clusters within the control distribution. 

The method was not used because of the huge amount of computer time o.e-

oessaz7 to handle large samples. Cadigan (1962)  has suggested an alt.xi 

native method for describing the rvne of 	.onal].y distributed 

data which employs the chi-aqua" statistic. Direct application of this 

method would be statistically unsound because, unless the distribution is 

uniform anyway, it is Impossible to guarantee that the minimum expiated 

frequency per cell () will always be exceeded. Comparison to a regular 

distribution, where aLi cells have equal expected frequencies, could be 

substituted but the t.ohniqus also suffers in that the result will partly 

be a function of the cell area employed (Evans 1952). 

Since there appears to be no simple and inexpensive way of 

measuring clustering it is perhaps fortunate that the results described 
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below ohm that for practical purposes the distortion involved is negli-

gible. 

Both sources of linearity can be asasix.t using the sample *Or -

relation ao•ffioisnt if care is taken to ensure that the correct co-

ordinate system is used when describing Type 2. In this case the r.ducmd 

Jor axis of the distribution (rerwack and Raldans 1950)  should be taken 

as the absoissa and the centre of gravity as the origin. As long as the 

two regression lines are not coincident with the reduced major axis the 

aorrslation coeffisient is defined. 

Two artificial tests were designed to estimate the distortion 

arising from each typs of linearity. The second simulated geological 

sampling distributions. 

5.3 (a) Test 1 

The object of the first part of this .roiae was to estimate 

the effect of reutriction of the control area to a ,p strip. A random 

distribution of 50 points over a square grin was generated from random 

number tables. The purely regional structure to be simulated was taken 

to consist of an inverted cone with its apex at the nap centre. Data 

values associated with each point could, therefore, be computed as a con-. 

stant multiple of the distance from the map centre • This data ..t can 

be referred to as 'the standard'. 

The rethzoet major axi, of the distribution was oomputet and the 

sample localities progressively clustered about it. For each new 
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distribution, the data values were ooml*Ztet  in the same way as the stan-

d-rd, so that the information was always a sample from the surface of the 

WAS 	The data, therefore, always contained the ame real regional com- 

ponent, ec that any divergence of the apparent trends produced can be 

o.rnaid.sr.d as a function of the rslative distribution of the control 

points, and not the result of using different combinations of data con.. 

taming different real components, as in figure (5.3.1)4,  

The correlation coefficient measured with r erenoe to the re-

duosd major axis remained am*' and insignificant, table 5.1.6 , so 

that there was no contribution from Type 2 linearity. 

Clustering about a line within the control area was studied in 

a similar way, except that 15 of the points, spread evenly over the map, 

we" not progresaively grouped. The map and control areas, therefore 

remained constant tiroughout so that there was no additional influence 

from type 1 linearity. 

Linear and Qp&dratio trend surfaces were computed from the 

eleven different data .a.ts. Table (5.3. shows that while all the 

quadratic surfac.s fitted the data very well, linear surfaces explained 

10' or less of the variation. The insignificant linear fits reflect the 

complete absence of any linear trend component from the data, except wheze 

it arises from rounding orrcra. The quadratic fits were not perfect be-

cause some notes was introduced by rounding data values to integers. 

Figure (5.3.4) shows the progressive distortion of quadratic 

surfaces drawn over the distribution. simulating Type 1 linearity. Cor-

rection in this case could be accomplished by simply resealing the ordi-

nate directed perpendicular to the reduced major axis, but this cannot be 

- 
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Co-ordinates referred to 
	

% Sum of Squares Explained 
reduced major axle. 	 Linear Quadratic 

Test 1 
Standard (u,v) 9.2 95.6 

(u,3v/4) 10.3 94.9 

(u,v/2) 10.8 91.5 

(u,3v/8) 9.7 93.2 

(u,v/4) 9.1 92.9 

(u,v/8) 8.5 92.4 

Test 2 

Standard (u,v) 9.2 95.6 

(u,3v/4) 9.4 94.7 

(u,v/2) 9.6 92.0 

(u,3v/8) 8.2 93.6 

(u,v/4) 7.1 93.5 

(u,v/8) 5.9 92.9 

Table ( 5.3.3) 



Figure(5.3.4) Progressive distortion of a quadratic 

trend surface under the increasing 

influence of Type 1 linearity. 

Linearity created by reduction of the 

'V 1  co-ordinate (orthogonal to the 

reduced major axis (r) which is the 

'u' axis) for all points in the dist-

ribution. 

1 	(u,v) 

2 	(u,3v/4) 

3 	(u,v/2) 

4 	(u,3v/8) 

5 	(u,v/4) 

6 	(u,v/8) 
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Taxonomic distance from 

Data set 	surface to standard 

(u, V) 0.000 

(u,3v/4) 0.278 
(u,v/2) 1.616 

(u,3v/8) 1.847 
(u,v/4) 3.559 
(u,v/8) 5.619 

Surface to standard 

correlation 

1.000 

0.993 
0.983 
0.963 

0.939 

0.913 

Table(5.3.5) Test 1 ; comparison of apparent trend surfaces 
to the standard. 

Co-ordinate correlation 

Data set 	within control area 

(u, V) 0.112 
(u,3v/8) 0.109 
(u,v/2) 0.094 
(u,3v/8) 0.115 

(u,v/4) 0.126 

(u,v/8) 0.114 

Co-ordinate correlation 
within map area 

0.140 

0.396 
0.681 

0.808 

0.905 
0.976 

Table(5.3.6) Test 1 ; linearity of the control distribution. 

D 



Figure(5.3.7) Progressive distortion of a quadratic 

trend surface under the increasing 

influence of Type 2 linearity. 

Linearity created by reduction of the 

'v' co-ordinate (orthogonal to the 

reduced Major axis (r) which Is the 

In) axis) for all but 15 points in 

the distribution. 

1 	(u,v) 

2 	(u,3v/4) 

3 	(u,v/2) 

4 	(n,3v/8) 

5 	(UV/4) 

6 	(u,v/8) 
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Taxonomic distance from Surface to standard 
Data set surface to standard correlation 

(u,v) 0.000 1.000 
(u,3v/4) 1.186 0.999 
(u,v/2) 3.229 0.998 
(u,3v/8) 2.311 0.999 
(u,v/4) 3.357 0.999 
(u,v/8) 4.396 0.999 

Table(5.3.8) Test 2 ; comparison of trend surfaces to 
the standard. 

Co-ordinate correlation 
Data set 	within control area 

(u, V) 0.116 
(u,3v/4) 0.236 
(u,v/2) 0.355 
(u,3v/8) 0.435 
(u,v/4) 0.475 
(u,v/8) 0.555 

Co-ordinate correlation 
within map area 

0.140 
0.238 

0.419 

0.474 
0.510 
0.538 

Table(5.3.9) Teat 2 ; linearity of control distribution. 
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dons to non-artificial sufaose, boeus* there is no socurate way of 

assessing te amount of distortion as against the contribution of any 

real trend. 

However, this result oan be used as a guide to the potential 

distortion arising tro'n similar distributions. A quantitative measure 

of distortion, the t. o.omio distance from the standard, is shown in 

The trend aurfao.s produced under the influence of Typs 

2 linearity are shown in figure (5.3.7)9 taxoomio distances in table 

(5.3.8) and distribution correlation coefficients in table (5.3.9). 

A visual comparison shows that pe 1 linearity produoes pro. 

nounoet distortion while that arising from Type 2 is slight. The plot 

of taxonomic distance against distribution correlation brings out this 

result, figure (5.3.10)9  although the curves are not directly comparable 

because the taxonomic distance is only a relative measure of similarity. 

lion vex, after an initial slow rise, the rate of increasing distortion is 

greater for Type 1 than Type 2. 

Direct comparison can be obtained from surface to surface cor-

relations Wiioh in this case were based on a reotangular grid of 49 point. 

figure (5.3.10). The results, consistent with those derived from the 

use of the taxonomic distance, should be treated with oare for the reons 

discussed previously. 

5.3 (b) Teat 2 

The objective of this seood simulation was to extend the re-

suits obtained above. Data was computed for artificial and geological 



distributions, using the known coefficients of a cubic trend surface (the 

standard). Linear, quadralb and cubic surfaces were computed from this 

data. 

The first six runs were designed to measure the effect of 

°sEng the number of sample localities (from 48 to 20) and their dis-

tribution from grid4.d, to even but not gridded, to random. The Ltstri.-

butions and resulting surfaces are shown in figures (5.3.12) and (5.3.13)9 

and should be compared with the standard shown in figure (5.3.12). 

Only very slight changes are apparent and these would not have 

any practical significance. The aloes similarities are brought out by 

the very small taxonomic distances from the standard, a result which per-

haps could have been predicted from the insignificant correlations 

amongst the control points; table (5.3.23). 

Nine further runs were made to measure the potential distorting 

effect* of some ocumon geological •aip1ing schemes. 

Tb. 'clusters' distribution consists of three restricted groups 

of fifteen points ana, sie the cofltrol area is i. good approximation to 

US Map areas there is no contribution from Type 1 linearity. The re-

computed linear and quadratic surfaces are virtually identical to the 

standard while the cubic is only slightly distortedp figure (5.3.14). 

In all asses the surfaces hrno been shifted slightly vertically due to a 

change in the mean of the raw data. 

The 'one cluster' distribution is uniform within the control 

area but extremely grouped with respect to the map. The quadratic and 

cubic surfaces are greatly distorted because the turning points are 

striated to the control area; figure (5.3.15). 	e linear trend is 
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QUIZ slightly steeper than the standard but the similarity is probably 

fortuitous. 

The 'outcrop' distribution has a significant correlation cost-

ficient, table (5.3.23)9 shich arisen only from Type 2 linearity. The 

linear and cubic surfaces are very similar to the  standard but the iivad... 

ratio is distorted, particularly in areas of weak control; figure (53.). 

The same result was obtained from the 'reversed, outcrop' distribution, 

which was designed to measure the effect of the position of the restric-

ted control belt; figure (563.17). 

Poor %uad.ratio and good cubic reproduction can possibly both be 

explained by referenoe to the structure of the data (a Pare cubic trend). 

Presented to the qusd.ratio computation, the data consists of two Doapo-

nanta, regional and local, since its complexity cannot be taken up by a 

second degree polynomial. Presented to the cubic computation it con-

sists of only on. component, In the first case the data is, therefore, 

noiy and in the second noiseless. 

The 'outcrop and bore' distribution was produced by aiig a 

and of 12 points, representing borehole., to the 'outcrop' pattern. 

Figure (5.3.18) shows that while the correlation coefficient remains sig 

niftoant the small amount of extra information causes almost exact re-

production of tho standard in every case. 

The apparently highly skewed 'traverse' distribution contains 

prinoia14 Tlype linearity and the trend surfaces only differ from the 

standard in having slightly steeper slopes; figure (5.3.19). 

Zxtrems Type 1 linearity in the 'diagonal' distribution gives 

rise to quadratic and cubic surfaces with shapes entirely controlled by 

-48w 



the pattern of observation points. The.e mutac.s are totally unliM 

each other as well as the standard. The linear surface is rotated and 

steepened compared to the standard but has the same overall sin..; 

figure (5.3.20)0 

Although the correlation remains high the i*phssis is partly 

shifted fro* Type 1 to ype 2 linearity in the 'diagonal + 1' pattern, 

with a corresponding marked maria., in the similarity to the standard; 

figure (5.3.21). like 'outcrop and bore' izoh better results can be 

obtained with the addition of a minimal amount of extra information (in 

this case Just 3  point.). 

A further 3 points were added to produce the 'diagonal + 2' 

distribution, in which the linearity is entirely Type 2 9  again with a 

concomitant increase in the accuracy of the simulation; figure (5.3.22). 

The cubic surface romaims appreciably distorted, probably because of the 

terenoy for the turning points tu 	located near areas of greater con- 

trol density. 

The results of this tries of experiments are .wnariaed in 

table (5.3.23)  in term, of taxonomic distances and correlation coeffi-

cients. 

Both artificial tests vindicate the technique of trend analysis. 

The method doe fail under the influence of Type 1. linearity, but can 

produce applant trend., practically identical to their real counterparts 

under fairly extreme Type 2 linearity, or wher, the data to clustered 

px'oviosd that the control area is coincident with the map. Dietortici. 

due to these effects Will be greater where the data is noisy. 

- 49 - 
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onents. 
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Flgure(5.3.12a) 48 points, even distribution. Linear (L), 

quadratic (Q) and cubic (C) trend surfaces. 
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Figure (5-3.12b) 48 points, even distribution not gridded. 

Linear (L), quadratic (Q)  and cubic (C) trend 

surfaces. 
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Pigure(5.3.12o) 48 pointe, random distribution. Linear (L), 

quadratic (Q) and cubic (C) trend surfaces. 
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Figure(5.3.13a) 20 points, even distribution. Linear (1), 

quadratic (Q) and cubic (C) trend '7rface9. 
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Figure(5 , 3.13b) 20 points, even distribution not gridded. 

Linear (L), quadratic (Q) and cubic (C) trend 

surfaces. 
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Figure(5.3.13o) 20 points, random distribution. Linear (L), 

quadratic (Q) and cubic (C) trend surfaces. 
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Flgure(5.3.14) 45 points, 3 clusters. Linear (1), quadratic 

(2) and cubic (3) trend surfaces. 
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Flgure(5.3.15) 15 points, 1 cluster. Linear (L), quadratic 

(Q) and cubic (C) trend surfaces. 
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Pigur.(5.3.16) 49 points, outcrop distribution. Linear (L), 

quadratic (Q) and cubic (C) trend surfaces. 
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Flgure(5.3.17) 49 points, reversed outcrop distribution. 

Linear (L), quadratic (Q) and cubic (C) trend 

surfaces. 
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Figure(5.3.18) 61 points, outcrop and bore distribution. 

Linear (L), quadratic (Q) and cubic (C) trend 

surfaces. 
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Figure(5.3.19) 21 points, traverses distribution. Linear (L), 

quadratic (Q) and cubic (C) trend surfaces. 
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Figure(5.3..20) 30 points, diagonal distribution. Linear (L), 

quadratic (Q) and cubic (C) trend surfaces. 
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Figure(5.3.21) 33 points, diagonal plus 1 distribution. 

Linear (L), quadratic (Q) and cubic (C) trend 

surfaces.  
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Figure(5.3.22) 36 points, diagonal plus 2 distribution. 

Linear (L), quadratic (Q) and cubic (C) trend 

surfaces. 
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sample taxonomic distance.10 2  distribution linearity 
distribution size linear 	quadratic cubic correlation type 

even grid. 112 0.000 0.000 0.000 +0.01 

even grid 48 0.989 0.108 0.213 0.00 

even non-grid 48 3.807 42.330 3.615 +0.08 

random 48 9.678 19.660 0.213 -0.14 

even grid 20 7.001 1.047 0.233 0.00 

even non-grid 20 121.600 122.100 85.250 -0.06 

random 20 239.400 168.600 0.191 -0.19 

clusters 45 15.320 25.540 96.560 -0.05 2 

one cluster 15 1848.333 346.728 751.697 -0.12 1 

outcrop 49 104.400 681.900 2.816 -0.69 2 

reverse outcrop 49 6 58.300 361.900 0.085 -0.83k  2 

outcrop and bore 61 31.030 10.270 0.239 -0.39 2 

diagonal 31 899.119 8862.523 696.373 -0.90 1 

diagonal + 1 34 13.100 21-540 1095.000 -0.90 1 	(+2) 
diagonal + 2 37 26.100 5.043 107.400 -O.8n 2 

traverses 21 110.200 50.370 0.190 
0.63 

2 

= .10 ; = .106 ; 	£ = significant at the 	5 	leve]. 



These results can be reviewed within the context of the three 

critical requirements of sal0 submitted to Analysts, as listed IV 

lrumb.tn (1960). 

Bow many points are required for a satisfactory map? 

Now evenly mould the points be distributed over the map? 

a) Now wide need the may strip be in relation to its length? 

The answer to the first point depends upon the purposes for 

which the asp is constructed. However, minim requirements for inter-

pretive purposes are probably appreciably larger than in common use at 

the mov,ent • Wher. control and nap areas are coincident, undistorted 

maps can probably be produced from heavily clustered data, and the ratio 

of map width to length will have no statistical effect. 

5.4 	 Interpretation 

Given a sufficient quantity of unbiased data the problem still 

remains of selecting the desired trend surface. Viioh of the many 

available methods in used depends upon the purpose for thich the surface 

has been oonstr'ucted, 	her, the requirement is an equation which sirply 

describe, a trend, increasingly ooj,tplex polynomials can be computed until 

the pr otion is economically acceptable. However, to make geological 

sen.e from areally distributed information it is usually necessary to 

separate it into its component parts and to estimate their magnitude and 

extent. 

—50- 



Selsotion for the.* more exacting purposes eon be attempted 

from a subjective or geological standpoint. Arbitrary selection on some 

predetermined baits, the 'ad hoc' method of Allen and Krumbein (1962) 9  or 

the technique of eeoondarX trend component. (Allen and Krumbsin 1962 9  

*hitteo 1963)  are amongst the reset efibotive, The use of confidence in-. 

tervals requires the assumptions that the deviations are unaorr.lat.d and 

are normally distributed with a zero mean. It in most unlikely that low 

order surface. could .van meet these maxisii, likelihood ruiremint., and 

yet the maps of oonfidence,  interval, of even quadratic surfaces are very 

complex (ruabein and Cra.ybill. 1965) and probably of no interpr.tivs 

value • Furthermore, it seems probable that the nature of the confidence 

intervals is portly dependent upon the control distribution. 

etatietioal techniques of trend selection include testing the 

polynomial coefficients fez' redundancy (Irumbein 1966), a study of the 

frequency distribution of residual. (Grant 1957,  KoIntyre 1967) and the 

comparison of explained and unexplained variance with increasing poly-

nomial order. 

Little can be said about the first method except that it is 

possibly more philosophically intriguing than practically applicable. 

The study of the frequency distribution of deviations is, however, a poor 

technique. Theoretically, if the deviations are random and unaorrsla.tsd 

they should be normally distributed; however, it is unlikely that 

balance, jetween mean area, extent of local processes and polynomial 

flexibility, could ever artse so as to separate out the purely residual 

components. The chance inclusion of local effect., arising through the 

—.51- 
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Figure(5.4.1) The normality of trend surface deviations. 



use of least squares techniques, must inevitably give rise to unedict-. 

abie departures from nexinali. 

Th.se conclusions were tested by an artificial simulation test 

in which a fixed local pattern of deviations, with a magnitude range of 

10% 9  20% and 50% of the trend, was added to the cubic surface used pre-

viously as a standard. The results which show the departure of the de-

viations from normality using the ohi-square statistic, figure (5.4.1), 

speak for themselves 	For example, the large icorease in the computed 

chi-square value, for cubic to quartic deviations for the trend plus 20% 

data set, implies that the latter has absorbed all the local and regi&al 

components. However, the difference in trend and i*viation patterns 

from cubic to auartio are negligible, figure (.4.2), and the quartic 

deviations clearly contain local components. 

The fit, or percent sum of squares of the raw data explained by 

the polynomial, is the most oonly employed criterion for choosing 

trend surface.. flowever, the fit takes no account of possible ciistor-

tions of the apparent trend surface. For example, all the fits of the 

surfaces of the second artificial test were very high, table (5.4.3); 

even linear surfaces, in this case totally unlike the regional pzooesa, 

managed to explain almost all the variance • The canse appear, to lie in 

the structure of the raw data. Where the noise level is low, fits will 

tend to be high regardless of the accuracy of the trend in describing 

regional variations. Conversely, where the noise level is high, the fit 

will be small however accurat* the simulation of the regional component 

by the trend surface. 

Disregarding the absolute value., the increase in fit of one 

-52- 
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Figure(5.4.2a) Trend plus 20% deviation. Linear (L) and 

quadratic (Q) trend surfaces, plus their 
deviations (LD, QD). 
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Quartic (Qt) trend surface., plus their 

deviations (CD, QtD). 
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% Sum of squares explained 
Distribution N Linear Quadratic Cubic 

Even grid 112 94.8 98.7 99.9 
Even grid 48 95.6 99.0 100.0 
Even non-grid 48 92.5 98.5 99.8 
Random 48 94.1 98.6 100.0 
Even grid 20 96.6 99.4 100.0 
Even non-grid 20 83.9 96.3 98.7 
Random 20 92.0 99.2 100.0 
Clusters 45 97.0 98.7 99.2 
One cluster 15 78.4 83.6 94.9 
Outcrop 49 89.2 99.8 99.9 
Reversed outcrop 49 98.1 99.7 100.0 
Outcrop and Bore 61 91.2 98.3 99.9 
Traverse 21 99.2 99.9 100.0 
Diagonal 31 98.9 99.8 99.9 
Diagonal plus 1 34 98.8 99.9 99.9 
Diagonal plus 2 37 98.6 99.8 99.9 

Table(5.4.3) Apparent fits of the surfaces computed as 
part of the second artificial test. 

N number of points 



surface over another has sometimes been used to select significant trend,. 

This my be done empirically, or statistically using the analysis of va-

rianoe as dasoribed. by Xruabein and GrsJbill (1965).  The method Is out-

lined in tabls (.44) but can be generalised by the equation for the 

pure component shown in table (5.4.5). Fzom this equation it can be 

seen that the significance of a pure component of any order is assessed 

not only from the increase in fit over its predecessor but also from the 

absolute amount of explained variance. Thus, while a small incrse nay 

suggest non-aooptanos of a surface where absolute values are low, this 

may not be true where they are high. The empirical method is, ther.-

for., totally unreliable. 

Unfortanately the statistical method, of comparison of the P 

ratio to standard tables, ,ist also be rejected. Kruinbin and Orsybill 

(1965 p.337)9 amont others, state that the basic assumption required 

for interpretation is that the deviations should not contain any syste-

matic effects, and they only use the method to decide when to step fit-

ting higher order polynomials • However, th i u approach inycives the now 

assumption that the increase in fit should tall off progressively as the 

polynomial order increases. This assumption is not justifiable in the 

light of experience, as demonstrated by four results from the Last Ad.- 

lands Coalfield.; figure (5.4.6). Analysis of variance, applied to the 

three complete curves, shows that in each case when the method indicates 

that no higher order polynomial need be extracted., it is totally mis-

leading; table (5.4.7). Unless surfaces are computed  until the number 

of polynomial coefficients is only one lees than the number of observe.-

tions, this factor cannot be ignored. 



Source of variance 
	 Sum of squares 	Degrees of freedom 

due to linear surface 

deviations from linear 

due to linear plus quadratic 

due to quadratic alone 

deviations from quadratic 

due to linear, quad, & cubic 

due to cubic alone 

deviations from cubic 

etc. 

L 2 

T-L (n-l)-2 

IA 

3 

(T-L)-(LQ-L) (n-1-2)-3 

LQC 

LgC-IA 4 

(T-L)-(lL-L)-(LQC-IL) (n-1-2-.3)-4 

etc, etc, 

where n= number of points used in computation : T = total sum of squares 

Analysis of variance for quadratic surface ( pure component ) 

F( 3,n-6 ) = 

Analysis of variance for the cubic surface ( pure component ) 

F( 4,n-lo) = (( LQc-rL)/4)/(((TL)-(Lq-L)-(LqC -u))/(n-10)) 

Table(54.4) Analysis of variance for the significance of trend surfaces : 

after Krumbein and Graybill (1965), page 336 
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F(k+l, n-((k+1).(ic2)/2))) 	 — ss(k-l) • n-((k+i).(k+2)/2) 

ss(tot) — ss(k) 	 k+1 

where i) se(k) 	sum of squares associated with the polynomial of 

full kth. order (i.e. containing k,k-1,.....2,1 

elements). 

ss(tot) = total sum of squares of raw data. 

n = total number of points (samples) used to const- 

ruct the trend surface. 

k = order of the polynomial (eg. linear k = 1 ; 

octic k = 8) 

Table( 5.4. 5) 
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Flgure(5.4.6) Some irregular "fit' curves. 



% Sum of squares 
explained 

Linear 6.3 69.4 4.0 

Quadratic 18.5 69.6 33.6 
Cubic 20.2 74.6 36.0 

Quartic 31.4 92.5 42.3 

'F' ratio 
Linear 	 4.270 	46.49© 	4.58 
Quadratic 	 6.180 	0.08 	32.23 
Cubic 	 0.64 	1.67 	1.99 
Quartic 	 3.760 	13.84© 	5.680  

Degrees of freedom 
Linear 	 (2 9 127) (2 9 41) (2 9 220) 
Quadratic 	 (3 9 124) (3 9 38) (3 9 217) 
Cubic 	 (4 9 120) (4 9 34) (4 9 213) 
Quartlo 	 (5 9 115) (5 9 29) (5 9 208) 

Table(5.4.7) Analysis of variance for the significance of 

three sets of trend surfaces. 
@ 'F' ratio significant at 5%  level 
a Interval 6 ; raw data. 

b Interval 5 ; gridded data. 
c Interval 3 ; raw data. 

0 



In conclusion it would appear that the:s is no ststistiOal an-

tnjoa which is net open to criticism of Bows sort. Fortunately there 

is an alternative which Gan be dmi'iv.4 simply from a wsne rigorous deft.. 

n.ttiin of objectives. 

5.5 	 An £ltsutivs 

It has already been stated (p - 38 that arssU3' distributed 

data should be divided into three ccmonsns, regional, local and rest-

d'asl • This should be the Purpose at trend surface &0&4"s- 

since there are three oowponnts, there are three possible 

approaches to the problem. Bowsvsr, the separation of local from rsgio-

nal plus residual :is Probably impossible and has been disregarded. 

The separation of regional from local plus residual Is the aim 

of most at the otitenia for trend asl..ttan discussed above. It is pro. 

bsbly impossible, ho.a..r, unless the regional aoponsnt is 	far the 

strongest or there is alst $ jfto4 reason for sbooste a particular no- 

Suit 	uaLntyn,  (1967) stated that the use of waziia likelihood crite- 

ria, for the purpose of removing the purely regional component, is illo-

gical beos'Ie the deviations will, by definition, be correlated where 

they contain local component.. 

The separation of regional plus local from residual is  more 

premising. U a trend surface san be pzoducsd which has deviations Ibbb 

an. residuals, then it most contain an .ppreziseti.n to regional  and 19MI 

- 
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components, unless the data are YIr' notey. 1h.ther or not deviations 

are residuals can be determined using au't000rr.latton techniques. For 

these porposea autocorrelation can be considered to m.*au.rs the mutual 

dependence of deviations from th* trend surfaos yessanred at locations 

which are gsogrsphioall.y closely related. Then the aut000rrelation 00-. 

efficient shows that, on average, the change in value from one control 

point to another is purely random, the iev:Lations can be considered to be 

residuals. In general terms, it is Just as likely at this stags that in 

moving from &my control point to its neighbour the deviation is as likely 

as not to change sign, so that no large areas of positive or negative de-

viation remain. 

It is important to avoid the misconception illustrated by Aeo& 

and Connor (1967)9 who stated, "when they (tbe deviations) are not auto-

correlated they are said to represent very local variability, lees than 

the average distance between control pointe, and to arise from sampling 

and measurement error" (r insertions). However, since the aaling 

scheme is predetermined in most cases and the structure of the data not 

known beforehand, any interpretation should take into account the possi-

bility that the residuals i7 contain components of considerable magni-

tude and geological importanos. 

Although the aut000rrelatioa coefficient in independent of the 

uss of tho terse in a series, it may be affected by swamping of one 

component by another, where the magnitudes are very different. tI.ually, 

autocorrelated deviations appear not to be so when the residual component 

Is strongest. Therefore, the effectiveness of the method will vary pro-

portionally to the fit of the surfaces. 



Sin e the data under consideration form, a saiip1e rather than 

target population, serial correlation in substituted for aut000rr.lation. 

The serial coefficient could be oomputsd for irregularly distributed data, 

without 1po 1 linearity, if some ordering scheme could be devised. 

Ro,.v.r, since the mean area will not he constant over the whole map, in-. 

terpretation of the coefficient is virtually Impossible. The technique 

is more rad.ily applicable to grid.dd data which, as in section (5.2)9 

can be considered to consist of sets of .psoe cerise. For any set, the 

serial correlation coefficient can be computed as shown in table (5..1), 

and although only sucoespive members are compared the computational 

method require, the use of an order of 31  table (5..1). 

*h.re the coefficient is  more than two ettviiid deviations 

greater than sire the series is non-random. In this case, the deviations 

can be considered to be .utocoxrlatsd in a particular direction and to 

contain systematic effects. Trend surfaces of increasing COMP1021V are 

extracted until all the sets of space cerise are random. Zeleoted in 

this way, the final surface contains predominantly regional and local com-

ponents and its deviations represent residual components, although some 

mixing sri..n from the mechanics of the method of least squares. 

Me method was tested by application to the trend plus dcvia.cti 

data not  used previously, considering the 112 control points as two over-. 

lapping samples of 56. i'i.lrs (5.5.3) shows the simple  decrease in cc- 

efficient., for series at right-angles, with increasing polynomial order. 

In all these oases the 'ast-Wsst' orientated series became random at 

cubic, but those directed 'North.4ouL' remained aut000rrelatsd until the 

sixth order • This seztio surface, for the 20 deviation, supposedly 

-56-. 



r(k) = n,( u(1),u(1+k) + u(2),u(2-.-k) + ,•,•• + u(n-k),u(n))/(n--k),( u(1) 2  + u(2) 2  + ,,. + u(n) 2 ) 

var( r(k) ) = 1/( n-k ) 

where :- 

r(k) = k th, order serial correlation coefficient between members k-i apart 

( adjacent members have k-i = 0 ) 

var( r(k) ) = variance of r(k) in a random series, where n is large, 

ii = number of terms, u(i), in the series u(1).,,, 66 ,u(n) 

Table( 5.5.1 ). Equations for the computation of the serial correlation coefficient and 

its variance, From Yule and Kendall (1958) 

0 



A 3x3 grid is ordered ab,c,d,e,fg,h,i in the computer store but on the map it has the 

configuration :- 

c f I 
b e h 
ad g 

The North-South serial correlation coefficient is therefore :- 

r(3) = flp.( abb,c+d 1e+ef+gh+h,i )/( 9-3  )•( 	 ) 

and the East-West coefficient is :- 

r(3) = 9.( a • d+b • o+c,f+dg+eh+f.i )/( 9 -3 ),( 	 ) 

In both cases a lag of 3 is used rather than 1, which would involve multiplication of unrelated 

members ( e g g. c,d and f,g ). This technique is easier to visualise for the East-West coefficient 

where adjacent map members are separated by two other terms in the linearly ordered series. 

Table( 5.5.1 ), Method of mechanical computation of the serial correlation coefficient 

for gridded data, 
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plus its deviations. Original trend plus dev-
iation pattern presented for comparison. 



contained regional and local components onl,y, and its ooapitst values 

were, tb.r.for., resubmitted to trend surfase analysis. On an a priori 

basis the cubic surface was chosen to represent the regional, and its 

deviations the local components. The results shown in figure (5.5. 2 ) 

constitute an ,00eptable approximation to the input, taking into acoount 

the oomplsxi of the regional and local components, and they suggest 

that the method is practicable, at least, where the notee level is 

reasonably low. 

In gsnml, since data derived from a wAZLWlm likelihood cur-

faoe contain only regional and local components, the selection of a trend 

surface, to separate them, should either be based upon some preconceived 

criterion or the complexity limits described in section (5.1). 

An additional advantage in using serial correlation lies in the 

comparison of the rate of decrease of the oosffioient for different sea-

tions. Since the oofficient is dependent upon the number of turning 

points, it can be used to measure the approximate orientation of medium 

or small scale local components in the deviations, where thew have a tan-

danoy to be elongate. In figure (5.5.3)9 the slower rate of decrease in 

the 'lorth.-South' direction reflects the  similar orientation of the de-

viation pattern used in that experiment. 'h.rs computations are made 

for more ..t., inclined at smaller angles, tbe estimate can become quite 

realistic. 
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5.6 	 Gridded Saples 

If aut000rr.lation is to be used as the criterion for analysis, 

thea for practical purposes it is necessary to produce a griddad sample 

ftent the available information. This may be accomplished bF passing a 

fixed small area (a quadrat) over the map in a regular but diucret. 

fashion, and averaging the data values enclosed at each grid atop. The 

sample *is* is, therefore, reduced so that only low  order surfaces can be  

considered non-random for interpretative purposeso However, since just 

such surfaces are purpose of performing the analysis, and more comPlex 

Intermediates are computed merely as a means to an end, this objection  

Is not serious. 

Gridd.ing is advantageous to aut000rr.lation tsohniquse because 

averaging produces data which is such less noisy than its parent. The 

process tends to push small-scale local components into the residual oate-. 

Cory, so that contributions from 1argsrsoale (local and regional) Oom-

ponants are ac :etuated in the data submitted for analysis. 

The grid sample should form a stable surface Independent of the 

different dispositions of ths control points. In other words, grtd&tng 

is unjustifiable where the distribution is anisotropic, especially where 

this arises from Type 1 linearity. It is impossible to put any limit on 

the amount of permissible anisotropy, since in every case it will partly 

depend upon the number of observations. 

Visteliva (1966  p.67) oonsidered that stability criteria are 

threefold, and dpsnt uponi- 
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The interval between observations, 

Iuber of points falling into each quadrat, 

a) Weighting &obeza employed. 

The first two fiators are not independent and nay be considered together 

as the problem of selecting the correct alas of quadrat. Clearly, it 

the sis• is too mi,s11 the averages will contain as such variability as 

the raw data toes, if too large interesting variability will be lost. 

The interesting variability, apart from the regional component, will con-

sist it worst of a whole range of local components of different soile and 

magnitude. Sines it will be practically impossible to separate these, 

the interesting variability can be considered as the local components 

with the largest magnitude* 

- 	 rige (1966 p. 25), an .xponent of the method of moving asrage., 

admitted that "..... coon sense dictates that if ..... semples 0*660 

could be increased in sise ....9 the extreme variation ....* would decisase 

and at some stags an optian sue ..... sample moult be obtained .....'. 

Yhatever also of quadrat is employed, Krige's (1966 p.17) additional oktm, 

that avarging, in itself 9  can produce non-autocorrelated deviation., 

Mot be dismiss" as a gross ovarsimplifioatione 

sthodolor, regarding quadrat sisea, has been developed in the 

Biological and Noological sciences, but is not applicable to nap analysis 

since it is based on frequency, rather than frequency and value. 7or 

example, if data are distributed randomly a quadrat of twice the mean 

area (Curtis and MaoLtnto.h 1950) will convoy the most information but 

not necessarily provide the best sampling scheme. However, this seems 
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to be a logical starting point from which to mores.e the quadrat also 

until the optivaa I. resohst. 

If the averages are to be most meaningful, the variance within 

the quad.rate should be minimized. This can be achieved only where the 

also approximates the scale of the large-magnitude local component. (the 

interesting variability). La the quadrat sias approach.s and passes 

this value, the within-quadrat variance should fall ant ri.. • The ama-. 

lysis of variance is suggested and the technique employed 1s an extension 

of the nested sampling schemes of Potter and Siever (1955)  and Krumb.in 

and Tuk.y ( 1956). 

The F ratio, in the analysis of vaH.anoe, can be considered to 

consist of two oopon.nt., as illustrated in figure (5.6.1). For a flxsd 

number of control point., the P ratio will Icaruse with an increase in 

the number and, therefore, a decrease in the nine of the quadrats, a1thigh 

the ratio of sum of squares remains constant. As the sum of squares 

within-quadrats falls and rise., the ratio of sum* of squares of between-

quadrats over within resots antithetically, causing tho smooth curve (of 

the ratio of degrees of freedom against quadrat si..) to become irregular, 

with the largest departure wbare the optimum in attained. During Corn'-

putation the quadrat shape is mace the some as that of the asp, and the 

umplet area shoved to deviate slightly from the map area since redun-

dant quadrats can easily be discarded from the sna1ais. 

The technique was checked using two sets of artificial data. 

In the first 72 randomly distributed points were given values so that the 

data contained a large-magnitude local component, on the scale of about 



ss(wg) 
U 	1 	 n 

k 

For the analysis of variance :- 

Fa( k-1,n-k ) = ( ss(bg)/(k-1))/( s&(wg)/(n-k) ) 

This equation can be re-arranged to give :- 

Fa( k-i,n-k ) = (( ss(tot)-.ss(wg) )( n-k  ))/( ss(wg),( k-i )) 

This equation consists of two components :- 

	

(a) the ratio of sums of squares 
	

(b) the ratio of degrees of freedom 

	

(( ss(tot)-ss(wg) ))/ ss(wg) 
	

( n-k )/( k-i ) 

Figure( 5.6,1 ). The components of the F ratio of the analysis of variance 

as = sum of squares : tot = total : wg = within groups 

bg = between groups : r = sample size : k = number of groups 
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1/9th of the map ares, positioned so that the correct quadrats would en-

close it szaotly. The result In shown in figure (5.6.2). In the s.00, 

100 points, with a local component of 1/20th of the map area offset rela-

tive to the grit system, were produced from  rand** nu*br tables. The 

result is shown in figure (5.6.2). In both oases the correct prediction 

was made. 

The final critical factor mentioned by Vistolius (196 6  p.67) 

was the natur9 of ths weighting nohowe. 1s oonsiier.d as "obvious" a 

sohsm where the weights attached to data vary inversely with Increasing 

distance from the quadrat centre • This is not strictly true where the 

data are noisy. For .le, residual exaggeration., occurring 

near the centre, will be considered more important than more realistlo 

values throughout the rest of the quadrat, and will be weighted &000rd.-

ingly. In this way the arithmetic average could be distorted, possibly 

out of all  reality. It is perhaps more realistic not to attach any 

greater significance to any particular point but to oonsid.r the grid.d.t 

data sets as, member, of a dimensionless array (Preston 1966). 

During appliastionsof the gridd.ing technique the selected quad-

rat was advanced by only half its own width, in order to solve the prob-

lem of offset between ths arbitrary grid system and the position of the 

local oomponental see figure (5.6.3).  In  this  way larger sample aLa.6 

were obtained. Grouping within quadrats was a000mplished using the ceo-

metric mean, sines this given a better estimate of the true mean than its 

arithmetic counterpart where occasional extreme values are encountered. 
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Figure(5.6.3) Comparison of overlapping and non-overlapping 

sampling schemes, when quadrat size is the 

same as large magnitude local components. 



5.7 	 Conolusion 

The scale f&oio, of ten disregarded in an snaLy.is  of msst 

data, can be used to redefine the terms regional, local and residual, in 

such a way that they will always be valid within the frames of reference 

of any study. Some tentative complexity limit, can be suggested for 

regional components, based on the axiom that they cannot be repetitive. 

Similar limit, for non-random tread surfaces can be constructed using 

the constraint of the numr of observations. 

ost trend selection criteria can be shown to be impractical or 

statistically unjustifiable for anything other than the computation of 

predictive surface. • Eowever g  the "percent sUm of squares explained" 

parameter can be used as a guide to the noise level of the information 

available. 

simulation tests have been used to show that ..really dietribw 

ted data can be successfully trisected if the residual component is re-

moved before regional and local components are separated on some Pr.-

determined basis. iandonziias amongst deviation., which must be proved 

before the residual component can be extracted, is probably more complex 

than can be"scribed by simple size frequency measurements. 1hers the 

noise level is not excessive, sutocorrelation can he used to estimate the 

extent to which deviation., located along the principal dire otiona of 

grid4sd sample., exhibit rand.o.ss • This technique avoids the illogi-

cality of employing maximum likeliiu criteria to separate regiodal from 

local plus residual components. 
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Further siz1ation tists have shown that the clustering of ob-

servation localities about a line can produce physical distortions in an 

trend surface • Other forms of clustering do not have this of-

feat. However ilongate the control strip, the trend surfaces remain 

statistically unbiased where the collection locality co-ordinates refer 

to tbs margins of the smallest rectangular control area. In this case 

the correlation coefficient measured between the observation locality 00-

or4Linates remains insignificant. With respect to the margins of a nap 

containing the control strip, the trend surface is not statistically ac-

ceptabio because the co-ordinate correlation is numerically large. 

Geological interpretations based on this typo of data can be totally 

misleading. 

The addition of a few extra, well distributed Observations to a 

map oontst tg a control strip can lead to realistic results even though 

the co-ordinate correlation remains high. For use as a guide to the 1sts 

linearity, and thus the potential distortion, the correlation between oh.. 

sermtion co-ordinates nust be treated with car.. It is important to 

draw the distinction between the two typo, of linearity ("Types 1 and 2 11 )9 

and failure to do this can lead to the rejection of apparent trend mir-

faces which are reasonable emulation, of their real counterparts. 

Distortions arising from linearity are greatest where the data 

are very noi. In fact, it appears that the noise level in the raw 

data In probably the greatest difficulty in the application of successful 

trend surface analysts. If the regional component is V.17 wakp oompezed 

to the smaller scale components, then it is not surprising that the 
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the analysis so,,tini produces spurious results, tmd.: conditions Tkiah 

are w.logoias to those enoomtored when tzving to extract a trend from 

randomly generated data. 

It is eancluded that trend eurface analysis can be a useful 

t.ohnius, provided that the objectives of the analysis are rigorously 

defined and the data are sufficient to reach statistically and geologi-

eally Justifiable conclusions rtgardUW those objectives. 
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section 6 

STATISTICAL COXARISOI OP IN?RYALS 

6.1 	 Introduction 

The comparison of isopach maps in section (4) suggested that in 

some Oases at least the thicknesses of sdjaoent intervals are related. If 

the truth of this assertion can be demonstrated quantitatively then impoz'-

tint assumptions, regarding the controls over sediment accumulation, can 

be made. 

simple regression could not be used to measure correspondence 

because the camp1.., from which the isopacha were constructed, did not 

have Identical sizes or distributions and the data would have to be 

scresued before processing. Screening involves a lose of reproducibililq  

and ehould be avoided wherever possible. Furthermore, correspondence 

arising on one scale m&7 be swamped by random fluctuations arising on di 

fersnt scales. In addition, the separation of the  different scale oo*-

ponants provides a valuable insight into what my be tho underlying pro- 

cesses, 

Therefore, it appears that it is neouary to produce standar-

dised samples and to separate the coale components of variance, before 

statistical comparisons of n.ighbouae can be made in such a way as to 

supply the most information. Using the principles outlined in section 

(5) both requirements can be met using trend surface slysis. 



6.2 	 Raw Data 

In acoord-nos with the conclusions reached in section (5) the 

subsets of raw data from each interval were tested for bias. Of the Cor-

relation coefficients,, between the co-ordinates of the observation boa-

litles, listed in table (6.2.1) 9  two are significant at the 5( level, one 

it 1 but none at the 0,1 level. The distrbuti;,L f t.e observation 

localities in each of the subsets is similar to the distribution of the 

total data set, figure (2.0.1), and the correlations, therefore, refer to 

'lps 2 linearity. Comparison with figure (5.3.10) suggests that the 

distortions arising from this degree of ?ype 2 linearity can probably be 

ignored. 

Figure (6.2.2) shows the reduced major axes of the seven dis-

tributions and, therefore, the potential direction of distortion. All 

except one are virtually oollin.ar, so that if any distortions did arise 

they would be with the same sense end, therefore, be caucell•d out when 

comparisons are mSd* • The oblique axis, for interval 5, refers to the 

distitton with the smallest ooxr. lation coefficient, and thus for prac-

tical purposes the error introduced should be negligible. 

The total or sampled population, figure (2.0.1) 9  reflects Type 

2 rather than 2yps 1 linearity, since the map and control areas are &l 

1!IQ$t identical. Clustering in the West and South-Bast, with a notable 

area of weak control in the 1.s.t, is not as extreme a. in the 'clusters' 

distribution of the seoond simulation test (section 5.3). The distortLon 

produced bW clustering should not, therefore, be significant even though 
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Interval Sample 

Interval number size Correlation Normality 

Ch to CCM3 7 114 _0.22l© 16.23 

RS to Ch 6 130 -0.064 10.28 

DS to RS 5 178 0.008 67.28 

DH to DS 4 206 -0.059 46.36 

Pk to DH 3 239 _0.l53© 32.86 

T to Pk 2 243 -0.080 12.89 

Tq to T 1 191 0.19200 40.96 

Table(6.2.1) Raw data statistics ; East Midlands Coalfield. 

© co-ordinate correlation significant at 5% level 

©© co-ordinate correlation significant at 1% level 

$ chi square (7 degrees of freedom) Insignificant 

at the 5% level ; raw data, therefore, is 

normally distributed. 
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the data is such noisier than in the artificial simulation test • 

ever, areas of .ro control, in the South-Wst and Jorth-Isst particularly, 

allow the possibility of the surfaces going "wild", especially an high 

order polynomials are computed. 

A *hook was made on the normality of the observed data pr.aem-

t.d for analysis, since the significance of the o'r.1ation coefficients, 

computed as a means of comparison, can only be assessed where the popu-

lations concerned are normally distributed. The reUte, listed in tae 

(6.2.1), show that five of the subset, are not normal at the 5, 4  level. 

The largest dsartur.s occur where the interval, contain thick belts of 

sandstone which give rise to positive skewness in the associated use-

frequency distributions. However, the thick sandstones of interval 2 

are •o widespread that their effect in regional and the resulting distri-

bution normal. The upper, more m4ddy intervals (numbers 6 and 7)  are 

lees skewed but polymodality causes departures from normality. Since 

the basic data is, in Cenoralp not normally aietrtbuted, the significance 

of comparisons based on correlation coefficients must be treated with 

oar.. Eowsver, the histograms shown in figure (6.2.3) do not depart 

grossly from normality and, there fore, the computed significance levels 

may not be totally unrealistic. The distributions are clearly not all 

lognor,na]. •o that the transformation suggested bV BoIaa (1957) cannot be 

applied. 
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Flgure(6.3.1) "Fit" of trend surfaces extracted from the raw data. 



6 • 3 	 Trend aurfao. Analysis of Raw Data 

Tr.nd surfaces up to quartic order were extracted from the raw 

data in order to estimate the noise levels and to prance some reference 

for the interpretation of theu1ts of more sophisticated analysis. 

The amounts of explained variance of these sizxfaoes, figure 

(6.3.1)9 are small, the maximum quartlo fit being below 70. The level 

of noise in the information must, therefore, be high and it is unlikely 

that &W analysis could be successfully completed on the data in this 

for,. This is not a surprising result since, like most other geologioal 

data, a whole gamut of processes are probably involved, operating on dif-

ferent scales and magnitudes. 

The trend surfaces, shown in figure. (6.3.2(a)) to (6.3.8(a)), 

can be used to illustrate and explain the 'variations in amounts of er 

plained variance. The computer output can be interpreted in terms of 

the information in table (6.3.9). The fit curves for intervals 2 and 39 

figure (6.3.1)9 show a marked increase between linear and quadratic which 

refLects the sjnmetry of the regional processes within the map area. On 

the other hand, the almost flat curve for interval 1 suggests tat the 

map area illustrates only part of a process operating over a much larger 

area. Similar results for intervals 4 and 5 show that thick sandstones 

must in some oases be taken up within the trends even though thur are re-

stricted to belts • The take-up of local processes by the trends can 

cause extreme distortion, as in the case of interval 5 whert the linear 

trend increases towards the South-West. 
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ps of deviations from trend surfaces wers produced on a 

CALCOXP 564 drum plotter working  off-line to a KDF 9 ooiiputsr, the trend 

analysis and plotting progras being linked via magnetic tape. For 

rapid production and plotting s.00ura, eymbols were used to show how fax 

any particular resting deviated from the mean t  in units of one .t-"rd 

deviation. The areas of positive, negative and zero deviation from the 

trends were then simply grouped bV }and, figures (6.3.2(b)) to (6.3.8(b)). 

While the areas of similar deviation progressively deorn.e in 

also with inersasing polynomial order, some maps are remarkably stable 

with persistent 'high.' and 'lows', while others vary appreciably. In 

some cases, features which disappear with a step up in polynomial order 

imay reappear at even high.: orders. Cisarly, therefore, the result of 

any comparison will depend critically upon the surfaces selected to se-

parate the components of variano.. 

one general observation  of interest is that, with the probable 

exception of interval 2 9  the larger area, of deviations, for all surface., 

tend to be located where the linear surface i z4ioatss maxiiim thickness. 

In many oases this lies towards the centre of the I'.nnine Basin as de-

fined by Wills (1956). 

anoatones appear as areas of positive deviation only when they 

are very thick (greater than about 50 feet) and where they are so restric-

ted that they oanr'ot be completely explained bF the trend. 
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Figure(6.3..2b) Deviations from trend surfaces extracted from 

raw data (orders 1 to 4). Interval 1, Three—
quarters to Tupton coal. 

stippled deviation more than - standard error 

above mean of deviations. 
hatched deviation more than r standard error 

below mean of deviations. 
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Flgure(6.3.6b) Deviations from trend surfaces extracted from 

raw data (orders 1 to 4). Interval 5, Deep 
Soft to Roof Soft coal. 

For key see flgure(6.3.2b). 
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Figure(6.3.7b) Deviations from trend surfaces extracted from 

raw data (orders 1 to 4). Interval 6 9  Roof 

Soft to Chavery coal. 

For key see rlgure(6.3.2b). 
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Figure(6.3.7a) Trend surfaces of order 1 to 4 ; raw data, 

total thickness of interval 6. 
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Flgure(6.3.8b) Deviations from trend surfaces extracted from 
raw data (orders 1 to 4). Interval 7, Chavery 
coal to Clay- Cross Marine Band. 
For key see figure(6.3.2b). 
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Figure(6.3.8a) Trend surfaces of order 1 to 4 ; raw data, 

total thickness of Interval 7 



a) The contours on trend surfaces shown in figures(6.3.2a) to 

(6.3.8a), and (6.6.2) to (6.6.7) have the values :- 

- 	 0 A 10 	feet 
10 B 20 
20 C 30 
30 D 40 
40 E 50 
50 F 60 
60 G 70 
70 H 80 
80 I — 90 - 
90 J 100 

100 K 110 
110 1 120 
120 M 130 
130 N 140 
140 0 150 
150 P 160 
160 Q 170 
170 R 180 
180 S 190 
190 T 200 	U 

Figure(6.6.1) contours have the values :- 

- 	 0 A 5 	feet 
5 B 10 

10 C 15 
15 D 20 
20 E 25 
25 F 30 
30 G 35 

• 35 H 40 
40 I 45 
45 J 50 	K 

The margins of the trend surfaces which are parallel to 

the spine of the thesis are orientated North—South, with 

North towards the top of the page. 

The trend surfaces refer to the area shown in figure(2.0.1). 

The scale is approximately 0.08 inches (0.2 cm.) to one 

mile. 

Table(6.3.9) Information for the interpretation of trend surface 

and deviation maps ; East Midlands Coalfield. 
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F1g1re(6.4.1) F ratios for quadrat sizes. 



64 	 cIiadrst Zia. and Grid Samples 

The seven data sets wore scanned with quadrats of si sea de-

creasing to twice the mean area, and in saoh case the P ratio, of mean 

.n&r.s b Wsen-uadrats divided tr mean squares within-quadrats, was oo-

puted. The re1ts, shown in figure (6.4.1)9 are unambiguous except in 

the oasis of intervals 3 and  4, share there were two peaks in the curves. 

The peaks corresponding to the smeller quadrats were ohoson so that no 

Interesting variability would be lost. 

The result are consistent and can be readily interpreted. The 

Intervals not containing thick sandstones have peaks at a quadrat ci.e ,  of 

about 1/16th of the may area or about 84 square miles. The presence of 

sandstones reduces the quadrat area to 38 square miles for intervals 2 - 

4, and to 54 square miles in the case of interval 3.  The scale of local 

processes of large magnitude is, therefore, reduced for thick but not for 

thin sandstones. If this* two types are genetically related, then per-

haps the accumulation of large thicknesses of sand distorts the sediment 

distribution patt.r'n, rather than variations in this pattern giving xi,e 

to basically different sandstones. This imrtni it is ctevelop.d in 

section (8) where  the ..ctimentology of the sandstone bodies is considered. 

Using the quadrat iii.s determined above, the data sets were 

scanned and geometrically averaged using an overlapping scheme. The 

sample susie, inolud.ing redundant quadrate, are listed in table (6.4.2). 

The gridded data produced were submitted to trend surface analysis. 
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Interval 	 Sample Quadrats 

Threequaters to Tupton coal 	 49 

Tupton to Parkgate coal 	 121 

parkgate to Deep Hard coal 	 81 

Deep Hard to Deep Soft coal 	 121 

Deep Soft to Roof Soft coal 	 49 

Roof Soft to Chavery coal 	 49 

Chavery to Clay Cross Marine Band 	 49 

Redundant 

4 

8 

2 

12 

5 

0 

1 

Table(6.4,2) Sample sizes for gridded data, 



Sum of Squares Explalied 

100 

 

-01 

7 4 
6 

- - - - ? 

- 
- 
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INTERVAL NUMBERS 

1 TO 7 

80 

60 

40 

20 

Polynomial 

Order 

1 	2 	3 	4 	5 	6 	7 	8 

Ftgure(6.5.) "Fit" of trend surfaces extracted from gridded 

data. 



6.5 	 Trend urfaos Analysis of Oridd.L Data 

The fit. of the trend surfaces to the gridded data are presen-

ted in figure (6.5. 1 ). They are notably higher, and the curves such 

more closely grouped, than those obtained from analysis of the raw data; 

figure (6-3-1). The grouping suggests that the noise in each subset of 

gricided data has been reduced to about the same level. This result 

vindicates the grid.d.ing technique. 

All the surfaces with random deviations, described below, were 

of quartio or higher order. The lowest fit was 8O and all but this one 

were over 90. The noise level, have thus been appreciably reduced so 

that the regional and large-scale components should be of sufficient 

magnitude to allow the analysis to succeed. 

Large increases in explained variance between linear and quad,- 

ratio surfaces for four intervals, suggest that large—coals controls 

operate with scme syisqetry within the map area. The remaining intervala, 

1, 4, and 7, with regional oontols of larger scale than the zsp 9  have 

linear surfaces which approximate viii.' (1956) isopacha. An interplay 

of baeinal and more looel de'wnwarping is suggested. 

The serial correlation coefficients are listed in table (6..2). 

Not all the selected surfaces have deviations which are strictly random 

in all directions, since it appears that the coefficient can increase 

with increasing polynomial complexity. The best approach to total 

randomness was used as a practical subsiie 

aa.rtio surfaces rednoet deviaions to residuals in the case 
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Interval order Serial Correlation Coefficients 

E-W N-S NE-SW NW-SE 

1 +0.705 +0.005* 
2 +o,6q8 
3 +o.668 _0.059* 

4 +0.107* _0.144* 
1 +0,800 +0.636 +0,521 +0,538 
2 +0.685 +0.417 +0,226 +0,390 
3 +0,595 +0.265 +0.104 +0 226 

4 +0.481 +0.239 +0.059* +0.258 
5 +0,403 +0.090* _0.049* +o.o86* 
6 +0,384 +0.004* _0.189* 

_0.180* 

+0.099* 

7 +0,290 _o,128* _0,042* 
8 +0,116 _0,228* _0,367* +0.058* 

3 1 +0 0 838 +0.456 
2 +0,511 +0.282 
3 +0.468 +0.245 
4 +0,379 +0.115* 

6 +0.285 _0.039* +0.228 _0,375* 

7 +o,128 _0.107* +0,099 _0.348* 
8 +0 9 043* _0 0 199* +0.233 _0 9450* 

4 i. +0.652 +0.430 
2 +0.523 +0,319 
3 +0,424 +0,292 
4 +0.379 +0.212 
5 
6 
7 
8 +0,039* _0,258* -0 0 48* _0.257* 

5 1 +0,533 +0,324 
2 +0.375 +0,183 
3 +0.10 +0,002* 

4 +0,034* _0+070* 
6 1 +0,509 +0.425 +0,482 _0,080* 

2 +0.382 +0,234 +0,293 _0.271* 

3 +0,316 +0,130* +0.305 _0,485* 
4 +0,293 _0,216* _o,olZ* _0492* 

5 +0.062* _0.254* +0.183 0,509* 
6 _0,030* _0 0 299* +0,402 _o.61o* 

7 1 +0,692 +0 0409 +0.192 +0.265 
2 +0 0 545 +0,287 _0.052* _0,014* 

3 +0.377 +0.010* _0.389* _0.294* 

4 +0,235 _o.165* _0.312* 0,564* 
5 ...0447* +0,051* _0.256* _0,383* 
6 _0,494* +0.049* _0,290* _0.278* 

rable(6,5.2) Serial correlation coefficients from gridded data : * indicates value 

less than 2 standard deviations greater than zero, 



of intervals 1 and 5, while quintios wers required for 6 and 7, The 

North-East to South-W.st coefficient for the interval 6 quiutio (0.183) 

was only slightly  higher than the critical value (0.160). An approxima-

tion was again maci* for interval 3 (a heptic surface) where the coeffi-

otent (0.128) exoseded the Fast-lest limit (0.120) 0  and interval 2 (an 

ootio surface) where the same coefficient was highs 0.116 compared to 

In general the East-West and North-East to South-West ao•ffi.-

otsnts are high and often the last to fall helow the critical limits. 

Since an overlapping grid scheme was used, the coefficients show tendon.-

oils to elongation amongst the large-magnitude, lsrgr-saale local com-

ponents. The deviations, therefore, show patterns of elongation directed 

towards the East and North,-Eaat and the processes which formed them must 

operate across, rather than up and down, the palseoslope. 

6.6 	 Zeparation of Kegional fro,i Local 

The trend surfaces, which have random deviations, contain prs-

dominantly local and regional components and, therefore, include the in.-

t.reating variability. Since the mean area of the gridded data not is 

larger than that of the raw data set, the random deviations, computed 

above, will contain  oomponsnts  which can be considered local, if only 

very small-scale, with respect to the original data. 

These surfaces were further analysed  using trend surfaces. 
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5 

Figure(6.6.8) Quadratic trend of trend deviations for intervals 

5, 6 and 7. 

Stippled deviations positive 
blank 	deviations negative (excluding map margin) 



2 

 

3 4 

 

.TT TTTTTTh 

 

Flgure(6.6.8) Quadratic trend of trend deviations for intervals 

1 to 4. 
stippled deviations positive 

blank 	deviations negative (excluding map margin) 



Since a standardised sample In required for comparison, the trend values 

for each  surface  over a  49-point  grid were submitted as data for A]yiis . 

The trends of trends w.r. computed only to cubic order because the pur-

pose of the exercise was to produce an estimate of the regional component. 

While the final surfaces do not alwayo differ greatly from equivalent 

orders of their predecessors, they permit quantification of the moderate 

and large-coals local components. The surfaces are displayed in figures 

(6.6.1) to (6.6.7). 

As discussed in section (5), there in no logical statistical 

method of selecting the trend which separates regional from local • In 

this case it was decided to use the quadratic trends, for three reasons a.. 

1 • The contours on the pa]aeoslops suggested bF Will. (1956) are curved 
and could not be produced by a linear surface; 

Some linear surfaces, notably for interval 5, are strongly affected by 
local components, so that other trends in tne data are omitted; 

Soas cubic surfaces contain moderate-scale local components. 

The quadratic surfaces show some simil"Itins to those extrac-

ted from the raw data. The deviation maps, figure (.6 8, are, however, 

quite different. 

The interpretive value of the trend surfaces and deviation maps 

in terms af the underlying geology is suspect. As mentioned before the 

problem arises that vh1le some sandstones are incorporated within the 

trends other, are left as deviation.; interval 49 figure (6.64), can be 

taken as an example • Presub1y, diagnosis with the aid of trend ana-

lysis can only be done with oonfid..nos where the geology is thoroughly 

understood beforehand. It is not surprising that it has been argued 
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that the tschniue cannot produce answers which could not have been ob-

tamed from the raw data (L.s and ldddl.ton 1967). 

Disregarding interpretive problems, we are now in a position to 

weigh statistically the inferences obtained from a study of the raw tao-

p&s. 

6.7 	 Copanisons of Intervals 

Bearing in mint the criticisms mentioned in section (5.3), cor-

relation coefficients were used to compare trend surfaces and dsiations, 

because no alternative technique was available which measures the t.grse 

of similarity as well as dissimilarity. 

Trend surfaces are oomposod of simple flezurs., so that if the 

trend value at ay  given point is hjgh,  relative to the nesu, it is 14ky 

that its Immediate neighbours will also have high trend values. In or 

words, the trend aurfaoe is autoacrrelat.d. Comparison of two trend 

surfaces bi means of the correlation coefficient computed from point 

samples, is, in elf, at, equivalent to the measurement of the relative p0- 

1ioning of the highs and lows of the two surfaces. Fortunately, this 

is precisely what is required in this instance. However, when the highs 

and low, of the two surfaces coincide (a strong positive correlation) the 

correlation coefficient will be zua.msriaall.y greater than actually warran-

ted, because of the effect of pairing of high and low values. This si-

tuation is analogous to the nonsense correlations which arise between 
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tims-related variables (Yule and Kendall 1 	p. 319)  and perhaps the In- 

vention of some t 	-ttmensional vadats-differenoss technique is required.. 

Ike" a correlation of reasonable strength exists between two 

surfaces, the subtraction of the smooth trend values from the raw data 

will m.gnt4 the correlation betwsen diviationa, especially in the situ-

ation where the leosi components are moderately strong. 

To the knowledge of the author, no attempt has yet been made to 

measure the distortion of the correlation coefficient arising in this way. 

It is more likely that changes in value rather than sign are involved, so 

that the results disouseed below are probably valid aithaigh the signifi-

cance levels may be totally meaningless. The actual coefficients are 

listed in table (6.7.1). 

igifioant correlation, between trends show that the processes 

giving rise to interaction axis, on the regional scale. The sequence of 

trend correlations has a simple pattern; weak positive correlations are 

followed by strong negative correlations which decrease in magnitude. A 

positive result suggests that ad&cent intervals have coincident thick-

no" r4 ma, whereas a negative result suggests the coincidence of mazi*i 

and minimum values. 

The weak positive correlation between the trend.s of intervals 1 

and 2 infers that they may have been emplaced by the same mechanism, pos-

sibly downwarping with Its acme within the map area. ilowever t  the shift 

of the locus of maximum thickness to the East causes the reduction of the 

coefficient to insignificance. Interval. 2 and 3 have a significant us-

gative correlation, ant it follows that the subsidence pattern must have 

altered completely if the result is to be inter.t.d in these terms. 

- 
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Correlation 

Intervals between trends 	between deviations 

1 vvs 2 0.10 0.37 

2 vvs 3 -0.82 -0.16 

3 vvs 4 -0.12 -0.06 

4 vvs 5 0.30 -0.26 

5 vvs 6 _0.86© _0.290  

6 vvs 7 _O.59© -0.43 

Table(6.7.1) Comparative correlation coefficients for 

adjacent intervals ; quadratic trends of 

trends and associated deviations. 

© coefficient significant at 5%  level 

©© coefficient significant at 1% level 

coefficient significant at 0.1% level 
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Presumibly, if the Parkgate coal was approximately at mesa "sea" 

level over the whole area throughout Its formation, it is necessary to 

postulate the onset of renewed subsidence everywhere except where it was 

previously most intense • LIven mare extraordinary is that the loans of 

nøxiiza subsidence mot return to the position held for interval 2, to 

•mpl&os interval 49 if subsidence Is held to be the sole regional control. 

?igure (6-7.2) shown sections drawn down the psissodip and illustrates 

the shifting patterns of subsidence • The sections are in some case' 

distorted and reference should be made to the trend surfaces themselves. 

The positive correlation between intervals  4  and  5P  not seen in 

figure (6.7.2)9  initiates a second sequsnoe analogous to that described 

above. 

This interpretation in tires of p=o subsidence appears too 

artificial to be acceptable. Kowsver, then, is at least one other poe-

sibi. explanation. This analysis has been carried out using the thiok-

noses. of the intervals as they now stand. Obviously, extensive compao-. 

tion has occurred since the time of deposition, when the processes we 

...king were operative. Coyonly, but not ubiquitously, thick sandstones 

occur where the enclosing interval to thickest • Sandstones compact coD-

sid.erably leas than organic and argillaceous deposits from their original 

states and, therefore, differential compaction may be a possible meohaniatt. 

Differential compaction has, of course, been recognised before 

as a control on sedimentation but it is not generally held that its eff•øt 

can be seen on the regional scale. However, Edmunds (1968) has recently 

proposed just this mechanism. He stated that "local and even sore regio-

nal topographic irregularities are filled (temporarily) by thick deposits 
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of plant material and clay esdiment. Their strong oompaottbllty, how-. 

ever, will allow later sediments to be deposited in the same low." £vsn 

setting aside the unwelcome concept of topographic irregularities, this 

mechanism can be adapted to explain the trend coefficients. 

The present thin ports of the intervals are predominantly ar'-

gillaceous and pxssubly, therefore, originally much thiok.r, and 

possibly as thick as the sandstone bodies. Compaction in the argilla-

osoua sonic, being such greater than in the .and.y area*, will permit the 

accumulation of much greater thickness.s of sediment of the subsequent in.. 

terval • As noted in section (4)  the coals tend to thin over thick sand-

stones and, therefore, greater thicknesses of potentially vez7 oompsotibl 

peat will socentuate the inheritance effect of the compaction of clay. 

By means of this mechanism negative correlations could arise 

without looaiised subsideno•, although this in still required to explain 

direct proportionality. 

The correlations between deviations can be considered in a 

similar way. All the negative trend coefficients have corresponding 

n.gative correlations between deviations, implying that the same msoha-

nisa '- be operative simultaneously on different scales. While it to 

not impossible that regional or basinal do.nwnrping and local, possibly 

tectonic, subsidence could proceed in unison, the necessity of invoking 

perfect inversions of the subsidence pattern, on all scales, is unwelcome 

because the hypothesis is both complex and artificial. flowev.r, there 

appears to be no reason for assuming that differential compaction do.s 

not operate on all scales at the same time. 

The negative correlation between deviations for intervals 4  and 
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, where the trends have a positive correlation, suggests that although 

the regional control may be taken over by the stronger effects of basinsi 

downwarping, differential compaction continues to operate effectively on 

a eaall•r scale. However, It is now difficult to explain the twin paiL-

'tive correlations for intervals 1 and 2 9  even though the .ff.øts of dif-. 

fer.ntia.l comaotion would be mininined g  or even nullified, bW the viral 

lithologioal homogeneity of interval 1. 

To suris, it is much simpler to interpret the similarities 

and difference, between interval, in terms of regional or basinal down-. 

warping, with the possible superimposition of sustatic rises in sea" 

level, and differential compaction, than in term, of pure subsidence. 

This moo.si has been suggested previously. For example, AJUU and walton 

(1964) stated that "The thickness of a sedimentary succession is a func-

tion of regional subsidence and oopactional effects", although they added 

that local tectonic contributions could not be ignoreti. The.e results 

provide some concrete evidence in support of this model. 

1though tectonic control cannot be disproved, it can be shown 

that the pr.-P.rmian structural features in the s.tphAlian rooks do not 

have ay erpresaton in the sedimentary patterns under consideration. The 

autocorrelation cooffiojents clearly show that the elongation of lcal 

high& and lows among the deviations are directed towards the aat and 

orth-iast, and, therefore, are almost orthogonal to the predominant 

structural trend towards the 1rth-eet; figure (6.7.3). Furthermore, 

the highs and lows straddle the fold as and faults and are not .xclu-

sively associated with the structural troughs. 

Although the elongate patterns of highs and lows amongst the 
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deviations can prob&Wv be passed on by differential compaction,  they 

pasi be initiated by sone other process. Since the pro-Permian tectonic 

movements suet be rejected, the only remaining credible alternatives are 

localized downwarping and sedimentation. In the former *as* it is dif-

ficult to explain why a. po.itive correlation was not obtained between 

deviations for intervals 4 and 5, where the trend coefficient ol.ar]y 

shows that the basin was in an unstable state. sedimentation and oom-

pacti on provide a simpler and less ambiguous explanation but further di..-

ousaion of the mechanism is deferred to sections (7 and 8) ,whers the 

sandstons, the key to the sediasntolcgiaal Mrstem are examined in detail 

Howvsr, it is informative to consider, at this point, how the 

sandstones fit into the model • The negative trend correlations between 

intervals 2, 3 and 4 are associated with offset between adjacent eantitcne 

bodies, section (4). The positive correlation between interval. 4 and  5 

Occur, where sandstone thickness naxims, coincide, and yet the Deep Soft 

ock is located margina,14 to the sone of mazit,ia thickness of interval 5 

It follows that the location of the Deep Soft hock was controlled by some 

mechanism operating on a coal. such 1..e than that controlling the posi-

tive correlation between intervals. 

6.8 	 Conclusions 

The observed interactions of juxtaposed interval, have been 

shown to be statistically sound, and the contribution from different 

scales has been measured. Positive correlations are generally weak and. 
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only m&rgln&lly significant; they probably art.e where large or small 

scale subsidence outweighs other processes. Negative correlations tend 

to have higher significance levels; although they can be interpreted in 

trms of a shifting pattern of subsidence a model based upon differential 

compaction in addition to regional downwarptng is more acceptable. 

A partial depositional model can be built upon these results. 

The processes involved are listed below. 

1. Regional or besinal townwarping, alone or in combination with eustatio 

rises in 'sea" level, probably operated continuously during the depositon 

of the seven intervals. Ocoasionally, the restriction of the location 

of maximum aubeidenoe to within the nap area, or perhaps simply an in-

crease of the instability of the bass*ent, aaua.d this control to out-

weigh all others, 	mal.l-seals subsidence probably played a sinor role 

In shaping the development of the Coal Measures sequences. Although it 

In impossible to prove that say small-scale subsidence that did ocour was 

not related to tectonic forces, it has been shown that the pre-Foxmian 

structural movements did not have expression in this part of the Coal 

Jiasure.. 

2 • Vbsn not outweighed by regional subsidence, differential compaction 

partially controlled sedimentation on the regional, local and smaller 

scales. 

3 • The sedimentation system operated on the local soale • There is a 

suggestion that local components (often associated with sandstones) of 

one interval can affect those of its suocsssor, and that there may be 

some link between the process giving rise to negative deviation oorr.la-

tions and the mechanism of deposition of the sandstones. 
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0th.: oontz'ola, not 4tsauas.4 to this siotion, lso Influence ,  

.stte,.ntstton, The possible .1f.it of peat tht.kiw.a is 41soiisasd in 

seotios (7) ant (8), but other botanical fastots are ottwith the scope 

of this study. 
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section 7 

C0CTI0J 

711 	 Introduction 

In the conclusion to section (6) it was fount that the varia-

tions in t),kn.ss of the Coal *asuree rooks could most simply be Inter-
preted in terms of regional subsidence and differential compaction. In 

this section an attempt is made to estimate whether compaction could pro—

duos the similarities and differences discovered on comparison of ats*it 

interval.. In order to maintain the objectivity of the conclusions of 

3•otiorl (6), simulation of compaction has been produced using a determi-

nistic model. 

£?omptet by the continuing search for ctl, compaction in rooks 

has been studied almost as a by—product of the investigation of the vari-

ation of porosity and permeability with depth. Notable papers have b.en 

produced by Athy (1930)9  Hedburg  (936) and, more recently, Conybeare 

(1967). 	Jonas (1939,1944),  irozoroviob  (1964)' 1 	nds (1968 )  and 	ads 

(1968 ) have also made important contributions. Most of the previous 

work on compaction in sedimentary rooks has been .um'nariaed by Weller 

(199)9 Maids (1966) and Muller (1967). 

At the other and of the scale, there has been a lot of recent 

work dons on the water content of recent sediments, and its variation 
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with depth (see Richards 1967. Recent experimental work (Chilinsr s 

al 1968, Ein..l• 1967) has supplemented earlier information derived from 

soil mechanic. (Tersaghi at 1 19679 Skeapton  1944, 1953). Iaoh of the 

previous work on the d.iagene.is  of coal has boon swmiaria.d by Tsichmuflr 

at al (1967).  In order to study the effects of compaction in the see-

tion of Coal *asur•s strata selected, it in necessary to study porosity 

oonttticeia town to depths of about 500 feet. The model thus, of n.osa-

sjy, bridges the diohototi' in the previous work. 

No great claims can he made for the accuracy of any simulation 

of compaction, and in tLie case the objective was simply an estimate of 

the effect of compaction as a control in the development of Coal Measures 

seueneee • The sources of error are many and divers.. irinoipally, it 

is impossible to derive models for the compaction of every rook of dif-

ferent grain size and composition, for practical reason.. In addition, 

the projection from rook description to original sediment is open to 

gross errors, an mentioned in section (2). It was, therefore, decided 

to reconstruct Us Coal Measures sediments asing four and members, clay, 

silt, sand and peat • Mixtures of the.s members, whether as laminations 

or on the granular scale, cannot be handled by such a scheme, and rooks 

of this type were simply categorised according to the most dominant com-

ponent. 

Erzore are permissible where their sins, and magnitude are 

known, but the interplay of unknown sources could lead to a situation 

where any resuib would be totally unint.rpretable • To avoid this prob-

lem all i stirnates and assumptions have been made so as to amplify the 

affect of compaction, and especially differential compaction. 
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7.2 	 Compaction Ilodsi 

Teahnicslly, compaction can be simulated in a continuous or 

discrete fashion. A oomplete solution can be obtained by differential 

calculus (Gibson 1958) but a discrete model is more adaptable, and easier 

to handle and pm'opsmms on a digital computer. 

In the discrete model smplc'ed, Coal Measures rooks were uncoii,-

pacted to packages in the state in which it is considered the rooks were 

deposited. The packages are then piled up, to simulate sedimentation, 

and their volumes continuously reduced on burial, to simulate compaction. 

The model can be switched off at say point so that various thlokn•sa.s of 

sediment, at oompactional equilibrium, can be measured. 

The also of the packages is critical • Obviously, for geolo-

gical purposes, the smaller the package., or increments, the better, but 

minimum limits were dictated by the size of computer  available (16k) and 

the thickness of the section unt.r consideration. A balance was struck 

using an iicrement of one foot (30.43 cm.) in length, which involves 

rounding errors of 0.5 feet, or a matter of a few inches in the original 

data. For convenience, the vertical sections of strata were considered 

to consist of boreholes of i am  cross e.otiona1 area. 

7.2(a) Compaction of clay 

To what state should the Westphalian shales and laudstones be 

unoompected? The common occurrence of mussels orientated parallel to 
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the bedding plane suggests that reworking of the sediment by the deposit-

ing medium was extensive • Removal of the cover leaves sediment at the 

surface which is apparently in an overoompaoted state. Unoompaction, 

thsr.fors, should be to a stable state, some depth below the surface of 

the sediment piles However, if too great a depth is chosen the modal 

will be too unrealistic. 

Fortunately, experimental work (in.el. 1967) has shown that 

clays (in this case artificially de;oaitsd kaolinit.) are stable at a 

depth of about 30 On-  to current welootties, of the order of 30 o/seo., 

which are fairly rapid. Although the Westphalian shalem have a different 

mineralogy (Nichols •t .1 1960 9  1962) 9  the experimental data have been 

accepted as a first approximation. 

The water contents of lake and sea bottom clays range from 85 

to 327 of dry weight (ai1ler 1967). The principal control apimars  to 

be the sand and silt content of the clay, but *ads (1963) has suggested 

that the clay minera1o', the presence of electrolyte solutions and •x 

changeable cations in the clay lattices, and the sedimentation rate are 

important factors. In addition, the water content is proportional to 

the amount of organic material in the clay hepard et al 1955). This, 

and other recent work (e.g. leery 1960, Richards 1962) has discredited 

the earlier view that clays are deposited with water contents approaching 

their 1iuid, or upper Attsrberg, limit. 

It is itpORib1•, therefore, to quote a representative water 

content for clay 30 Om. below the sediment surfaces and a high estimate 

(2007 of dry weight) was made, which has the effect of overestimating the 

amount of compaction. In view of the preuibly large amount of 



available vegetable matt.' in the W•stphslian, it is possible that the 

clays originally had a moderate or high organic content. Surprisingly, 

Nichols .t .1 (1960) found that the present organic carbon content of 

lb* chaise are not above average although concentrations in marine shales 

are much higher (Broadhurst 1958). 

fore, may not be grossly excessive. 

The proposed water content, there- 

Boswell (1960) gav, an estimate of the water content of Cu'.. 

boniferous shale of 13. This fiure is high compared to a more recent 

average from the Last 3t1d.lmMs Coalfield of 1.6% (Skipsey 1968 9  written 

communication) and a single measurement of 0.86 from the same ar.. 

(Pritchard 1968, written coiiunioation). Cons.quen, a value of 1.5 

was used as a first approximation to the average water content of satu-

rated Westphalian shale.. 

Provided the system oa* be considered to consist of only solid 

and liquid phases, between the initial and present states, and the volume 

recizotion is directly related to decreasing water content, the values 

selected above can be substituted into the relationship shown in appendix 

(10.2) 9  to give a compaction ratio of approximately 6s1. This ratio has 

also been proposed by Ferguson (1963)  from a study of crushed specimens 

Crurithyris ui'ej. (71.,dng). Thicknesses of Carboniferous shale were, 

therefore, multiplied by 6 to obtain the number of increments to be .4dM 

during the sedimentation etg of simulation. 

On burial, the volume of each increment is reduced, through a 

loan of its interstitial water, under the Influence of the overburden 

pressure. The reduction is initially very pronounced but tails off as 

the permeability decreases (Muller 1967).  However, Ritt.nberg St .1 



(1963)faund a non-aystemetto reduction in water content with depth of 

burial. This effect my part].y be a result of cementation and authi-

gsnio growth (Eo et a]. 1969) but could also axise from the 1ithgical 

variations in the examined cores. The suggestion made by Shepard at al 

( 195) that, "... the water content remains constant but is using a 

larger per cent of the available total porosity.... ", was based on fluc-

tuations in the water content with depth, which probably ref 1. ci only the 

fluctuations in the clay per-cent of the total sediment. Skempton (1944) 

has shown that there is a good linear correlation between the per-cent 

clay fraction and the void rat and, therefore, water content of a satu-

rated aedint. The possibility of undersaturation arising from the 

production of a gaseous phase (Shepard at al 195)  cannot be entertained 

by the present stzlation, but the evidence, for the occurrence of this 

phenomson to such an extent as to cause distortion, has been shown to be 

equivocal. 

The .04.1, for the compaction of a uniform clay, can, therefore, 

be constructed a ssudng a progressive decrease in water content with 

depth. However, the presence of beds of coarser grain ails can affect 

the rat* of reauotion of porosity, br acting as a duct to carry away the 

extruded pore water (Richard.. 1962). The return to normal porosity a 

few centimetres below the duct shows that the exclusion of this effect 

from the modal is not critical. In fact, horizontal drainage becomes 

more important than vertical at greater depths, and srperimsnta1 work han 

sham it is more effective by a factor of between 30% (Simons 1965) and 

60% (Rowan 1959). fluisman (1964) has stressed the importance of the 

drainage of deltaic clays laterally into distitburiss and d1atributa aw.ds. 
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It has been suggested that anomalous fluid pressures can arise 

in thick ..d.iaentary sequences (Osrt.l et al 1967,  Brsdeho.ft et &l 1968). 

At hydraulic conductivities above 106  oS/sec., only hydraulic pressures 

are enoountered, but below 10 79  o seo • the pressures exerted by the liquid 

phase can equal or exceed the lithostatic pr sure, causing compaction to 

cease • Conductivities in near surface clays are probably in the range 

of 10 to 16 c/so. (Trmaghi 1925, Zunk.x 1932,  Carmen 1939). Assum-

ing this conductivity for the initial clay increment, the presenol of sac-

malous fluid pressures, in the top 100 feet of a clay column undergoing 

compaction according to the model developed below, can be ascertained 

using the procedure outlined in appendix (10.3). The conductivity do-

rived for the model  at a depth of 100 feet below the sediment surface  

was 2.10 om/sec., and compaction is unlikely to be interrupted by anome-

bus fluid pressures. 

Given uniform clay content, tninera10y, organic oont.nt, sedi-

mentation rate, etc., it appears that volume reduction is pressure con-

trolled only to a fixed depth, and thereafter temperature is more impi'tmit 

(Burst 1969).  According to van Olph.n (1963), normal oruatal pressures 

are insufficient to expel adsorbed water from a clay, but the minimum 

limit is inversely proportional to the temperature • Although this effect 

cannot be ignored, it is unlikely that the transition from pressure to 

temperature dependence, at epihe greater than 500 metre. (tu].ler 1964) 

or pressures greater then 50 kg/cm2  (load* 1964), will be reached during 

the present simulation study. 

From the above discussion, it appears that, for the present per-

poses, the compaction of clay can be considered ir, terms of overburden 
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pressure • The downward force of each increment must, therefore, be com-

puted, and to do this the bulk density east be known. E.db.rg (1936) 

used the combined weight of the liquid and solid phases, arguing that the  

interstitial fluid cannot exert an upward force through buoyancy because 

It is held tW adsorption. Rom, r. T.rw'igtt (1936) experimentally de-

monstrated that an upward force do.s exist where the void ratio is above 

0 .5. This work has been substantiated by Eubbert at al (2959)  and can 

be interpreted in the light of the work of van Olphen (1963). Jones  

(1944) has suggested that when the void ratio falls blow 0.1 the buoy-

ancy effect disappear.. In the simulation of Coal Measures sed.i'uentton 

the void ratio is always above 0.5, so that an average specific gravity 

is used which allows for full hydrostatic uplift. Using this value, the 

downward pre3sure exerted by any increment can be computed as outlined. in 

appendix (10.4). The derived equation for the increment pressure con-

tains no void ratio term, under any guise, so that the pressure is con-

stant regardless of the state of compaction. The total overburden 

pressure can be oomputed, therefore, as a constant ratio of the number of 

overlying increments. 

Substitution of the model values into the derived equation gkvss 

the pressure due to any increment to be 0.008 kg1'cm2 . In line with the 

policy of overestimating the effect of oompaotion this estimate was ralmd 

to 0.01 kg/cm2 , 30 that the pressure is slightly in excess of the true 

value for a clay with an initial 	ootent of 200,. 

The final stags, in the construction of the model of the com-

paction of clay, is to find an equation of void ratio against overburden 

pressure, which is consistent with the parameters defined ant enumerated 
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above and yet similar to .xparimental consolidation curves and observa-

tions from deep sediment oozes • The simulation curve, shown in figure 

(7.2.1), is based upon the model parameters and Skempton's (1953) sxp.r1-

mental curve for a ola.y with a liquid limit of 8$.  Suipport for the use 

of the curve as a working hypothesis comes from its close similarity to 

data from modern olaysy sediments, figure (7.2.2). 

7.2(b) Compaction of lilt 

The model for the compaction of milt was taken directly from 

Skempton's (1953)  figure 12 9  using the approximate relationship between 

void ratio and overburden pressure, for a sediment with a liquid limit of 

30% dry weight. ..le void ratio of 1.2 disagrees only slightly with an 

.xpsriment.l1,y determined void ratio of 1.23 (Zineel. 1967)9  at a depth 

of about 30 cm. in pure juarts silt. 

In the same way as for the model of the oompaction of clay, the 

pressure exerted hy each increment of Silt was found to be 0.023 

The relationship between void ratio and overburden pr•esuxe in shown in 

figure (7.2.1). 

The ratio for the uncoiapaotion of c.stphalisn siltstones, which 

have a void ratio of about 0.032  (Pritchard 1968, written communication), 

to their initial state, was obtained from the relationship shown in appsn-

diz (10.2) 9  and found to be approximately 211. This ratio may be s1igh 

high because of diagenetic changes of the iWpe described in section (T.2(). 



7.2(o) Compaction of swand 

The Coal Usasures sandstones have undergone extensive disgene-

tic o1''igss, as described in section (8.11), including pressure solution 

and quartz precipitation. The volume change, therefore, should not be a 

simple function of the overburden pressure, but Maxwell (1964) found a 

linear decrease in porosity with depth ii Penn1vanian sandstones in the 

U.S.A. H. attributed this relationship to the progressive increase in 

temperature with depth. 

Using axwell's (1964) relationship, the porosity of 141r"mea-

sured in the isrkgst. look (Pritchard 1968 9  written ooimeinioation) indi-

cateo an original porosity of 3l, and thus a void ratio of 0.31. This 

value is low, compared Lo 0.64 for a medium grained, well sorted sand 

(Taylor 1948)9 or 1.2 for a fin, sand (Uru1 1945). The average median 

grain else and quartile deviation of the Coal Measures sandstoneø, soclam  

(.11), when plotted into Msad.e's (1i8 1  £iguze 5 9  suggested an original 

void ratio of 0.7. 	eimpls experimenta l  to determine the water content 

of crushed and saturated sandstonss, gave a void ratio of O.S. The ex-

perimental value in about io% higher than that derived via Meade (1967)9 

a factor which could be introduod by jarring and better packing (Atby 

1930, Fraser  1935). A ratio of 0.7 was, therefore, taken as working 

hypothesis for the original .ttt* of the Coal Measures sandstones. 

The initial void ratio of 0.7 and the value for the Iarkgate 

Rook of 0.16 give a compaction ratio of 1.47.  However, some of the re-

duction in porosity is osusSd by cementation and growth, and the actual 

ratio employed was reduced to 1.10. Although this decision my 1.a4 to a,  

sight underestimation or differential oo*paotion, the effectiveness of 
compaction in emplaoing the sandstone bodies will be overstated. 
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The sant, in its initial state of best packing, does not com-

pact under the influence of the range of pressures included in this simu-

lation (Urul 1945).  The downward pressure exerted by each increment was 

found to be 0.029 	in appeni-r (10.4). 

7.2(t) Compaction of pest 

While the estimates of the compaction of sand, silt and olay 

have some foundation in fact, the model of the compaction Of peat can 

only be considered as a reasoned gue€ • This is no cause for shunning 

the attempt, because only through criticism of exude models, suoi o 

this, can the truth be attained. 

The model has been built upon information from modem pasts 

and ancient coal* and lignites, and forms a bridge between the two. 

However, the physical nature of the Carboniferous peat is not, and 

probably never will be, known. 

The compaction of pest is not a simple function of the over-

burden pressure, but the apparently progressive volume reduction with 

depth of burial suggests that the pressure may be used as a proxy vsriàl 

for a whole gamut of controls. Wood tissue is decomposed by the action 

of micro-organisms, in the initial oxid.i i iE stage by fungi and bacteria 

and in the later reducing stags by &otinomycet&e and anaerobic bacteria 

(Tsichvnuller et al 1967).  Microbial activity Isoresees with depth of 

burial. 

Drying of peat, caused by a drop of the water table, causes an 
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irreversible volume reduction (?osbrg 1966). This Imponderable factor 

has not yet been included in the model and will thus introduce a certain 

amount of error, even though Huisman (1966) has &iomn that in tropical 

deltas the water table is usually everywhare do., to the surface. 

The variability of the early stages, probably magnified by &tf-

ferenose in plant material, nutrient supply and many other factors, appe-

rently gives way to a more ordered pirooess at greater depths of burial 

(see Trotter 1950).  The fairly simple curve, of water content ,porosit; 

and volume against per-cent carbon (d.c.!.), given by Raistriok at ci 

(1939), viiliiamson  (1967)  and r1l.r (195  respectively, and water oon-

tent against depth (Farrington 1954), are shown in figure (7.2.3). 

The model of the compaction of peat must, therefore, be consi-

dered in two stages. First, woody material is converted to peat with a 

loss of the structural framework, and air and gazes produced by decompo-

sition are expelled. some solid material goes into solution and in lost. 

Second, the system can be considered to consist of solid and liquid pha.ss 

only, and volume reduction is simply related to depth. 

In a peat bog, about 30 feet thick, there is a 5:1 volume r.-

auction between the top and base, or between the Top and Pot peat (Trotter 

1950 , Williamson  1967). Pot peat has many characteristic, in coimson 

with lignite (data from T•ichmuller at a1 1967, Trotter 1950)  and probay 

marks the beginning of the second oompaotiv• stage • The average water 

content of modern Top peat ranges between about 907 and 98 wet weight 

Psiohmuller at al 1967) and the transition stage occurs at a water con-

tent of about 75% (Xiy.er 1952). However, tropical pests tend to have 

lower water contents than the average (van der Molen et ci 1962) and more 
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realistic estimates are 90 and 70 respectively. The density of Car-

boniferous wood will never be known, and 111iam.on 'a (1967)  s atiyy*te of 

1.5 has been used. This figure is probably slightly high but amos the 

effect of the error will be to overestimate the effect of compaction, it 

was accepted. 

Using then* figures, a model for the compaction of peat, to an 

equilibrium thiokness of 30 feet, can be constructed, as outlined in ap-

pendix (10.5). The use of linear interpolation, for the iteration in-

volved in the computation, is not strictly justifiable but necessary. 

The results show that a 30 foot thick peat bog is ooipoeed of 60 mci'.-

msnts and, therefore, squivaist to 60 feet of totally unoompacted peat. 

The 60th increment has a volume of 6.1 0.0, and sustains an overburden 

Pressure of 0.041 kg/am2. This point can be plotted into 1aiatriok and 

Marshall's (1939)  curve, figure (7.2.3),  using the biown water content of 

70,. wet weight. Farrington (1954)9  figure  (7.2.3),  found that the water 

content at a depth of burial of 1000 feet was 22 wet weight. This fig-

ure is equivalent to a water content of 31: dry weight and void ratio of 

0.47. Using the suppos.cly constant volume of the solid phase (1.38  cc.), 

the increment volume iiaiet be 2.03 cc. If the overburden is clay, 1000 

feet at compaotiaial equilibrium is composed of approximately 1880 more-

,nsnts end, therefore, •zsr : 	 am a pressure of approximately 24 kg/ 2 . In-

teroalatione of sand and silt would increase the computed pressure towards 

an estimate of 35 kg/am2 , derived from Weller (1959). A compromise of 

30 kg/cm2  was employed in subsequent calculations. 

Although the first stags of the moael was computed for the com-

paction of peat urger its own weight, the results apply equally to the 
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increment volume reduction under any overburden. The oom otion curves 

derived from the model parameters and the literature data of figure 

(7.2.3) may, therefore, be linked together, and a single curve used to 

approximate the volume reduction with increasing overburden pressure, 

figure (7.2-4) ,  This continuous curve becomes invalid above 10 kg/am 2 

where the error is rapidly magnified. 

To oo.pl.te the model, it is necessary to produce an estimate 

of the compaction ratio bitwsen the coals in the East Midlands Coalfields, 

and the initial incremont of Top peat. Raistriok and Karehall (1939) 

suggested that a ratio of 15*1 in  not •xeeesive, although they were pro-

bably referring to the thickness of the peat bog. 

Coal rankmap* of the East Midlands Coalfield.. (Wandless 1960) 

show a range in p.r-cent carbon (d.a.f.) between 78( and 88% 9  which so-

braces an average of 81 given by Jolly •t al (1968). Plotting the 81 

average into W.11.r's (1959)  ourve of volume a-.inat per-cent fixed 

carbon, figure (7.2.3)9  .Rggests a volume of 5% of the igina1, and thus 

a compaction ratio of 20*1. 

7.2(e) Data from the East tidlands Coalfield 

Of the 306 available reoorua, 73 were 3lleoted for usain the 

regeneration of Coal Msasuree sedimentation., most recent boreholes have 

been sited in the Last of the study area, so that, during compilation of 

the data ast j  a balance had to be struck between information quality and 

distribution. Eventually a not was obtained which was very well 
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distributed over the coalfield and yet consisted of a uniform and fairly 

high standard of information. For detailed •tud.tes, in restricted areas, 

material of the highest quality could be employed. It was de.msd essen-

t.t&l to have detailed sections of all  coals over a few inches in thick-

Uses. Additional information, of this kind, was obtained from Eden it 

ik (1957), Edwards  (19519 1967) and Smith it al (1967), but the bulk of 

the data was obtained with the kind permission of the National Coal. 

Board, East Midlands, Division. 

7.3 	 Experiments with the CompaOiion :od.e1 

The model, which has been ieveloped, can now be used not only 

to measure the effects of compaction in the Coal Measures rocks, but also 

to test BOrn currently held hypotheses about the role played kr oompaction 

in the aevelopment of sedimentary sequences. 

The sompeotional state of the sediments at the time of deposi-

tion is critical. In general, if the seditrentation rate 1s slow time is 

available to reach compaotional equilibrium and the individual increments 

can sustain the overburden pressure, without the assistance of anomalous 

fluid pressures. If the sedimentation rate is high, the restricted per-

meability prevents the rate of adjustment of the water content matohing the 

rato,  of increasing overburden pressure. If a pile of sediment is in a 

state of oompaotiona1 disequilibrium it will react to a greater extent 

to the coapaotivs stress of later sediments than if it had been accumulated 
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at equilibrium, under conditions of slow sedimentation. It is possible, 

ther.fore, that the similarities and differences between interval thick-

nseses, found in section (6), could arise through compaction of sediments 

at dteequilibriva, thea*tq invalidating the use of the compaction model. 

It is poesibie to assess the amount of disequilibrium from the oonsoliva-

tion rate, for the clay compaction model, and from the effect of oompao-

tion of the substte on the Usvslopmsnt of peat. 

7.3(a) Consolidation rate 

Equations 10.6(a) and 10.6(b), appendix (10.6), can be used to 

compute the time required for any number of increments of clay to reach 

any state of compaction, up to and including equilibrium. Results for 

50 and 1COA of equilibrium are listed in table (7.3.1)9  and may be in-

terpreted in terms of the sediment aacumulation rat.. Thr example, if 

100 increments of clay were depited quickly enough so as to form a sedi-

ment pu.. 100 foot thick, reduction to equilibrium thickness (39.6 feet) 

would require 36 9 800 years, but only 1500 years would be needed to reach 

50 of the equilibrium state (79.8 feet). If, with a more moderate so-

cumulation rats, the sediment pile was already at 50 of the equilibrium 

state at the end of the period of deposition, the time required for con-

solidation to equilibrium would be reduced to 359300 Years. 

These figures should be treated with caution bearing in mind 

Taylor's (1948) etatnt that "settlement analyses usually give  results 

which at beat are crude estimates". 
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7.3(b) Peat thickness and substrate compaction 

The relationship b.tw..n peat and substrate can be demonstrated 

in the case of thick sandstone belts in the Coal iftasurso (section 8) 9  

and can be shown to be a function of positive topographic expression and 

oompaction (see also Trueman 1954  fig.1.6). Peat thickness can also be 

shown to be related to subsidence on the scale of the 1snnine Basin 

(section 7.4). If the effects of d.ownwarping and topographic expression 

could be removed, the thickness of peat could be used to compats the 

amount of compaction, occurring in the substrate, during its formation. 

Data were available which not these requirements. The infor-

mation consisted of 10 underground boreholeg in the Parksiul Colliery in 

Yorkshire, which were distributed over an irem less than one mile square, 

figure (7.3.2).  Operator variance can be ignored, since all the sec-

tions were described by one geologist (3.F.Goo..ne), who also provided 

details of the constitution of the rook terms employed. The information 

referred to a section of strata between the Wheatley Lime and Whinmoor 

coals (Coumsanie Zone). One particular coal, the Blocking, was selected 

for analysis because it was present in the most records (8) and showed an 

appreciable range in thickness, from 9 to 28 inches (2. to 71 Oin.). Cor-. 

relation, by means of the widespread Low Exthoria, Band, shows that the 

Blocking coal is equivale..t to the upper part of the Silkstone group of 

coal seams, tch immediately underlies the Th.re.quart.rs coal. 

The study area is so small  that it is,  probable that all subsi-

dence controls, recognised in the Last Midlands area, can be considered 

regional. The regular, belt-ilk, pattern of Blocking coal icolitha 
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suggests that the principal control is local but not zeaiOuaJ. 	nunbe 

of different hypotheses of the oontrols of coal thickness can be statis-

tioally tested. 

To test the hypothesis that coal thickness is controlled by 

subsidence on the local seal., the induced compaction in the sediments 

between the Top and Bottom Esth.ria coals, convenient names for two thin 

coals above and below the Estheria Band s  was computed from the reduction 

from equilibrium thickness, under the influence of the overburden stress 

exerted by the sediments between the Top Eatheria coal and the base of 

the Blocking coal • The amount of induced compaction was subtracted from 

the equilibrium thickness of the sediments, between the Top Entheria and 

Blocking coals, to give the necessary subsidence • The data are shown in 

table (7.3.3). The correlation coefficient (-0.27),  computed for equi-

librium peat thickness and aubsidenos, indicates that the hypothesis of 

ssro correlation cannot be rejected at the 51, level, and that, therefore, 

peat thickness is not related to, nor controlled by, subsidence. Key-

ever, it should be noted that the population coefficient, based on this 

small sample, could rang. betwesa -0.80 and +0.50, so that the conclusion 

is open to sampling error • va the other hand, the lines of equal subsi-

dence in figure (7.3.2) have a strong Pennine Basin trend, which oontreists  

markedly with the local nature of the coal isoliths. 

A second hypothesis, that the peat thickness in controlled by 

the induced compaction, wb.re its expression lags behind loading, can be 

tested by using the data of table (7..3). The correlation coefficient 

(.0.19) indicates that the hypothesis of zero correlation cannot be re-

,jeoted at the % level, although again the population cceffioient can 
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.2.  d e.  

14 9 10.0 51.1 9.4 27.4 42.0 

9 10 10.8 39.2 11.3 22.6 41.1 

17 14 13.2 47.0 11.7 20.8 40.2 

13 16 14.1 38.2 10.4 27.3 47.0 

10 21 16.7 24.2 11.0 34.1 52.6 

11 21 16.7 18.6 11.9 34.6 45.1 

12 22 17.3 31.5 13.1 33.9 54.8 

16 28 19.8 52.8 6.5 37.8 57.6 

Table(7.3.3) 	a ParkmIll Colliery, underground borehole 

number 

b Blocking coal thickness in inches 

a Blocking coal, equilibrium peat thickness 
In feet 

d Subsidence necessary to emplace the sedim-

ents between the Blocking and 'Top Estheria' 

coals, In feet 

e Induced compaction in sediments between the 

Blocking and Top Estheria coals. 

f Potential compaction in 70 Increments of 

substrate beneath Blocking coal. 

g Potential compaction In 100 Increments of 

substrate beneath Blocking coal. 



have & wide range of values (-.0.76 to +0 .55)9 and the previous remarks, 

on sampling, apply equally. Peat thickness i., therefore, not oontrolld 

IW reliot induced compaction. 

A third bypothesis is that the peat thickness is controlled by 

the delayed adjustment to equilibrium of the immediate substrate, di..-

equilibrium having arisen from a high sediment accumulation rat.. This 

bypothe.is can be tested, by comparing the equilibrium Blocking peat 

thickness with the potential compaction in the substrate, which can be 

oomput.d as the difference between the number of increment., in feet, and 

the equilibrium thickness. Provided that the inception of peat forma*zi 

began at the samS time, throughout the square mile under consideration, 

and the permeability conditions ary about the ame in each locality, the 

relative remaining compaction will always be proportional to the relative 

potential compaction, whatever the oompsctivs state of the substrate at 

the beginning of peat growth. 

How ngiaoh of the substrate should be taken into consideration 

for computation of the potential compaction 	Too few increments will 

produce too little compaction to emplace the peat, but too many will in-. 

dud., sediment which oould be in a highly compacted  state at the incep-

tion of peat growth, and serve only to mask the influence of the ovoixig 

sediments. If peat thickness and potential oompaction are functionally 

related then, theoretically, their mutual regression Line must pass 

through the measurement origin, where the correct number of increments 

has been smployt, because the relative remaining oorn.paotion must be sire 

where the potential is zero. The effect of more ds.ply buried sediment, 
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30 
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coal core broken 

Flgure(7.3.4) Blocking coal thickness plotted into a textural 
triangle (end members: clay, silt, sand) for 

12 and 30 feet of substrate. 



which will have gone further towards the equilibrium state  will be to 

add potential which can never be realised. 

As a first approximation, Blocking coal thickness, in inches, 

was plotted into a per.-osnt sandstone, ailtstone and shale triangle, at 

points computed for depths to 12 and 30 feet in the substrate, figure 

(7.3.4). The nch better ordering of the 12 feet data not with respect 

to the per...ont shale •nd-member suggest, that about 70 increments 

should be used in the analysis. 

Figure (7.3.5) shows the relationship between the equilibrium 

thickness of the Blooking peat and the potential compaction  in 70 more-

sent. of Immediate substrate. The correlation coefficient (+0.81) is 

significant at the 5 level, and demonstrates that a functional relation- 

ship may well exist. The population coefficient oould lie between *092 

and +0.94. 	A similar result for & comparative data set of 100 more- 

isents (+0.80) bears out this conclusion. 

The reduced major ss, of the 70 and 100 increment data sets, 

are almost parallel, and the constant displacement probably arises from 

the influence of unrealized potential. The reduced major axis of the 70 

increment data does not quite pose through the origin. However, this 

set was used subsequently, to save re computation of the precise line, 

which would refer to a number of increments between 65 and 70. 

The gradient of the reduced major axis which passes through the 

origin is 1.7, or approximately 2. Therefore, the equilibrium thickness 

of peat is equivalent to half of the potential compaction. Ieferenos to 

table (7.3 • 6) ao a that development of the peat rut occur uuring the 

last 50 of compaction of the substrate to equilibrium. If, for Comelbs 
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sedimentation rate 

(cm./year) to rest-

rict compaction to 

U % of equilibrium 	time in years to 	TI % of the equilib- 

state of compaction 	reach U % state 	rium state. 

10 % 36.3 58.4 

20 % 107.2 19.8 

30 % 254.8 8.4 

40 % 470.0 4.6 

50 
	

735.0 	 2.9 

Table(7.3.6) Time required to reach U % of the equilibrium 

state and the sedimentation rate necessary if 

the sediments are to be restricted to the U % 

state of equl librium. All values refer to 70 

increments of clay undergoing compaction ace-

ording to the simulation model. 



peat growth commenoed on a substrate at 10f.'of the equilibrium state, ant 

ceased at 60, 9  the sediments would have had to be aoouulated at the rate 

of 58.4 am/year.  Compare this rate with the i...issippi Delia where 500 

feet sediment has accumulated in 40 9 000 years (tick 1960), suggesting an 

accumulation rate of 0.38 o/year if the sediment is all sand, or 1.0 on/ 

year if it in all clay. To get a reasonable figure for the accumulation 

rate, of the sediments below the Blocking oo&l g  it is necessary to postu-

late that peat growth began when the substrate was coi,paotet to 50ç of 

equilibrium. 

Two important conclusions can be drawn from these results. 

First, the Blocking peat took some 179300 years to accumulate (see tab..e 

7.3.1) compared to 735  years for the underlying 70 increments of sediment. 

Therefore, it is probably Oetter to employ a conceptual model, of the 

Westphalian Pennine Basin, in which peat-swamp conditions are infrequently 

interrupted 	periods of elastic sedimentation, rather than a model 

where peat growth and oleatic sedimentation are concomitant. Second, at 

the time of completion of the development of the Blocking peat, the sub-

strate must have been almost at oompactienal equilibrium. Taking into 

account the long time for construction the Blocking peat was probably 

also at equilibrium. No lag effects arising from disequilibrium can, 

therefore, influence the sediments above the Blocking coal. 

Expanding the b000nd conclusion into the general context of 

this thesis, the negative correlations arising between intervals separated 

by coals can only be due to the compaction, from the state of equilibrium, 

induced in the lower interval bF its successor. The compaction model, 

which computes equilibrium tbioiesses, mayp therefore, be applied direct-

in most cases. 
-102- 



7.3(0) Induced compaction (c]a) 

Space is created for sediments by the compaction they induce in 

the substrate • To test the suggestion, of section (6) 9  that, on the 

local scale, sediment thickness in controlled by differential compaction, 

it is now possible to measure the induced compaction in any substrate by 

any overburden. 

Ignoring, for the 11o,,int, the special case of sediments seps-

rated by a layer of peat, the disequilibrium in the substrate my be 

estimated, fro* figure (7.34), for any sediment acoumulation rat. • The 

Induced compaction plus lag compaction, arising from disequilibrium for 

accumulation at 1 cm/year, have been computed over a range of thicknesses 

of substrate and overburden. The sum of ths result., the total induced 

compaction, is shown in figure (7.3.8). Except for the smallest thick-

ness of overburden on the largest of substrate, it can be seen in figure 

(7.3.8) that it is impossible to induce enough compaction to create space 

for the new sediment. 

Referring to the results of section (6), the difference between 

maximum and minimum thiokn*eE. of the intervals, which have netive cor-

relations with their neighbour., is greatly in excess of the smell thick-

nesses of overburden which can be emplaced by compaction.  The differ-

.noes in thickness, compoted  in an equilibrium compaction state, must be 

used in preference to absolute value., because of the possible effect of 

basinal downwrping or eustati o rise in 'sea' level. 

The ratio of induced oompaotion to overburden would be "on 

smaller if a slower sedimentation rate had been ssss,t for the substrate, 
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Pigure(7.3.7) Equilibrium states for thicknesses of sediment (clay), 

up to 120 increments,accuiiulated at various rates. 

overburden increments 

Flgure(7.3.8) The compaction induced in an unstable substrate by 

an unstable overburden; substrate and overburden 

both accumulated at 1 cm./year. 



or if the overburden me considered to be in a d.ise%utlibrium state, 

which is likely, or the substrate at equilibrium. The ratio could have 

been di slightly higher if a faster, more unrealistic, aooialation 

rate had been employed. 

7.3(t) Induced oompsotion (peat) 

In the special case of sediment* separated by a layer of peat, 

the clay substrate will be at oompaotional equilibrium and the induced 

compaction mat be lees than that given in figure (7.3.8). This r.dno-

tion is compensated by the large amount of compaction which can be induced 

in a thickness of peat. Initially, the a.d.ition of an increment of maA j  

silt or clay induces more oompaction, in a peat substrate, than the space 

it occupies • Therefore, the level of the sediment surface drops even 

though accumulation is proceeding. 

This phenomenon is illustrated in figure (7.3.9), which shows 

the induced compaction in substrates of different peat and clay mixtures, 

at equilibrium, caused by the addition of sand. The breakeven point, 

where the overburden no longer creates more space than it 000upies, is 

dependent upon the thickness of peat and only slightly influenced by the 

thickness of olar. The i,portanoe of this reaction is to localise the 

early stages of deposition. For example, 20 feet of sand could be t.-

posited by a stream without a change in bass l..1 • The same would be 

true for about 10 feet of clay. In the Coal Iftasures rooks, therefore, 

the influence of overoompaction must be taken into account for the basal 
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Figure(7.3.9) Experiments to demonstrate the possible early stage 
overcompaction of peat. 
Substrate A - peat 40 feet over clay 40 feet 

B - peat 20 feet over clay 60 feet 
C - peat 20 feet over clay 40 feet 
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Ma 

Figure(7.3.10) Experiments to demonstrate that topographic irreg-

ularities can hardly be passed on via compaction. 
The necessary subsidence is given by O.D.2 - O.D.]. 



18 feet of a sandstone over-lying a 2 feet thick coal, but onAy the basal 

3 feet of shale. 

7.3(e) Inherits.nc• of topogrhio irregularities 

The concept of the inheritance of topographic irregularities 

through compaction has been put forward (Edmunds 1968) to explain the 

superimposition of thick wedges of sediment. As shown in figure (7.3.8), 

the amount of induced compaction is small, so that even if this process 

is operative its effect will be vary slight. 	uniform layer of sand 

was added to a wee., of clay and peat, filling a topographio irr.guls'. 

rity in fixed base, as part of the simulation experiment illustrated in 

figure (7.3.10).  In a soond run, a uniform layer of clay was substitu-

ted for the sand. The results show that while the new sediment surface 

has a slope imitating the fixed base, the topographic expression is re-

duced from 19.4  feet to 2. 5 feet and 1.0 feet for the sand and clay lq.re 

rasps otiv.ly. Reduction of the topographic expression by the same f&ø- 

tore, following later sedimentation, would .ucoessul]y rasuce the irregu-

larity to total insignificance. 

7.3(f) Emplacement of .sn&etonas 

In the equilibrium state, the sandstone belts of the Coal 

Measures are much thicker than the laterally •quiv-alsnt shales (section 

8.3, figures 83.4  to 8.3.14). Unless the sandstones had positive topo- 

graphic expression at the time of deposition, they must have been empisoed 
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Figure(7..3.11) To show the role of subsidence in the emplacement 

of sandstones. 
DR (1) and DH(2) - original and final positions of 

the Deep Hard coal 

y' - induced compaction 

- necessary subsidence if the Deep Soft coal is 
to be formed at 'sea level'. 



by some nieohnia,a. Zinoe the sandstones correspond to many of the local 

thickness irregularities described in section (4), the negative correla-

tions between local components (section 6) suggest eieplaoment through 

oompaction. Howev 	computation of the induced compaction in the sedi- 

ments between 'the Deep Hard and Thre.quarters coals shown that the space 

created 1s totally insufficient to emplace the Deep Hard Rook, figure 

(7.3.11). It i., therefore, neosisery to conclude that this sandstone 

body was emplaced by local subsidence. 

7.4 	 ompaction and Subsidence in the Coal Iva,surem 

The 73 borsholea, "looted for accuracy and position, were to. 

tally unoornpacted and recoapsoted to equilibrium UirL t.e model ceveloped 

in section (7.2). At each datum horizon, that separates the intervals 

of Coal Measures sediments, the model was stopped and the equilibrium 

thicknesses and induced compaction computed.. The neoeasaxy subsidence 

was computed as the difference between the thickness and the induced oem.-

psotion. Lag compaction, arising out of disequilibrium, was ignored be-. 

cause the intervals are separated by peat (section (7.3 b). In order to 

oo*pen*ate Lot the control of peat thiokneiL by leg compaction, the nec., 

sary subsid.noe was computed less the thickness of the surface peat in 

the ease of individual intervals, or less the sum of surface peat thick-

nesses for total subsidsnoe. The induced compaction was taken to in1m4 

the contribution from buried peat. 
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Tb. technique, for computation of the amount of subsidence, do-

Pon" upon the assumption that the peat., which separate the intervals, 

were for .d at 'sea 1.v.l' • .o.t of the evidence to support this "sump. 

tion is based on inference (as. itl.on 1965)0  but some is derived from 

studies of modern deltas (o'i.iii 1949).  It is not essential ti.at the 

pests were at the same level at the ease time. 

The induced compaction estimated for the lower intervals sill 

be subject to some error because of the restricted amount of substrate 

which can be taken into account. 	owever, as shown in figure (7.4.1), 

the ouiealative, potential induced compaction fall, rapidly with depth 

below the sediment surface • Below 100 increment., about 17 feet of Coal 

*asurea shall, large increases in depth produce only small increases in 

oustulative potential. 2herefore, the error for interval 2 9  the first 

which can be considered, may be quite smell. 

7.4(a) Total subsidence 

The map of total subsidence, figure (7.4.2)  was subjected to 

trend. .urf.oe analysis. The trend surfaces, figure (3.0.1),  show how 

the increasing subsidence towards the North-west is reversed in the ex-

treme northwestern corner of the study area. This feature can be seen 

in aan,y of the trend surfaces and deviation maps produced in section (6). 

Comparison With the map of the pro-Permian tectonic features, figure 

(6.7.3)9 suggests that reduction in amount of subsidence occurs across 

the Don Monooline. 1'hs monooU.ne trend.. North-East to 2outh-Weat and is  
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Figure(7.4.2) Cumulative subsidence necessary to emplace the 

section of strata between the Threequ4ers coal 

and the Clay Cross Marine Band. 



thus almost orthogonal to all the isotonic lineations shown in figure 

(6.7.3) • The absence of any other isotonic control is shown W the map 

of quadratic trend of trend deviations, figure (7.4.3)9 which consists of 

elongate highs and lows which out obliquely across all the fold-binges 

and trolIós of figure (6.7.3). This lack of correspondence can be ob.. 

jeotively proved br considering the serial correlation eo.ffioiints, of 

deviations from Us tread aurfases, which indicate an East to West Orien-

tation of elongation, table (7.4.4). 

The correlation coefficient bstwsen total subsidence and total 

thickness, table (7.4.5), and the loser bowtd for the population coeffi-

cient, indicat, that the hypothesis of s.ro eorr.la*ion must be rejected 

at all tabulated levels of significance. On the regional and large l oom ' 

s0*lcc, it appears, therefore, that sediment accumulation is almost em-

tir.]y controlled 1W subsidence. The slops of the reduced major axis 

(1.13) and the intercept, on the subsidence ordinate close to the origin, 

proves the absenos of control br other processes. ]'tr thor proof comes 

from the lack of correlation (+0.07) between the total Induced compaction 

and the deviations from the quadratic tread of trend surface • Table 

(7.4.5) also shown the  strong positive correlations between total 8UbCi-

demos and thickness for indviu& intervals. 

The correlation coefficients between peat thickness and aubsi-

dance are anomalous. while only on.* coefficient is significant in the 

comparison of individual peat thicknesses with the subsidence neo.sary 

to emplace the underlying interval, the coefficient computed between ts1 

peat thiob.ss and total subsidence is significant at the 5 ant l viie. 

The source of the anomaly appears to its in scale at which the variance 
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Serial correlation coefficients 

Polynomial order 	E-W 	N-S 	NE-SW 	NW-SE 

Linear 	 0.411 0.112 0.181 -0.035 

Cubic 	 0.271 -0.138 0.049@ -0.432 

Sextic 	 0.242 _0.2980  _0.057© _0.464© 

Octic 	 0.024w .0.47O© _0.050© _0.510@ 

Table(7.4.4) Serial correlation coefficients for deviations 

from trend surfaces of total subsidence ; East 

Midlands Coalfield. 

© coefficient less than two standard dev-

iations greater than zero. 



arises in the peat thickness data. The average relative deviation of 

the individual peat thickness data note is  4 of the average mssn thick-

ness, compared to 27 for the total thickness mat. If the variance of 

individual peat thicknesses aria.s predominantly on the residual so..l*, 

then on summation it is probable that many irregularities vi].]. cancel 

•soh other out, causing the relative deviation to fall. Suanstion t  like 

averaging, causes the variance on the large coal, to be exaggerated at 

the expense of the contribution from the small scale. It follows that 

on the regional or large local soals, peat thickness is controlled by 

subsidence. 

This cause and effect relationship 1s complicated on the small 

soale, where strong subsidence gives rise to splitting and thinning an 

example is the split of the Deep Soft Coil towards the central mound of 

the Deep Hard rook, section (8.3). The contrast of the strong correla.. 

tion between number of cycles and total subsidence, table (7.4.), and 

the weak correlation between the percentage of cycles, terminated br 

coals, and subsidence, suggests that ibile there are more opportunities 

for peat growth near the centre of the Pennine Basin, fewer are •xp]nl.ted. 

This is not surprising, because the subsidence rate mast be proportional 

to the total subsidence, unless the Coal Measures' horisons are appre-

otably diaohronous ant, therefore, less time in available for peat growth 

near the centre of the basin. 
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Total subsidence (less peat) 

Total thickness (less peat) 

Total peat thickness 

Number of cycles 

% cycles terminated by coals 

0.9850  

0.33 2 

0.540  

-0.060 

Total Total thickness peat thicknesses 

subsidence (less peat) upper peat lower peat 

(less peat) 

interval ? 

2 0.981 -0.056 0.095 

3 0.96 -0.084 -0.025 

4 0.9760 -0.145 -0.077 

5 0.9860  -0.308©  -0.3860  

6 O.957@ -0.172 -0.035 

7 0.9860  -0.088 0.337 

Table(7.4.5) Correlation coefficients between various 

attributes. 

0 coefficient significant at 5%  level 



7.5 	 Conclusioas  

It has boon shown that wher wedges of ..disent are separated 

tW  a benson of peat, ooapactional studies can be oonduotsd at squili-

bniun. Otherwise, the possibility that dt.s%uiltbx!ium in the substrate 

can give rise to overocaipsetion act be taken into socount. Disequili-

bniun arises from fast sediment aocu,*alstion. 

On any acals, incoming sediment cannot, be totally impisoed by 

the compaction it can induce in previous sediment.. There 1s a r.8u1ug 

strong oorr.lation b.twsen subsidanos, not arising from compaction, and 

sediment thickness • On the local soale, sanustons bodies are predomi-

nantly saip.soed by subsidence. Topographic irregularities cannot be 

passed on b7 differential ooaipaotiOfl, and thus cannot be used to explain 

the similarities and differences btwesnCoal assures intervals described 

in section (6). loosliastion of deposition can be caused by the initial 

overcoapsotion of peat in response to some overburd.sn. 

On the regional and large local scale, peat thickness is con-

trolled by subsidence • The control is complicated by a cut-off at high 

.ubsitsnos rate., ioh are associated with large amounts of wb.ideiO5. 

On the smell coal., the control of peat thickness can be ascribed to re-

sidual compaction arising in underlying sediments acoulatSd at di.eiui-

Ubnium, although other sd.aphio, hypedaphiO and botanical factors most be 

taken into consideration- 

The rate of accumulation of peat is much slower than for equal 

thiekesesse of elastic sediment. The Pennine Basin can, therefore, be 
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section 8 

TL)N1 

INTRODUCTXON 

The Coal Measures sandstones yield by far the most information 

regarding the depositional .nvironmsnt • The sandstones have been sttM 

at two levels, gross geometry and internal  gsouetry. The  latter  in-

cludes sedimentary structures si.4 texture. 

At each level comparison with recent sediments suggests posNs 

modsa of formation. However, te sandstones of tomorrow are being famed 

in a wide spectrum of environment.. It is possible to restrict the 

range by taking into account two fundamental aspects of Coal Measure. 

rooks. Pizetly, Interspersed coal seams and subaqueous fauna, both 

marine and no 	suggest repeated emergence and submergence and, 

therefore, disposition at a continental margin. Secondlv t  the sandstone 

bodies tend to be elongate • According to itch (1923) the possible modals 

are, offshore bar, onshore or beach bar, ordinary river channels delta 

distributary and tidal ahazmsl. Delta margin oh.rniers or ritsan, as 

described by Brouwer (1952 )9 van Andal (1967) and Allen (19649 1965) 

should be added to this list, together with the larger-scale delta-front 

or coastal barrier sands as described, for example, by Ooaksns (1967). Al 

new category, tiGal sand ridges, has been suggested by the work of Tanner 

(1961), Off (1963)9 MU (1967) and Moubolt (1968). 
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Taking into account the alas of the Coal Measures sandstone bodies (see 

for example Hoyt 1969 an the distinction of oh.ruiars and barriers) and 

the possibility that the responses to processes in some models will be 

indistinguishable in ancient sediments (a.e for example van Sirsaten 1959 

p. 206), only five basic models were oonsid.redp theae were alluvial 

plain, delta distributaz7, tidal ridge, barrier or offshore bar and 

coastal barrier sands. 

The various geometrical properties of the sandstone bodies have 

been int.pret.d in t.rma of the pals.ogeograpby, reconstructed in sec-

tion (3)  and illustrated in figure (3.0.4), within the framework of the 

depositional model depicted in table (8.0.1). As shown, the strong po-

sitive correlation between equilibrium peat thickness and subsidence and, 

therefore, total thickness, and the oorrespond.noe of are" of maximum 

total thickness and marine some are not compatible with the simple con-

optusl intracratonic deltaic or interoratonto miogeosynolinal models 

proposed by Pryor (1961). 

The amount of sandstone, expressed as a percentage of the total 

thickness, has a positive but insignificant correlation with total thick-

ness markedly unlike the Chesterian deltaio model of Pryor. Although 

sendstono and total thickness have a significant positive correlation,, 

it partly arises from the teohuiqne of testing the null hypothesis of 

independence of a component of its sum with two others, in a closet 

mmber iWatem. 
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= marine influence ; acme of marine f.unal zones. 

rl- = sandstone as a % of total thickness 

t = total thickness in feet 

a = total sandstone thickness in feet 

= % presumably swamp organic deposits of total thickness. 

model 2- 

= fn(t) 

	

S = fn(t) 
	

r = 0.400 (n = 73) 
	

+0519 < r(p) < + 0.58 

	

I fn(t) 	r- = + 0.068 (n = 73) 
	

-0.18 < r(p) < 0.31 

	

= fn(t) 
	

r = +0.332 (n = 73) 
	

+0.10 < r(p) < 

Table(8.0.1) fn(t) = a function of, or proportional to, 't' 

r = sample correlation coefficient 

'Z and ] significance levels = 0.232 and 0.302 

r(p) = 9 confidence band for population coefficient 

n = sample size 

0 



GROSS GE0?RT 

8.1 
	

Aan View 

8.1(a) Absolute us, and shape 

The bodies of ean&stons in the East Midlands Coal Measure* ars 

not unique in terms of their gross gsomstry. Pars1l.1s can be drawn 

With modern and ancient sand, who.* genesi s  is known or inferred.. 

The geoe try is very vriable, and it imp therefore, difficult 

to quote representative figures to describe the sue and shape, • ,peoi1ly 

since there is no covition for measurements of these parsm.ter. • The 

width betwsen the nero isopaohs of sandstone thickness ma be up to 10 

miles. flowsver, as suggested by Potter (1962), the 20 foot isopach my  

be used to define "channl" trends, The width on this begin is commonly 

only 3 or 4 miles. 

The maztim thickness reoordet for a single sandstone was 165 
foot but more typical value, lie between 90 and 100 f..t • The maztsm 

continuou, length was 25 miles, although this is a ninimizm figure because 

the svidenoe has been destroyed bF erosion in the Z•t and is lost thrr*h 

lack of control in the East. 

The overall similarity to data from the Carboniferous of Illi.. 

nois (letter 1962) is probably Insignificant because of the wins range of 

this data. The gross geometry of the American sandstones is that of 
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apposedly afluvial valleys in which they were deposited. Alluvial 

plain deposits tend, to be lees restricted in width (Schie. at al 1960, 

Shelton 1967). This fact is corroborated by studies of modern meander 

valleys, for izsp1i the alluvial plain of the Rio Oranda (Nans 1954) 

which to 10 miles and more across. 

Shelton (1967) implied that it is possible to differentiate 

alluvial and bar sands on the basis of the ratio of length to width; the 

ratio is much smaller in the former than the latter. The used for a 

careful definition of the term "s liuvia)" can be seen by oomparing 

Shelton's ratio to Rich (1923)9 who concluded that "Offshore bar is zg.-

Coated for 17 of the 1.ntiaular send bodies ..... which do not have the 

distinctive narrowness of beach and channel deposits." 

The length to width ratio must be considered With respoot to 

the absolute iii.. For example the oherniers or ritsszi of the Surinans 

coastal plain (Brouwer 1953)9 while having ratios correctly indicating 

that they are bars, are uial ly less than one  fifth of a silo wits • The 

Coal 10asures sandstone belt., therefore, can hardly be considered as 

ritmen whatever their ratio of length to width. The coastal barrier 

sand of the Rhone Dolts (Oonsne 1967) is *bout 50  miles long and ranges 

between 2 and 17 miles wit., therefore comparing well with the sandstone 

belts. acme example. are 1t.t in table (8.1.1). Apart from the 

Meridian sand, which is Eocene in ago g  most of the offshore bare of 

table (8.1.1) tend, to be narrower than the East Midlands belt sandstones. 

Similarly, tidal sand ridge., as described by Roubolt (1968) and Sheldon 

(1968 )9 are rarely more than two miles wide. 
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Niger Delta Allen(1965) av. 11 5.0 bi 
max. 22 8.0 bi. 

Orinoco Delta van Arid.el(1967) 30 7.0 bi 
Choctawatchee Bay Hyiie & Goodell(1967) min. 5 1.0 20 bi 

max. 10 2.0 bi 
Gulf of Mexico Shepard( 1960) max. 100 20.0 100 bi 

Fresjan Islands Price(1963) av. 15 3.0 bj 

Brazil Shepard( 1960) max. 140 20.0 bi 
av. 6.0 bi 

New Jersey Bass(1936) av. 8 2.0 ob 

Florida Hyne & Goodell(1967) min. 5 1.0 ob 
max. 10 2.0 ob 

Bahamas Ball(1967) av. 1.0 ob 

Eagle Sandstone Shelton( 1967) min. 40 20.0 50 bi 
max. 300 100 bi 

Meridian Sandstone Wermund(1965) av. 80 12.0 100 ob 

Kansas Shoestrings Bass(1936) min. 1 0.5 50 ob 
max. 7 1.5 100 ob 

Garnet Shoestring Rich(1923) min. 8 0.25 ? ob 
max. 0.75 50 ob 

Colony Shoestring Rich(1923) mm. 9 0.5 50 ob 
max. 0.75 100 ob 

Table(8.1.1) 	1 = length, miles ; w = width, miles ; 	t 	= thictness, feet ; 
av = average ; min 	minimum ; mix = mximum 



Continuous length* for the Coal joasure sandstones range from 5 

miles for pods above the Roof Soft Coal to 25 die, for the Deep Hard 

Rock. In oom*risou, barrier islands tend to be continuous for tens of 

mile., whereas offshore bars aft of ten individually 1..e than ten 41.s 

but their chains moy extend for mare than 100 miles. Tidal ban, can be 

20 or 30 miles long but are usually only 6 or 7 at most. 

If extensive continuity is not an important factor in sspaxm-

ties of bar types, its absence is critical evidence against an alluvial 

or bar finger mods of origin. Continuity of the 20 feet isopach is the 

minimum reuireasnt. Similarly, although the widths of Idesissippi bar 

finger., about 6 miles, are comparable with the sandstone b.lts the 

largest, the south-West Pass, stretches only 20 mIss from its mouth to 

the head of pass.. (flak 1961), 

In oonoluaion, it api. an. that although else alone may be ambi-

guous as an indicator of depositionsl snflronasnt, discontinuity at the 

20 feet isopach level strongly angiea against an alluvial or bar finger 

origin. Bare, however, exhibit a range in continuity embracing all the 

Coal Masaures examples • Oelta,.front sands can probably be formed on all 

scales but, on average, offshore bars are narrower than the ssri&.tons 

belt,. 

8.1(b) Patterns of sandstone belt. 

Care n*iit be taken wben considering the pattern, of the belt 

weud.atons., shown in figures (4.2.2) to (4.8.3)9 to ensure that  oouaniacms 



are made on the correct sea].. For example, the absence of common bran.-

cling and sinuosity cannot be taken as significant evidence against an 

alluvial origin beosuee the sandstone belts are on the scale of the allu-

vial plain. 

Comparison of map size and control density with Pink's (1961) 

Illustrations of the Mississippi Delta shows that only an occasional 

branch would be expected if the sandstone belts were ford as distribu-

taries. However, considered in the same way,  the ancient delta complex 

of the B000h Sandstone (Busch 1953) suggests that multiple branching would 

be the rule. 

Barrier islands, offshore bars and delta-front sands do not 

branch, and tend to be straight or slightly curved. Similarly, tidal 

ridges do not branch but do have a tendency to occur in groups. Off 

(1963) found a relationship between ridge height and the lateral dis-

placement between individuals in the group. Using an appxoiimate value 

of 100 feet for the maximum belt thickness and, therefore,ridge height, 

the maximum lateral displacement should be about 10 miles. The Coalfield 

covers a distance of about 40 miles in a direction orthogonal to the belt 

axes, and thus any sandstone belt should have at least two neighbours. 

Occurrences of this phenomenon are rare and can usually be shown to be 

diaohronous (see section 8.3). 

In conclusion, the pattern of sandstone belts does not appear 

to be a critical factor in deciding the depositional environment. How-

ever, the tidal ridge model is not favoured by these results and the ab-

sence of any certain contemporaneous branches suggests that alluvial and 

delta distributary models are less likely than a bar or delta-front sand 

hypothesis. 
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8.2 	 (jsritation of UsM.ton'S Bodies 

tno. the early rant of the 2016 century, it has b.n thought 

that alluvial and bar sands could be diati*gui.h.d. on tbs basis of their 

orientation relative to the .hor.itse. iror'. (1961) rather oversim-

plified i.od.1.,[shsun_in figure. (8.2.1) end _(8.2.2)ous1tn. the concept. 

floseysi, to what extent this is $ nousenon xsthsj' tbm phia*senon can 

only be Judged. statistically. 

Although bars ore usually reasonably COUIi*teitt in their x.].s 

tile orientations, alluvial deposits can bavo variable trends. A classic 

.xs,p1, after a.11sr !t a] (1957), is shown in figur. (8.2.3). Seven 

presumably alluvial ".hknel•', from about the same sirstigraphia rangs in 

the onneylvanisa of Illinois as is undo: investigation in the 1sstpli 

of central £nglsnt, appear to have two distinct trend., directed at right 

angles to each other. Another sxa*pls can be seen in Pryors (1961) 
11 figure. , to 7 although the text declares the opposite! Variability 

arising for one  particular sands ton. son also be extress • Two sxanpls 

from  the Anvil acok (otter and 4'.on 1961 9  figure 2) and 1"rLvoli .aM 

stones (Andresen 1961, figure 15 9  open strolls) are shown in figures 

(8.2.4) and (8.2.5).  iefl.ctiona JW obstructions, which are often bars, 

can be seen in the recent ssdinte of the Niger Delta (Allen 1965) and 

the Pl*jsAoGmw of the shelf sediments of the Gulf of k*xtco (Curr.y 

1960). Perhaps in the taco of this variability, Fetter and Petti John's 

(1963) omasnt sty be an uadtistat.'.snts "3longute fluvial sand bodies, 
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Figure(8.2.6) Conceptual model of the orientation of off-

shore bars relative to the shoreline. 
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Figure(8.2.7) Conceptual model for the grow-th of a Mississ- 

ippi type delta into a partly enclosed basin. 



as part of a regional fluvial or deltaic system, are 000n2.y psrpsndi-

oular to the depositional strike, although many local deviations are 

known." 

Excluding the obvious example of beaches, bars show a remark.-

able parallelism with mhorelinese This characteristic is shown in open 

shari environments (Sh.psrd 1960) and fringing deltas (Alien 1965, van 

Andal 19679 Ooakens 1967). However, the parallelism is -statistical 

rather than substantive. En,-ohelon grouping is typical and arises from 

cb)ios growth, as demonstrated by E.yne and Goodell (1967)  off the coast 

of Florida. The displacement, which can be as such as 25 °, only operates 

in one direction along any particular shoreline, since it is a result of 

the direction of average longshore drift. The model is shown .obemsti-

osily in figure (8.2.6). 

Tidal sand ridges are orientated parallel to ebb and flow di-

rections and, therefore, there is no genetic link with the depositional 

dip. Along the European and English coasts of the North Sea, ridges 

sub-parallel to the shore have been described by Roubolt (1968) and or. 

almost perpendicular tv Sheldon (1968). 

It follows that in a study of an ancient system, great variabi-

lity in direction of elongation, with no statistical re1atio1hip to the 

depositional dip or strike, suggests a tidal ridge. A mesa perpendicular 

to the strike but with large variance  suggests an alluvial or bar finger 

origin. However, in the latter case there is a problem of scale • If 

the study area is l.xge enough to contain the whole dolts the ahoy art-

tsria will apply; if, on the other hand, only part of the delta is in-

eluded, especially where the area lies wholly on one side of the Usectrix 
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drawn at right angle, to the coast, then the variance co 4d be quite xMIL 

In this special case it is also possibie that the distributaries could be 

siabpsral1.l to the depositional strike. This model is shown dtagza.-

tioa21y in figure (8.2.7),  for the case of a partly enclosed basin. 

Finally a small variance and statistical correspondence with 

the depositional strike indicates that the sad.stone body was deposited 

as a barrier or offshore bar, or delta—front sand. 

Comparison of the axes of m.I.rIzm thickness, of the sandstone 

belts of the ast idlande Coalfields with the asmamad depositional 

strike, as shown in figures (8.2.8) and (3.0.4),  does not show any xe-

markable parallelism. In general the belts seem to be oblique to the 

strike, but all are deflected the sama way. 

Random samples were obtained from both figures tq measuring 

orientations at intersections with the national grid at spacings of 

10 9,000. The data sets were then grouped into classes 30°  of arc in width. 

The mean of the population of belt axis orientations was 640 

Last of North and the standard deviation 3 ° 	a general impression 

gained from the literature mzggests that this variance is comparatively 

small. The frequency distribution can be shown to be normal, table 

(8.2.9) 9  and., therefore, the probability of a belt axis being directed 

toward. the North and ast, the approximate depositional strike, can be 

evaluated as 0.76. 

The two basic concepts of parallelism and orthogonality were 

mars rigorously tested using the i—.quare statistic. Two problems in-

herent in this technique suggest that the results my not be entirely 

reliable • 	Yule and Xendall (1958) stated that the intniiclm total 
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frequency should be 50 and the tainiiain oeJ.l frequanoy of the theoretical 

popalation should be 5 and preferably 10. Although the first require—

sent is fulfilled, extensive grouping could not always meet the second. 

The analyses are, therefore, shown in grouped and ungrouped form.. 

Table (8.2.10) shows the data used to test the null hypothesis 

of independ•no• of orientations and samples, in this cue belt &xse and 

depositional strike. The ungrouped result of 14.4  infers that the null 

hypothesis 1it he rejected it the 1,*  level of conficierice, although it is 

not possible to be 97.5% sure that the differences do not arise merely 

hanae. In other words, the aegre* of parallelism is just below the 

normal level of acceptable significance. The grouped result of 9.85 

suggests that it is not possible to be 99.5 sure that the difference6 

do not arise IV chance. 

Table (8.2.11) shows the data  used to test the null hypothesis of 

Independence of orientation and sample, in this case belt axis and depo-

sitional dip. To facilitate the procedure, the dip groupings were con-

sidered in an uppslaoslope direction. The result of 61.0 shows that 

the hypothesis must he rejected at all tabulated levels of stgnifioano.. 

Ontation is, therefore, not independent of sample and there must he a 

significant difference between the popalationa. The data could not be 

grouped for a repeat test. 

The statistical similarity in orientation of the sandstone belt 

axes with the depositional strike and the restricted varianc, suggest 

that the alluvial and tidal riugs models must be rejeoted. Thesyste-

matic deflection cannot readily be explained in terms of a delta-front 
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a) tlngrouped data 

class limits strike frequency axis frequency 

330to359 1 	
o 

0 

Oto 	29 22 5 

30 to 	59 16 11 

60 to 	89 12 12 

90to119 0 2 

120to149 0 2 

150to180 0 1 

b) Grouped data 

class limits strike frequency axis frequency 

330 to 	29 23 5 

30 to 	59 16 11 

60 to 180 12 17 

Table(8.2.10) Data to test the null hypothesis that orientation 

and sample, belt axis and depositional strike, 

are independent. 



Ungrouped data 

class limits 	dip frequency 	axis frequency 

0 t 29 0 5 
30 to 59 0 11 
60 to 89 1 12 
90to119 22 2 

120 to 149 16 2 
150 to 180 12 1 

Table(8.2.11) Data to test the null hypothesis that orient-

ation and sample, belt axis and depositional 

dip (_1800), are independent. 



hypothesis but in the half delta model descried above bar finger sands 

could have this tendency if the sauros 1a.y to the South-.Wsst. 

The model which fits all the information beat is a barrier or 

offshore bar. The repeated deflection could be this to a prevailing 

longshore drift and ultimately to the prevailing wind, since it is 

likely that the basin was ooeamio (Kussen 1950).  The average longuhors 

current should, therefore, flow from Jiorth-ast to South-West (Ilyn. •t al 

1967). However, sedimentary structures .agg.,t currsu flow towards the 

Esit-South-East (section 8 19). This paradox can be explained IV refer-

enas to Ball (1967),  who ha, shown that reworking of the sediment is pri- 

.rily the work .t storms but that bar growth is controlled by drift. 

There in no reason why the main storm path and average long.hore drift 

direction should coincide. 

8.3 	 Transverse Vertical 8e0ions 

8.3(a) shape and thinning 

Time hansons cannot be constructed lilc4ig the sandstone bo.as 

with the encompassing sediments, and it is, therefore, impossible to draw 

realistic orosa-seotions showing the depositional system and effective 

topography. The best approximation is mede bor hanging the section from 

an overlying datni; although this type of section shows the body shortly 

after formation, it oompeneate@ for any variability in rnaepoional 
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subsidence. It is not necessary for the "tun to have been a time hen-

son or even that it was ever horizontal, sinae thinning criteria refer to 

Us relative displacewsuts of the upper and lower i*rgins of the esM-. 

stone body from the overlying datum. 

Rittenhouse (1961) pointed out possible ambiguities that can 

axise in studies of sandstone geometry. The selection of the marker 

honisozt, together with the effects of compaction, were considered zf-

ficient to completely mask the original geometry. To overcome theee 

wob1ems, all sections are shown in their partially oomisotsd states, 

representing the subsurface geometry at the time of the formation of the 

overlying datum. 

In a arose-section of a sandstone body, the two .igz4fioant 

features are the relationship of the separation of the base of the body 

from the catun to its thickness, and whither the body thins towards the 

Upper or lower datum. These factors are not entirely independent, 

figure (8.3.1). 

Rich (1923)  stated that onshore and offshore bars thicken up.. 

ward.., and in this was supported IV Busch (1961) who stated that they 

thinned downwards. Although the temio1or is obscure, the inference 

of construction by the wounding of sand is clear. Cross-sections of bar 

finger sands from the Mississippi Delta (Fisk 1961) show a tendency to 

thin aymetrioa14 toward.s the centre of the sediment pile • Carbonifer-

ous sanustone bodies in the U.S.A., which are supposed to have their geo-

metry controlled by alluvial prooesees, thin upwards. However, there 

appears to be no information available on the thinning of modern alluvial 

deposit.. 
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Figure(8.3.1) A hypothetical section drawn down the depos-. 

itional slope, vertically through an elongate 

sandstone body which trends along the depos-

itional strike; to show the two possible 



Although a flat baso, parallel to the underlying datum, 1s sup-

posedly characteristic of bars, some workers maintain that it In also a 

fasture of alluvial and distributary sand.; these opinions, hosv.r, are 

confined to the Carboniferous of the U.S.A. and as ouch are d.isou.sed in 

section (8.4). 

The three-dimensional geometry of tidlserd ridges is in.uffi.-

oisntl.y known to be able to make any generalisations about their thinning 

oharacteriatios. However, since the ridges are formed by the sounding 

of send, they will presumably have flat bases and, it buried under later 

sediments, should thin downwards. 

The coastal barrier xau4s of the hcne Delta (Oowksns 1967) 

have flat transitional bases but occur as sheets with only looslised aom 

of thickening. Individual and bodies up to 200 feet thick have bess re- 

ported from the Ecoene of Pius In delta-front facisa (Fisher it al 1969). 

The thinning characteristics of sand bodies, therefore, only 

permit certain conclusions to be reached. If a body has a flat base and 

thins downwards, it 1s more probable that it was formed as some kind of 

bar, or possibly a tial ridge, than as a delta distributary or alluvial 

deposit; if, howver, it thins syiatrioally upwards or centrally then 

the bar model out be discounted. 

This rather simple picture is complicated by the fact that bars 

rarely have flat baa.. • Bass (1936) used the fact that bars tend to 

have bases which climb stratigraphically towards the shore as diagnostic 

for their rsoonition in ancient deposits. Some care must be taken in 

Applying this criterion. Rollenahead et al (1961) and sins: 1961) 

hays described bar complexes whit climb stratigraphioally awey from the 
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the shore over marine deposits. Since these complexes consist of a num-

ber of small sand ridges connected IV sheet sands, they cannot be direct-

ly compared with the Coal asures sandstones. 

jWW Of the characteristics ciacribsd above are illustrated in 

figure (8.3.2), taken from Andresen (1961) and Potter (1963) for alluvial 

sandstones and figure (8.3.3), taken from Bass (1936) for barrier bar 

sandatonsa • Since thinxing is an important and complex feature s  seaft" 

through the Coal Jsar.a sandstones are discussed below at some length. 

Two sections were arawn across the Roof Soft Rook. Figure 

(8.3.4) shows rock 'a' which thickens upward. into a central mound from 

the western end uf the scct±on, but thins centrally towards the south as 

the bass lifts off the Roof Soft coal. The section is reminiscent of a 

bar with a base climbing etratigraphically towards the Lidlath Barrier, 

Rock 'b', figure (8.3.5), thins upwards in one direction and downwards in 

the other. Rowev.r, the section is composite and the connection of 

44211 ad 54110 may not be of great geological significance, since they 

both lie in the axis of maxipzs thickness. 

Five sections were constructed through the Deep Soft Rook. 

Whereas the baae of rook '0's figure (8.3.6), lies close to the Deep Soft 

coal, the s.paration of the top from the Root Soft coal varies inversely 

with ths thickness of the sandstone body. The early formation, together 

with later burial, is difficult to reconcile with any alluvial motel bet 

readily explicable by deposition as a bar. Like 9 0 1 9  rook 'd', figure 

(8.3.7), has a pronounced central mound and thins away downwards. flow.. 

ever, these features are partly obscured by the alone correspondence of 

interval and sandstone thickness • To a greater extent, the same is true 
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for rook 's', figure (8.3.8). The complete lack of lateral equivalents 

suggest. either pronoimc.d ejadapoettional .ubsid.nce or positive topo-

graphic expression during aoouivalation. Rock 'f', figure (8.3.9), thins 

centrally down the d.poaitioaal dip but downwards in the opposite direo-

ibm. There is a notable central mound. Lilowing the possibility of 

lenses miud within sandstone bodies, rook 'g', figure (8.3.10), has a tSD. 

ncy to thin downwards and centrally, as the bass climbs toward. the 

$outh-Bast. 

An extensive, down-dip section across a complex of rocks &bove 

the Tupton group of seams, figure (8.3.11), was drawn in the $outb-West 

of the area where intermediate detail is present. The eotion is oom.-

pliosted by correlation of interval and sandstone thickness, the ephams-

ra]. nature of the Second Piper coal and the possible transgression of 

cycles bgr two sandstones. Rook 'h', between the Tupton and Tupt.-.,i xoof 

coals, shows definite downward, thinning towards the Jorth..W..t • Al-

though the bass remains dos, to the combined Cockleehfl and Pupton 

coals, thinning towards the autb sp.aze to be accomplished centrally 

because the Second Piper coal parallels the top of the body. There Is a 

pronounced central ,eoi*id. Rock 'i', between the Tupton Roof and secont 

.iper coals, thins downwards down dip but upwards towards the Southp with 

respect to the interval as a whols. .towever, 'i' terminates abruptly at 

45202 and is replaced b7 rock I j', at a stratigzaphioaUj hiier position, 

in 45203. 	In this bore log the aoaJ. below ',j' is recorded as the 'cad 

Pipsr', which is supposed to underlie 'I' as far North as 55103. Thus, 

unless the coal identifications are faulty, 'i 'uiat climb dramatically 

from one cycle to another. In this case it thins downwards in both 
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directions. 'J' thins centrally or downwards down dip but splits into 

two leaves towards the South. 	The upper leaf appears to climb south-. 

ward.. from ono c7cle to another. No reliance can be placed on the down-. 

ward. thinning suggested for rook 'k', in figure (8.3.12), b.asu.s of the 

isok of control. The section also shows the abrupt isargin of the area 

of development of a thick sandstone, tilling ths interval between the 

Tupton and Parkgst. coal*. 

Two sections were constructed across the Deep Hard lock. ih. 

phase '1' of the combined bodies, shown in figure (8.3.13), thins down-

wards both up and down depositional  dip, and has a pronounced central 

mound. IMI thins by splitting into two leaves southwards; the lower 

forms a connection with '1' but the upper overlies the lower leaves of 

the Do ,-: p soft coal uhiah iie on the tlank of the central round of '1. 

In part, therefore, '1' must be older than 'is'. 	'I' is an equivalent of 

'l', 	oWnwaru thinning in both d.ireotion., from the central isound, is 

characteristic, figure (8 .3.14). 

To mimeari ee, it would appear that upward thinning, taken as 

diagnostic of an alluvial origin for Carboniferous sandstones in Illinois, 

is completely absent. Central thinning does occur but Its importance is 

outweighed by freusnt downward thinning. Coon &sWumstX7 across the 

pale.eo.trike is & difficult feature to generate from any alluvial or 

delta distributary model but is an Integral part of a bar hypothesis. 

8.3(b) Lateral equivalents 

In son@ oases downward thinning gives rise to extensive 
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shset—like bodies of sandstone* Theee are usually equivalent to the 

lower parts of the o.ntra.l belt, but on the southern flanks thq may 

soastie.s be stratigraphioa117 higher. Only one sheet sandstone lan_ 

conneoted with any belt was observed in subsurface • The sample,  lies 

between the Thornoliffe and Parkgste coals to the north of the area. 

The sheet phases in the Westphalian are, therefore, unlike thu 

Arørioan counterparts. Formation by overflow of a fillet channel, as 

described by Unless (1957) or 'oore (1960, can be discounted beosuse of 

the asymmetry. 

Hopkins (1958) and potter (1963) have suggested that the 

I11ct: shcet s &stonee were frnei rir a vVALrins, rerraaion. Simi-

lar geometry was produced during the Pleistocene regression across the 

continental shelf in the Gulf of azico. Furthermore, bars can be 

formed during regressions or intermediate still-stands. Urewov.r, the 

prograding bars, described by Bernard øt a]. (1962)9 were formed during a 

period of not subsidence (Fisher 1966). An additional example described 

in the Gulf of Mexico by Fisk (1969) was associated id1h notable sqtry. 

It follows that #  in the Coal *ssursa of central England, bars 

and sheets could be genetically linked in a system compatible with the 

evidence from the surrounding rooks, of deposition during a period of not 

regression. 

8.3(o) Statistical tests of thinning oharsoteristios 

It in difficult to design any statistical test of the naar. of 

thinning which ha& any geological significance. In the very simple 
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Source 
	

SS 
	

df 
	

MS 
	

F 

between groups 
	

102 
	

1 
	

102 
	

1.2 

within groups 
	

6238 
	

72 
	

87 

total 
	

6340 
	

73 

Table(8.3.15) To test the hypothesis that the basal separ- 

ation of thick sandstones, from the base of 
the rock body to the underlying coal, is 

greater than for thin sandstones. 

SS Sum of squares 

df degrees of freedom 

MS Mean square 



example of figure (8.3.1), the rstiod the separations (t2/t1 ) would be 

proportional to the sandstone thickness for downward thinning and in-. 

vexsel.y proportional for upward. Bowever, asytiy ant the 000asiona1 

strong correlation between total and saw 4  thickness oomj>licate the i.*e. 

Furthermore, to test for proportionality would require data with almost 

normal distributions. This could only be obtained by screening and the 

removal of some of the 000n oases of a thick sandstone resting directly 

on a coal • The result would, therefore, not be reproducible. 

£ vary simple test can be used, however, to find out whether the 

basal separation of thin sandstones is any greater than for associated 

thiak 	 as 'cu1 be the case 	the 4morioafl alluvial model. 

The result of the .n&lysis of variance, shown in table (8.3.15)9 suggests 

that there is no significant difference at any level, and that the allu-

vial nouel i#ast, therefore, be re.oted. This does not imply the scoip-. 

tance of the alternatives. 

8.4 	 £roaivs Jmplacent and V*shouts 

8.4(a) zronive eplaoSment 

Although the gross gsomotry suggests that the Coal 3*asures 

sandstones of the kaNt Midlands should be thought of in terms of bars, it 

would be unwise to dismiss the possibility that, like their Illinois ens-

logues, eoms were emplaced by erosion. Iiowsver, the case for erosion in 

the Ulsoissippian and Pennsylvanian is not watertight. 
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iever (1957) proposed that valleys originally out by rivers 

were late:' filled with alluvial detritus, to explain the frequent basal 

and lateral erosion observed by Yeller (1930).  This conclusion was re-

peated over a number of year., notably by Potter .t ai. ( 1958 )9 iriedaan 

(1960), 3s.rbower (1961), Doty and Thtb,rt (1962)  and Wanlese (1957, 1963). 

However, the occurrence of up-filled channels and marine fossils 1.4 to 

the concept of alluvial out and marine fill • Main a plethora of liter-

ature includes Wanlese (1957), flopkin. (1958) and Xos*nk* •t al (1960). 

However, whether 'marine' is taken literally or, as in Ziever (1957)9 to 

imply merely a subaqueous ezlviron!lsut, it is necessary to postulate a 

4nble tran 	sinn for •*oh oyal.?  from coal to marine shale or lime- 

stone and from channel out to fill. It would almost be litotio to say 

such a hypothesis is unlikely. 

To sidestep this problem, marine out and fill can be proposed 

(Ruenak 19$7).  The advantage of this hypothesis in that it does not 

require tectonic uplift (Wanlesa 1963)  and would not produce a horizon of 

subaerial weathering and erosion in the surrounding sediments (B.erbowez' 

1961) or in the base of the channel (Swann 1963). No records of 

weath•xed horisons have ever come to the notice of the author. 

Therefore, even if erosive emplacement could be demonstrated in 

the Ust Midlands it would not necessarily imply an alluvial origin. 

On the other haM, Xonanks et al (1960) considered that the 

frequenciy of channelling was low and that evidence of an unoosformable 

bass is present in leas than one in five instances. Swann (194 also 

considered that the importance of erosion had been overemphasised. The 

strongest evidence against erosive emplaoement is the common observation 
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of a thick sandstone resting on a coal. Weller's (193 0 ) prejudged argu-. 

msnt of increased resistance to erosion is not true in fact, nor from the 

inference of numerous small washouts in ooal MONO. 

Stratigraphic evidence from the East Midlands suggests that the 

.quival.noe of a sandstone body to many CW0195 dose not arise from ero-

sion but from lateral int.rtingering and degeneration of coal.. In 

addition, where a sandstone body oonsiets of many phases, none out across 

the associated interval boundaries, section We Five independent lines 

of evidence suggest that erosive eyitplsoS5snt must be rejected. 

Where they are thickset, sandstones ooumtorl],y rest on coals without 
ubiquitous signs of erosion. 

Thin sandstones, of laterally equivalent oyoiee, tend t t.icken to-
wards a main body swgesting that they are genetically linked, seotion 
(4;. 

There is asym,netry of peat thickness and number of cycle, about the 
axes of maxtuum thickness of the sandstone belts, section (4). 

The intervals tend to be thicker where there is & major sandstone, 
even allowing for the effects of compaction, seotion (7). 

) Many recent borehole records describe moderately thick sandstones with 
bases transitional over many feet. 

Laterally interfingering, alluvially deposited sandstones have 

been described by Soh].ee and Mc.noh (1960) and Pier.. (1967), and 

Clark*'* (1963) model, although probably dynamically unsound, would not 

r.q,uire extensive erosion if the Coal Measure sands were deposited by 

misfit streayta. Delta distributaries are emplaced by compaction and 

lateral flow*ge, but may contain .vidsnoe of extensive erosion of the 

channel into its own mouth bar deposits (Fisk 19559 1961). The preser-

vation of fine detail in ooe.1 seams underlying thick sandstones denies 

the possibility of flowage. lion-erosional emplacement is characteristic 
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of all bar or tidal ridge medals, and delta-front sands. 

Evidanol for erosion at the base of a sandstone may, tbarafore, 

be decisive with respect to the origin even thob total erosive .m.plaoa-

meat has been disproved. 

8.4(b) ..ashouts. 

Coal Measures sandstones are often associated with washouts in 

the underlying coals. Jones (i938) mate a detailed study of washouts in 

the Wigan area, and oonoluded that they are at least stparated in time, 

and probably genetically different, from the overlying thick sandstones. 

e recorded 	Edwards (193) and Jones (l9, and an seen for the Deep 

Hard to Deep soft and Barnsley to Barnsl.y Rider intervals, figure (4. .3) 

and (6.4.1) 9, washouts are commonly displaCed from the math sandstone belt, 

although adjacent and parallel. On the evidenoe submitted g  it is diffi-

cult to fault Jones ,  (1938) conclusion that washouts are formed by small 

streams flowing through the pest swamp. The sandstone ribbons upon and 

within the High Rules coal seam (Elliott 19699 fig-3) also are remini-

scent of small streams • These ribbons average ono mile in width • It 

seems probable, therefore., that washouts are the first cousins of .il-

lays, described by Elliott (196) as river courses established and 

abandoned within the period of accumulation of the coal seam. There ap-

pears to be a whole range of Intermediates between these two end members. 

If washouts are not formed by the some processes as the eand-

stone bodies, it seems very coincidental that they should have the um* 
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trend. Iaral.1ism would be expected in an alluvial hypothesis. 	The 

frequent 000urDenoe on the up-pa1aes10pe flank of the bodies suggests 

that the phenomenon can also be explained in terse of a bar model for the 

Sandstones. 3rouwsr (1953) and:.lion (1965) both describe the deflec-

tions of small streams along the backs of oharniere for considerable á.ia- 

tanoss befort an outlet to the sea is reached* 	a.n offshore, or barrier, 

bar could exert the some influsnoe on an ebb tide. 4lta-front sands 

are intimately associated with small distributaries and presumably the 

Bans mechanism can be applied. 

In conclusion, it appears that it 1s difficult to prove that 

h suwivas boi; 	ooiete_ with any erosional phenomenA, md, 

therefore, models employing  non-erosional emplacement, delta-distributaries 

and bars, are favoured. 

84(a) Ion-erosive 9mPl&GftWUt 

The conclusion of the previous section was that the aso-''sm 

of emplacement of sandstone bodies 1W erosion is untenable. Sections 

across various sandstones, for example figures (8.3.6) and (8.3.13), show 

that differential oomrctton plays only a minor role, leaving the alter-

native. of .yndepositional subsidence or that during accumulation the 

bodies had positive topographical relief. These conclusions follow from 

the observation that, allowing for compaction, the sandstones are appre-

ciably thicker than their lateral equivalent.. 

The evidence for the existence of relief is given in section 
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(ö.,). liowever, it is difficult to apportion the effects of topography 

and subsidence. In figure (8,3.13)  the relief might be estimated from 

the differences in equilibrium thickness of the Deep soft 'Peat', which 

appeals to have grown around and finaLly engulfed the central mound. 

However, the  thinning of the Roof Soft peat over the Deep Soft Itook, in 

figure (8.3.6), was possibly caused b7 increased subsidence underneath the 

buried sandstones. PurthezTnore, it has been suggested that peat thin-

ning over a thick sandstone is evidence of co-deposition (Friedman 1960). 

Evidence from a study of the cross sections of the sandstone 

belts, and from the comparison of the patterns of sandstone isopacha, 

(4.2.2) to  (4..3),  ,ith 	!attarms of local subsidence (refer 

to thickness trend of trend deviations, figure (6.3.8)9 and raw thickness 

dviations, figures (6.3.2b) to (6.3Mb), because of the very strong oo 

relation between thickness and subsidence) shows that the adatone base 

coincide with son** of excess local subsidence. It is unlikely that 

downw.rping on the local scale oould produce the complex features of the 

sandstone bodies that have been discussed ahoy. (e.g. repeated paralle-

lism) or are mentioned later (e.g.  grouping and offset). U a causal 

relationship does exist, it, therefore, apprs that it in more likely 

that subsidence is triggered-off by locallaed sand deposition. 

This theory is unattractive, since it requires the assumption 

of many unknowns, and possibly a very fine geophysical balance. BO4lwr, 

there is some •videnoe of such a process in modern depositional sites. 

ItoParlan (1961 ) found a two-component system of subsidence in the Missis-

sippi area, showing increases down depositional dip and towards the oen 

of the alluvial trench. Subsidence is, therefore, influenced IV loading 
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by sedimentation. Fisher and So0owon (1969) stated that in a relatively 

unstable basin subsidence is generally a response to a sediment load. 

Fisk (1960) invoked subsidence  arising from compaction and d.ownwarping, 

to give rise to the aooumulation of abnozinally thiok sedimentary facie** 

illiamson (1967) postulated differential subsidence to emplace 

aan'stones associated with local coal splits. Sohi.. and Vosnoh (1961)9 

for the Jaokpile alluvial sandstone, and Jose. (1955),  for the Westphalian 

oanistones in Northumberland, both suggested that the necessary d.ownwar-

ing was part of an overall tectonic pattern, in space and time respect-

ively. Bow.ver, in the East Ad.1anda the 4OWUiI&rpC cannot be related to 

pre—erm2.an strucural elem',xi 	th hay; rth.l trend!; 	t 

(6.7). 

8.4(d) The relation of sandstones ti coal split 

The problem of the origin of coal splits and their relationship 

to sapd.'tonea, which may fill them to the exclusion of all other sedisents, 

is related to the enigmatic canee and effect argument about subsidence 

and sedimentation. . split, of at leant moderate areal extent, can aris 

in two ways.  In the first case, depressions formed by local subsidence 

are progressively filled with sediment. Peat growth in continuous away 

from the unstable area. In the second, sediment 13 localised by deposi-

tional processes and empisood i.j subsidno. Some areas receive little 

or no sediment • If the process is subarial, peat growth could be eon.-

timzous ose to the line of split, but if subaqueous cessation of growth 

should occur locally, although at large distances it could continue. 
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Elliot (1969) has suggested that both possible equivalents of 

sediments in the split, a thickness of ocal or an extensive dirt or high 

sulphur bent , can occur • The former is more difficult to prove • 

mergence and localised accumulation is, therefore, a possible mechanism 

in addition to subaerial depositione 

h.r* splits in msjor seams ocour abss to belts of thick 

sandstone the geography becomes a decisive,  factor. The simplest example 

of a distally thiokening sequence across a sand bolt is given by the Deep 

Soft Rook and the Deep Soft and Roof Soft ooal split figures (4.6.4) 

and (4.7.1) • However, coals may also combine distally across a.jor sand 

boLts, a. aii Lcf ct !ck  and the itw.11 split into Top and 

Roof Soft ooals g  and the Tupton Rock 'a' and the Tupton and Tupton Roof 

coal split, figures (4.7.3) and (4.7.1), and (4.3.4). 

The asynitry suggests that alluvial or deltaic models iiM5t be 

rejected.. Both types of split could be explained if the sandstones were 

originally bars associated with distal thickening (Krumbein and Sloss 

1963) or proximal thickening (Fisk i)7). 

8.5 	 Grouping, Inheritance and Offset 

.ehe  cause of the relationships between the belt-3 of ntone 

is an important guide to their origin. The effects of compaction are 

very iportant and many pieces of evidence apporently taken for granted 

in the following discussion are treated in detail in section (7). 
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Referring to the East Midlands coalfield, EllIott (1968) noted 

what be called an finheritance phenomenon' or a tendency for 'shoestring.' 

to be located in the sass general area, throughout the deposition of a 

continuous ..qusnce of cyeletha. 	84flav1y, B.rryhill (1967) recorded 

the 'stationery' positioning of cbann.ls for cia or more cyclotha In the 

upper Pennsylvanian and lower Persian of the Appalachian Basin. 

Antithetically, Mueller and Wanless (1957) described offset between 

successive sandstones in the Pennsylvanian of Illinois. 	Offset in the 

middle Allegheny Group of Eastern Ohio is shown in figure (9) of for.. (1967). 

Offset is con in the East Midlands, and confirmed maples 

for elongate sandstones are listed in table (8.5.1). 

A certain amount of confused terminology ezi.. la ta'Arr litctre 

and it 1s clearly possible for offset and inheritance to be coincident 

(se,  for example Brown 	1967). 	However, grouping, and offset within 

groups, itiee problems which must be considered separately before any 

synthesis can be attempted. 

Since the sandstone belts avoid the locus of maxim subsidence, 

near Manchester in figure (3.0.2) 1, it is unlikely that grouping is contz'olle 

by regional doimwarping. 	It has already been demonstrated in section (8.4c) 

that it is also improbable that local subsidence could control the location 

of the sandstone bodies and, therefore, this mechanism cannot be employed to 

explain grouping and offset. 	Localisation of sand accumulation through the 

operation of normal depositional processes is the least unlikely hypothesis. 

Of the three basic models which could produce elongate sandstone., 

alluvial and distributary mechanisms are unlikely to produce repeated 

pamllolism across the psla.o.trike unless under strong tectonic influence 

(Brown 	1967). 	On the other hand sand belts are most likely to be 
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grouped if they ire formed at hinge lines, since these will remain 

approxiast.37 in the seme place for the ss pattern of sisid.nce. An 

mple of this characteristic isa given by Fisher and McGowan (1969) f1mm  

the locene of Taas • 	1trabein and Sloss (1963) stated that kinge line 

sands can be preserved during regression, a concept ithish is ompatible  

with the evidence from the .urrowing rocks in the Coal Measures. 

Uflfartimat.]r it is not possible to find evidence of hinge 

lines b.caue intervals with sandstones are so deformed by syndopositional 

subsid.nse and differential compaction that aiur .vid.nce is obscured, and 

intervals without sandstones could not be expected to show hinge lines. 

There is a general consensus of opinion that offset within 

groups is caused by the topographic pression of the lower body during 

deposition of the upper. 	This .Ar.saion can be independently proved in 

the Coal Measures by the occurrence of splits in the Barnsley Rider Coal 

across the Top Raid Rock, figure (6.5.2), and in the Deep Soft Coal across 

the Deep Jrd Rock, figure (8.3.13). 	SIllot (1968) found that brown 

seat.arths oceurred towards the nergins of the basin and over thick belts 

of the Tupton Rock. 	He concluded that the belts mW have been "slight 

psla.otopogrspMa high.." The frequent loss of the lower leaves of a 

coal over a thick sandstone may be taken as evidence for topographic 

expression; although, on the large scale, peat thickness tends to be 

related to subsidence, section (7), the ssndstone belts are themselves 

emplaced by subsidence. 	Thus the coals thin ith.re they should thicken. 

Accepting this argimant suggests that subsidence is caused by depositionsl 

loading under the send belt., since the reverse should give rise to topographic 

depressions. 	Ilowsvsr, as discussed below, the thinning of the coals may 

have been amplified by ccpsction. 	Friedman (1960) has proposed co-deposition 
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of alluvial sand with pest to explain a similar th.nomenon, but his model 

cannot be applied in the cas* of the Deep Soft Rock lot and the Roof Soft 

coal, figure (8.3.6) 9  which are separated by shale.. 

?opogrsj*iic irregularities, found necessary to .xplain offset 

between American channel-sand bodies, Sr. .upp*ssd to arise by differential 

cpaotion (Rnnd.s 1968). 	The irregularities must, therefore, be 

developed at the top of one "cloth before the onset of deposition of the 

sedisents of its successor. 	Ruwever, unless the consolidation rate is 

very mush 1.m than the sedimentation rate, the sediment pile will acculate 

approximately at cpectiousl equilibria, and arW posthumous adjustments 

will be soaked up during the long time involved in peat formation, section (7). 

Adjustments of this kind will tend to give greater thickness of pest over 

zones where the underlying s.dimsnts are less sandy. 	Sins, the percentage 

of sand is distributed evenly across the study area this mechanism could 

not give rise to the apparent relationship between pest thickness and 

ba.inwide dowrnarping. 

The topographic irregularity of the new ,  depositions] surface 

will, therefore, be ainlal and the inheritance must be passed on in some 

other way. 	Tb. most likely nechanime, appear, to be the compaction of peat. 

initially peat is very unstable so that it compacts proportionally to its 

aim thickness as well as the ov.rbin'deri, section (7.3d). 	The buried 

topographic highs will, therefore, be ahin.d because they are overlain 

by r.dmod thicknesses of pest, if an evenly distributed overburden is 

applied over the whole  area. 

flowsver, location control by topographic influences, as described 

by Sabins (1963)9 is not a simple Process-  Re  fbInd  it necessary to assume  

not only that the top of the interval is & time marker and that subsidence 

and accumulation rates were almost constant, but also that differential 
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ocpct ion had not distorted these lat. Cretaceous rocks. Fortunately, 

such an unliksly hypothesis is not required to p1ain offset between bars, 

because a bar with relict topographic sxpr.ssien would tend to accentuate 

shoaling and thus give rise to wave diffraction and the deposition of new 

Since the come beairavids subsidence pattern was in operation 

during the itho].e of the Westphalian , section (3 ), it seems  wobeble  that 

successive bodies of delta-front sand would be deposited in the ewe general 

area. 	However, there appears to be no slap].e wey to produce the complex 

offset, of one of the Coal Measures sandstone., if this model is proposed. 

In conclusion, grouping and offset appear to be an acceptable 

part of developeent of barrier and offshore bars through time. On the 

other hand, while ther. is no reason that alluvial, bar finger or delta-

front cards could not exhibit such features, it 15 necessary to postulate 

came ecmp].ex, external control. According to the principal of Oceans 

Razor the bar model is mow. acceptable. 

A quote from Fisher j 	(1969) is a relevant means of 

conoinding this seotiont "First, in a relatively unstable basin g  where 

subsidence is generally a response to sediment load s  ....... ............, 

sites of deposition of particular fades tend to be maintained. 	Thus 

the barrier bar systsia g  for apls  can be constructed of several individual 

barrier bars, the main feature, of átich are similar to those of the larger 
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8.6 	 Sediaent*iy Structures 

Thirteen major sandstones were sinsd at outcrop. Ringing 

in age from, lower Cc4nis to upper Lower Simili. Pulchrs they wer, the 

Kilburn, Kickley, Tu$on, Deep Hard, Clay Cross Soft, Second ill, First Eli, 

Second Waterloo,, Dwiail, Top Hard, High Hail.., Main Bright and Claime rocks. 

By convention the rases refer to the underlying coal or groups of coals. 

The exposure, afforded mainly by quarries, is poor, searss ,  and 

rarely thre. dimensional • Readings of orientations of structures were 

limited by accessibility and the planar nature of quarry isila. For these 

reasons nested sompling s  as d.acrib.d by Potter and Sivor (1955) 9  we. not 

attempted and measurements were taken on a session sense basis; for ezmple 

one reading was taken per accessible coast. 

Of the great variety of s.dimlntar7 strustures that would be 

expected to occur in elongate sandstone., only repeated festoon bedding, 

the 'Nu' cross-stratification of Allen (1963), was conapioius in its 

absence. Isolated festoon-like structures were recorded but in many cases 

appear to be vertically tilled erosional channels. 

The other meat striking feature was the great lateral extent 

of coasts when smepared to their thickness. This iss observed for think, 

modius, and thin bedding, where  the terms refer to 5 and 20 me. limits 

defined by Colman jj (1964). 

The  great majority of arose-strata were found to be cones's 

upwards, tapering downward* into thinner toesets and bottom-sets. 
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Measurements of the aaximue inclination to the ooc.t margin never exceeded 

350 and most were between 100  and 300 	Planar cross-strsta were wally 

inclined at the u-1Isst angles. 	High angle planar typss were not se.fl. 

The few conveiz uperds cross-strata recorded could generally be ahoisi to 

have been affected by slaping. Coasts were veriable in thickness • The 

mazimum thickness recorded in the field was about 4 f.et, but Elliot (1968) 

has found exss'pin of 6 feet. 

Th• t.z'm 'flag' or tflggstonet v  which refers to a bedding unit 

between 1 and 10 em. in thickness, was found valuable in field descriptions. 

Ther. flagstoneg occur as cross-strata they can be laminated parallel to 

their margins, although they are usually homogeneous and sometimes cross 

linated in the opeite some to their own discordance. 

Localised sirz'ent activity was attested to by the occurrence 

of wide and shallow washouts. 	A typical exple from, the Tupton Book 

was 12.5 feet wide and only 1.25 feet deep. 	The greatest depth to width 

ratio isa 16 • 	The washouts were either up, down or vertically filled, 

or side filled where the successive bed consisted of cross-strata. Veneers 

were often found to blanket the channel margin, suggesting a separation in 

timw of the out and till episodes. 

Flat bedding was found to be the most common sedimentary 

structure. The bedding occurred on all scales but flat laminated or 

homogeneous flags wove common. Very thick bedded, hgsneotzs sandstone 

was frequently observed possibly because it yields the best building stonej 

although usually completely,  featureless, isolated climbing ripples were 

scustimsa observed. The  margins of thee. homogeneous sandstone beds az's 

usually irregular. The most plausible field explanation was the occurrence 

of wALU banks of eand, gsnsral]y less than onS ,  foot high- 
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Surfaces shoving ripple, were rare bsea,uss of the nature of the 

outcrop. Poorly wccsrved Momples of  SYMNStris and ..tric foras 

were observed. A*plitod.s of less than one sentia.tre we recorded 

with wevsl.ngths of the ord.r of six ccntia.trss. 

The umsi'd e.qesnee of etrnetnris shown in the longest eZVON= .s 

in quarries, are partly the result of the ala of the acavatton. Pu'thsre, 

the us*l up.rd transition from ssivs to wAdim and thin flat bedding to 

in part acocatpliehed by unloading. Plagstons• produced in thus mw sr. 

als homogeneous with irregular margins. Therefore, in MW earn.. the 

upward transition to true flat b.dding and ]sslnation .odd be proved. 

In no as could the met position of thw transition, with respect to the 

whole rock, be Prow . 

Iupl.t. peetions of the Tupton and Top hard lock, were 

constructed from isolated posures using the detailed strstigz*. The 

possibility of lateral transitions between outcrops could not be allowed 

for. Composite sections are recorded in tables (8.6.1) and (8.6.2). The 

association of cross-stratifications were flat bedding, on the ssdia, thin 

and lenination seals, and its non-appearance with messy. ssndstons, 4=0Pto 

In the form of isolated ripples, suggest. that the general sequence can be 

ss.rised as in table (e.6.3). The basal unit is least persistent and 

often absent where the body is thickest. 

Plassr bedding and rib and furrow structures observed in sores, 

wer. not seen at outcrop. Conglomerates and breasias, composed asinly of 

ironstone, shale, siltitone and coal fragments, on]y occur in the lower 

portions of thick sandstones. Thiy are not nbiqdtons]y bsl1 and can occur 

in common but diserete horisons thYOU&IOut the lowest tens of feet. 
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1) Conformable thin and sometimes medium bedding units ; 

common conformable lamination ; less common cross- 
9 

stratification which is nearly always on the lamin-

ation rather than flaggy scale. 

Thick bedded and occasionally thin or medium bedded ; 

bedding units often have irregular margins ; sandstone 

usually homogeneous but laminations In partings occur, 

and may be conformable or cross-stratified; partings 

usually thin or medium bedded. 

Thin bedded ; conformable laminations ; some ripples; 

rare washouts. 

Table(8.6.3) Generalised vertical sequence of sedimentary 

structures In the sandstones of the East 

Midlands Coalfield. 
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(sasuriments of orientations of sedimentary structures were 

converted into pslasocnrrsnt directions using the  usual criteria. 

Structural errors were s]lzir*t.d by unrolling about the strike; the 

procedire is acceptable where the initial dips are mesh (Rssy 1961). 

The results were plotted in a single rues diagrme, figure (8.6.4) 9  because, 

with *mmoim scure.s of variance s  there is no Lpriori criterion for 

separation. The diagram show a strong nods towards the East- 5outh-Esst, 

and a s'.'a11  secondary node towards the North-Wsst, which in part MW arise 

fr misinterpretation of aubiguous structures. Currents flowing towards 

the South-West quadrant werev WY rare. 

Organic x'-islnc and structures in the sandstones are restricted 

to plant fragments, roots and burrows • Plant fragments occur throughout 

the sandstone bodies but the larger fragments tend to be restricted to the 

bases of washouts. In the thicker sandstorms roots and burrows are 

restricted to the top ten feet, but can occur throughout the thinner sand-

stones which also contain maistone lenses with freshwater mussels. 

Ewirormental inferences can be drawn from comparison of 

ssdlaentar7 structures in the W.stpbaLisn sandstorms with Recent sands, 

and their orientations with the ps1*sogsograIq. To a I 14 ted extent the 

hydrodynic emirorasnt usy be discussed sapiri&hly. 

8.7 	 lDi?odynseia Intr*.tation 

Although advances have been made in recent years in the field 

of applied hjdro&ynmeies (Sinons 	1962., Xiddl.ton 1965, Swiold 196691968) 

a detailed reoonatrection of the psleaof3.ow regine, as in Jopling (1966), 

cannot be attsapt.d without a fairly detailed knowledge of the depositional 

enviroisnt; such a prerequisite is the object of the present st. 



For 3z'soticsl parpmme g  hover, the depositional environments of  ths 

categories under discussion haye suffteiently similar I drodnic features 

to uLnmnt scm. empirical investigation. 

Crou-stratffisatiofl of the type found in the  Coal Kasurss 

ise jwobably fora.d by the migration of and isvee (Potter 	1963). 

A ccmpari.on of the aechanisea of ,odustion of tersests by migrating asnd 

isv.. (Brash 195e) and delta adveno. (JopUng 19639 1965)9 chowe such a 

great s1i1ii.ity that Jopling'. (1965) cants vmW be applied to this 

analysis. 

Jopaing (1965) showed that tapering, concave-Up forsseta, 

typical in the Coal Measures, indicate r'elattv.li lower flow depths, and/or 

higher velocity, and/or 01allOr mean grain sise, the net effect being to 

increase the mumt of sediment in suspension ccmpsr.d to bsdload. The 

strong positive sksimsss in the  grain else distributions of the Coal Measures 

sandstones, section (.U), is *rtly dtagsnetis and partly original, so 

that ,olae,  for vol=w such sediment eould have bean in suspension at low 

velocities and appreciable depths. It is, therefore, not necessary to 

postulate low flow depths and higtt velocities, *tah are more cn in 

&llnvial than deltaic or tandint anvirorments. 

The abundant flat laination can be js'odussd in the upper part 

of the upper flow regime under plane bed conditions (Simens St  al 1962)9 

but can also be formed in the lower flow regime by the aovaint of ripples 

down a depositional .twf*oe (McI.. 1939, 3opUng 1966). In the Coal Measures' 

sandstones, the occurrence of im*ll broken plant frarpiants in cro.s-sti'stitied 

deposit, and larger, delicate fra.snts in contiguous borisontaUy iseinstad 

deposits, suggests but does not prove that the lower flow regime is the 

more likely hypothesis. 
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.8 	 Ccpsrt.on with Recent 5edlieuts 

Tb. .sd1.ntazy structures; described in section (8.6) ew be 

opexed with theee being fbz,asd today in the rsns of snviroints specified 

in section (8.0). 	Them categories are not equally represented in the 

literature because they are not equally accessible. River seMi are easily 

studied and the literature is vo]iadnous but .quipeezlt suitable to obtain 

uMietux.d ocr., fr*t imconaclidat.d muohn eands has only recently been 

developed. 

It should be noted that the niaentioned awaptton of the 

principle of unifoadtariantax mW not be justifiable ieben comparing modern 

aM ancient saMe, because of the *o1ution of vegetation, whish is one of 

the most effective process agents operating in modem depositional eniro,.nts 

(Schum 1968). 

&e (a) 	Cross-stratification 

Although all the ep1.s of cross-stratification ...m in the 

Coal Pfwwss sndatonsu could have been formed by IUUVIS1 processes, there 

is a marked diff.rsnee in frequency of occurrence. A saxy of the 

characteristics of isod.rn alluvial s.dlisents, taken fros Allen (1964), IA 

presented in figure (8.8.1). Douglas (1962) and Rams gj Al (1962) 

euggest.d that festoon bedding is the most osen feature, inilike the Coal 

measures sbere planar cots are in the majority. Allen (1964, 1965) and 

Potter and P.ttijobn (1963) have described planar coasts with concave-up 

fores.te from alluvial sands. Low angle planar foresets have been attributed 

by W.T.. (1939) to the terewasse-oplayt subfsci.,, but Allen (1965) has 

suggested that they miSbt be d.tseoa'dsnt niathers of the flat bedded subfacies. 



SUMMARY OF CHARACTERISTICS OF MODERN ALLUVIAL SEDIMENTS1  

CHANNEL LATERAL CREVASSE CHANNEL- VERTICAL 	ACCRETION 

LEVEE XSWAMP UlUVlOED 7CH A R A ~CT E  R  ~S  LAG ACCRETION SPLAY FILL 

FrashvOIit 	molluscs. otrocodn, 
I S £ S 

worms. 

AuthOd'tIsmSOu$ 	roots 

and 	rootlets. 
1 I I I 

at 
0 

Oriftid 	twigs 	and 	teats,. S I I 

Drifted 	branches 	and trunks. I I 'R  MR 
Not 

Clay  I I I 1 

Silt XR I I i 

I Very 	fins 	sand I S * I I 

Fine 	land z 

Medium 	Sand * 'R *R 'A 'A 

Coorse 	to 	vary 	coarse 	sand x " It  

Graval 	to 	gravelly 	sand S *  slit 

SuncrockO - I I I I 

Lamination 2 a a 

en 
161 Ripple - bedding 	and/or 	small 

scale 	ossymmattical 	ripple s . itt I I I I  

I- 
o Large 	icc?e 	cross- strat ification 

and/or 	large-scale a 'A 
2 asymmetrical 	ripples. 

4 

z 
Flat-biddin9 3  I I S I 

Li 
Irragulor 	ayers 5 5 

Erosional 	surfaces 

between 	sedimentation 	units. * I I I 

Uniform 	fins 	deposit I I I I 

I, in  
Layered 	Coors. 	and 

00 
CC 0 fire 	deposit. ZR I I I I 

Uniform 	Coors. 	deposit S I 

Thick Thick Thin Elongate 
 Flat narrow  Sheet or  Sheet or 

GEOMETRY Ions  
sinuous 
elongate I curved 

ribbon - like 
lens lens 

pnsm prism sheet 

In almost 	all 	modern 	floodplons, 	the 	vertical 	sequance 	is 	tram 	coats. 

SEQUENCE 6  s.d,m.n?s 	testing 	on 	on 	erosion 	surface 	upward 	into 	line 	deposits. 

Sedinieniology. 3 (1964) 163-198 

Table(8.8.1) A summary of the characteristics of modern 

alluvial sediments ; from Allen(1964). 



Co.eta formed in alluvisi .nvironasnts range from a few 

centimetres to over one metre in thickness  ensc.LJ*s$iflg meat, but not 

the largest, examples from the Coal X.ass. 

psr1a.xttai1 work in offshore bar., by lids. md 3t.rrett (1961) 

has shown that 010s-tita of mod.rats di.00rd5n$e (16°  to 2O°) cam be 

conoave-4°'' or planar . conc&Ve4P, d.ping on whether sediment is 

withheld or fed to the .uwsa'd sins. The planar foes.ts has. a slight 

ttecordanoe ax dip in to opposite directions from  the other t7pss. Plans? 

forest* with high discordance, not recorded in the W..t;b*Halt, are foimed 

	

in shallow 'water. 	Bigarella (1965) baa recorded theee features in ui1 t" 

bars, together with trough aros.strst1ficati0fl. Maters (1967) has shown 

bow this type of bedding can be formed offshore by rip..currsnt$. Its abence 

in the Coal. Xeasws. usastones could be a function of grain sins. Oac&.ion*3 

festoons in tidal bars have been recorded by BLU (1967). 

Co.st$ in bars can be formed during storms, in ii**iCh case they 

can be sedi=  or large scale, or by reworking by evsz7d&3' currents,ubm they 

are usually thin (fl- 1967). 

Ysry little is known of the croce_strstific&tiofls  in tidal ridges. 

Ho*,olt's (1968) cores (1bo 1551 9  156 and 15) suggests plw*r ibrsssts 

with a discordance of about 200. 

The three deltaic sub.nyironasflte aa.ociatd with elongate saz 

bodies, channel, levee wd mouth bar, show all but three of the sedia.flt$X7 

	

trustuiee in a 	prograding distributary, listed by Colman 	(1964); 

	

figure (8.892)9 	The.. are, isritisular ]aiinstion, shell traga.nts ax 

turner structures. The last nd is cn in the Eut Mid'1s140' aandstons$. 

The simple az%1 p1a1*1' 	 cation, recorded as "sn" or "sbur*!ant" 

in the three .iñ,snvironasnt*, was not seen in the Coal (assure.t xdston.s. 
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SEDIMENTARY STRUCTURES IN A PROGRADING DISTRIBUTARY 255 
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Figure(8.8.2) A summary of the characteristics of modern 

of modern delta distributary sediments ; 

from Coleman et al (1964). 



Bedding in the Mississippi Delta is usually ssdiis or thin, 

and pi* (1960) has sgest.d upper 1tts of nine inch.., for parallel 

urLidirectionsi set., and tee inches, for trough cross-sets. 

e.8.(b) 	Flat bidding 

The almost  ubiquitous occurrence of flat bedding in ibsUow 

water madeg  sskee it the least Important structure for di.crim(nating 

between depositional environments. 

Allen (196I) found that flat bedding was recorded from all 

alluvial subenvironsents ixe.pt baak-ssap, channel lag and channel fill. 

However, he clearly dieagrs.s with his own literature analysis by describing 

flat bedded channel t4tls in the Ds,ordan. Flat bedding is quite en 

but not abundant in deposits of braided rivers (Douglas 1962) and point bar. 

(Harms at al. 19639 Bernard and Major 1963). 

Ccn or abur1ant in all Coleman .t .1 (19) deltaic sub. 

enviroai.nta, flat bedding was confirmed from mouth bare by Fisk (1960). 

Bigarells (1965) recorded "formal lamination" in association 

with trough-crou-etrstifie&tion in his nearehors bare. 	However, imrk 

by Fisk (1959) and Moore aid 5cruton (1957) suggests that flat bedding may 

be the most en feature in bare formed in deeper water* 

Flat bedding has already been described as possibly formed 

by the migration of ripples, and, therefore, &TW depth indication =w not 

be significant. 

8.8 (.) 	Ripples 

Atrio current ripples can occur in almo w st ' envlrons.n q 	 t 

and osc411ation ripples have little depth significance, ringing tics the 

littoral none to six hundred feet or nor. (!apsr 1961). 



However, climbing ripples sets, for exomple the types listed by Jopling 

and Walker (1968) which are formed under conditions of net deposition, 

were not men. 	Cross lamination, produced by ripple migration, usually 

occurred in flat oosets indicating reworking of sediment under esro 

deposition. Coseta of this type were rarely more than a few c.ntimetrss 

thick. 

Isolated climbing ripples were recorded in the thick bedded 

homogeneous sandstones. Growth under not deposition and burial suggest 

that the accumulation rate may have been high. 

8.8 (d) 	Homogeneous Bedding 

Hamblin (1962) has shown that many, apparently featureless 

sandstones in fact contain sedimentary structures. This may be true for 

the common homogeneous sandstones in the Coal Measures. 	However, the 

occasional, but obviou, occurrence of ripple lamination and the alternation 

of hcmogsnsous and laminated sandstones suggest that this Is not simply a 

matter of observation. 

Modern homogeneous sands have been described by Moore and 

5cruton (1957). 	No doubt X.-radiography would reveal internal structures 

but Boma (1964) has suggested that linations can usually be seen without 

resort to this technique. 

Therefore, it is possible that homogeneous bedding in sandstonis 

may be the product of a distinct depositional environment, which say be the 

ii as that in which similar sediments are being formed today. However, 

hg.n.ity can also be caused by .zses.ive bioturbation in modern sediments 

(3s11 1967). The Carboniferous sandstones commonly contain burrows in 

their upper parts only, whereas homogeneous bedding tends to occur in the 
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lower part.. 	The occasional perfect preservation of ripple lamination 

also suggests that biotuxkation is not a possible mechanism. 

Bg.n.ou., or at least non-1that.d 9  sand@ are being formed 

today in a 114t.d  range of environments. 	Moors and Scruton (1957) 

reported homogeneous bidding in coarser sands in a back-bar environment, 

and in finer sands on the seaward side of barrier islands. At depths 

of 90 feet the homogeneity was found to give way to lamination and cay, 

therefore, be formed by strong wave action ('van Straat.n 1959). Bernard 

and Major (1963) described "poor" bedding In alluvial levee deposits. 

'tiassive" bedding in deltaic levees has been reported by Fisk (1960) 9  

who inferred that "assslve" Implied homogeneity by stating that "as the 

levees increase in also they reflect seasonal deposition and exhibit well 

defined bedding." 

Collln.on (1968) has suggested that homogeneous bedding is 

formed in the upper pert of the upper flow regime but there is no Independent 

evidence to suggest strong current activity during the deposition of the 

Coal Measures sediments. 

If hgen.ity can be taken as an indicator of depositional 

envlyoTsnt, levees in river or delta systeas or the seaward flanks of 

barrier or offshore (P) bars are the most probable depositional site.. 

Bed thickness 

Bedding in alluvial sediments is usually thin and sodium but 

is occasionally thick. 	MeRe. (1939) has recorded a thickness of 40 inches 

fros a bed of send in the "delta" of the Colorado River. Sand ridges In 

shallow was tend to be thick bedded (?,I1 1967) near the bass but there is 

a vertical reduction to thin or aedjisa bedding. There are exceptions to 
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this generaliestion. For exple, Pigarella (1965) found only thin and 

meam  bedding in sand ridge, of the Parana, coastal pain, and W21.'w4 (1965) 

found thick and medim bidding in an Zooms n.ritic bar. 

Although bad thickness do.• not appeai' to be  a significant 

criteria" for the differentiation of alluvial and bar deposits, it can be 

used to show that a bar finger model is unlikely. Thick bedding, oon 

In the Coal Weasiuss sandstones, me only  rarely found in channel fill and 

mouth bar deposits and never in a isv.. (Colman 	1964). In addition 

Fisk (1960) has stated that thin bedding is a characteristic of delta sands. 

The wide lat.ral extent of uwW bedding emits, as In the Coal 

Xesairest sandstones, would, on an a wiori basis, be .xp.cted in delta 

ar bar envtroia.nte, but not in alluvial flood plains. )3owsvsr, Frasier 

and Osanik (1961) and Harms st &1 (1962) have recorded widths of ninety and 

fifty feet respectively, measured at right angles to the mean stresa path. 

On this basis w, but not all, exposures would not have shoisi the t.neination 

of a bedding unit. 

In consluaion, the thick bedding associated with homogeneous 

sandatons in the W..tj14n, isa most probably fOrmed in a shallow water 

bar, but an alluvial origin eannot be .zclixt.d. 

8.8 (f) 	RMSIOMI features, conglomerates and breccias. 

*1l washouts are typical of an alluvial plain and especially 

of a braided river (Dosgias 1962). However, washouts are not unoon in 

bars where they are out by eddy rip-currents, or in deltas, where they have 

been yssordsd in channel fill and isv.e deposits by Colman 	(1964). 

On the other hand Fisk (1960) reported no washouts. ftall distributaries 

prodnee washouts in dolts-front sands. 
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Conglomerates are an integral part of alluvial sediments. 

In AUsni (196I) classification they are channel lag deposits foxmed 

during lat.rs.1 stTSme LLgZttiOfl. There are problems involved in the 

application of this sod.1 to Coal Measures sandstones. Conglomerate 

horisons are often scattered throughout the lowest twenty feet, and rarely 

•esn to occur at the absolute base of the sandstone. If each hanson 

marks the passage of the stroom bed, then riven depths in the order of 

eighty feet will be required to prod 	the uppermost conglomerate. It 

is difficult to reconcile such a large river with the i.all scal. of maIr 

of the sedimentary structures. 

Abandoned distnibutaries in the Rhone ,  Delta contain b.nal lag 

deposits. Conglwsrat.s have also been reported from offshore bars. 

U (1967) found a psnscontporaneous conglomerate in  the Caps Sand in 

the Bahamas. 

e.s (g) 	Organic debris 

Plant fragments occur throughout the Coal Msasin'es sandstones, 

although often only as oinut.d material. Larger fragments ar. often 

concentrated in the bases of *shouts, suggesting that they were either 

associ*ted with the current iddeb out the channel, or that they collected 

in the topographic depression before the 'fill' sands were introduced. In 

the latter case they might have floated in to the environment from an 

appreciable distance. The occurrence of these fragments does not, therefore, 

suggest a continental souree for the fill sands, as proposed by Siever (1957) 

and Lossnks st Li (1960). 

Shelton (1967) has suggested that alluvial sands contain 'wood 

fragments' as opposed to the 'plant material' in barrier bars. It is difficult 
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to apply this criterion to the W.stp1$fl, because of the, problems of 

prnsrvation, and density of Carboniferous iioed. 

The cp1.te absence of shelly fauna is striking, but not 

necessarily significant. xwW tetures of an area of active sand 

deposition could be Myerse to the establishment of a 600=149 and, in 

ddltion, the preservation power of a porous sandstone is limited. 3usnn 

(1963) reported swine fossils frm the baa.. of Ch.sterian and Oan.vevian 

sandstones in Illinois, and a systematic search of their British analogues 

sight produce similar fjnd. Won-marine bivalves have been recorded from 

shal* beds in sheet sandstones in the Met Midlands which are the equivalents 

of the thick sandstone belts. 

8.8 (h) 	Upward Sequence 

The absence of wW exact analogue, in recent sediments, of the 

upward sequence of sedlisentary structures in the Coal Measures' sandstones, 

W  reflect error, arising from lateral variation, in the composite sequences. 

The  beet approximation, from massive or homogeneous to msdiue 

and wuM scale cross bedding in tidal bar., fl11  (1967), 1s probably 

genetically unacceptable because the lower wilt is formed by bioturbat ion. 

An exactly opposite sequence can be seen in the Meridian 5d (W.rmund 1965)9 

itsh likewise is supposed to be a tidal bar. Sequences in bars, given 

by Masters (1967) and Melee  and Sterrett (1961) 9  consist r. 	17 of 

cross-stvatifisation, usually ranging from concave-up to low-angle-planar 

forssets • An upward decrease in coast thickness has been noted by flail 

(1967) in offshore bars, and also by McTh,wsU (1960) and Rams et &1 (1962) 

from alluvial deposits. 
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The four categories of alluvial deposits listed by Bernard 

and Ka3or (1963)9 poor bedding, manus, scale cross bedding, horisontal 

14n*tior and snall scale cross bedding, were taken to show a vertical 

.sqscne. (Shelton 1967)  which is sioilar to the Coal Xessnres'sandstonei. 

However. &ination of the report of Psrnszd and Kajar's (1963) work showed 

that no such inference wes and. In the original paper. Pluvial faciss 

in the Socene delta in South-Zast Toms (Fisher and KsOo1z% 1969) contain 

vertical .equcnass of sedimentary structures tot-ally wt4kre  the W4946814 an 

sandstones. 

Although the upward ssqresnc. from -sive to flat 1fnat.d 

or bedded, in deltaic levee deposits, is ru-In4 scent of the Coal Keesur.s' 

sandstones, the sequence fros the Intimately associated channel-fill faoiss, 

fri silt-free cross beds to silty cross linations, has not been recorded. 

The interpretation of the upward sequence depends very much on 

the interpretation placed on each member s  especially in the case of 

homogeneous sand. In some cases the interpretations are open to doubt. 

Furth.reor., there are probloms of scale attached to arq comparison. For 

.wwap1., the tia1 bar described by Pail (1967) is only 12 fast thick, so 

that repetition would be required to build a sand body of the dla.nsions 

of the Coal Measures belts. Repetition would destroy ai significance in 

the sequence of internal structures. 

8.8 (1) 	Delta-front sands 

Of the five enviroiaents of modern sand deposition being 

considered in detail, delta-front sands have been omitted from the discussions 

of individual sedimentary structures, because the nature of the structures 

produced Is dependent on factors other than the hydrodynsaic envirorment. 
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In the Morse Delta, Ocakens (167) found that the difference in density 

between the ijcaing sediment-]Men water and the recipient body Of standing 

water was critical. Where the basin is marine the inec1ng water is less 

dense, 4iatevsr the ]oed carried, sod, therefore, tends to spread out over 

the surface of the standing water. 	Gradual mixing and settling gives 

rise to sediments of progressively finer grain sises at greater distance* 

from the math of the distributary. lkve awr&7 redistributes this 

material into coastal bars. Ibere the body of water is fresh or brackish, 

mixing occurs lediati]y in three dimensions with the discharge. The 

bediond is, therefore, deposited at the distributary mouth, the strew flow 

is blocked and the distributary shifts to a new sours.. 

Pluvi.rine conditions produce well-sorted isnds which are 

predominantly borisontally laminated. Scarce close 2inations are the 

product of isv. action. There is an abseno* of homogeneity in the none 

Delta (van Strsat.n 1959). Provided that the body of water is too sash 

to allow wave action to be generated, fliaviolacu.trins conditions produce 

a cross-laminated sediment of silt and mud. 

The Coal ).seurss contain predominantly a fresh or brackish 

fainia and only one marine band was present in the section tinter investigation. 

ven if a large body of standing water is postulated, it meat, therefore, 

be fresh or brackish and only rarely marine. There is apparently no 

Information regarding present day deltas being built into large bodies of 

fresh water, if Indeed such an .nvirorasnt is in existenco. Howsvsr, the 

Cretaceous Wealdon delta, which has been st.nsively studied by Allen 

(1948 9  1959)9 was evidently formed nM.r such conditions, and the sedimentary 

structures produced in the  delta slope and front deposits (Taylor 1962) can 

be tentatively set up as a yardstick against which to soaper. the Westtha1ian 

ssndstorws. 
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Taylor (1962) d.saribed an uwds regressive s.qinse of 

structures, in the Ashdown and Tunbridg. Wells sands, fr prsdc..tnantly 

flat bedded and ripplid with rare foresats, festoons and massive bids, 

to flat lsainst.d with ripples and aoi's en fores.ts and festoons. 

The ..qnsnse of structures in the sandstones of the Coal Xsasures, therefore, 

bears some similarity to that of the regressive undstones in the Wes.ldnn 

Delta, and a s411 depositional sn'vtroraent mW be proposed on the basis 

of this evidence. Howevar g  the Ashdown sandstone approaches shst-.foi 

geometry (cee sample distribution in Allen 1948) waike the WestI4I&I$fl 

belts. 

8.9 	 2rieptotion of 	 !t!ss 

The orientation of sedimentary structures may be stndied in 

relation to the long axie of the elongate sand body and the pslaeogeograj*iy. 

From the literature and on an a priori basis it in possible to construct 

conceptual models for both relationships in the depositional environments 

proposed. 

A river meandering in its alluvial p24n constructs fore -sets 

predominantly on the downstream side of its point bars (MiKe. 1939). 

Croon-stratification to also produced by the downstream migration of sand 

vs, idiish have crests approximately at right angles to the direction 

of flow (Jordan 1962). The distribution of orientations shou2, therefore, 

have a now sith-parsilsi to the a3do of the meander belt (but a.. Killing 

1968) and a variance roughly pi'opsz'tionel to the sinuosity of the thalwsg. 

This model is similar to tho.e given by Doty and ifubert (1962) and Allen 

(1965) for modern sands, and by Killing (1968) for W4st*sa1isn channels 

in Wales. 
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In a bar finger or delta distributary sedsi the man of the 

distribution will be parallel to the long axis of the aand body and the 

variance will be a function of the dwif slops and discharge. Fisk (1960) 

stated that "th. dip of the lamilse * o a 9  * * a P  * 9  exedlats gulfmrd fran the 

direction of flow in the distributary." In $ i441 " wodsi produced by 

Allen (1963) it  was suggested that l,$ of all the usasuissent. would tall 

b.tw.sn 340 wA Be on .s.h side of the man. 

Work by Keg" and 3t.rret (1961), Maters (1967), ftil (1967), 

11.garsiia (1965) and aar other., hae chowi that the orientations of arose-

strstific*tioa in longskore bars is, in gsnsrsl, oblique to the long axis 

of the sand body. wave refraction, by topographic 'highs', gives rue 

to breakers or shor.is.z4 dtv.st.d currents depending upon the depth of 

the obstacle. In both easee the result I. the movement of sediment 

across the bar axis. Shoreward dipping faresets usually have a aod.z'ate 

angle,  of inslinstion, but low angle p].ansr for.ssts, idiioh dip scaisid, 

can also be formed. Against this, Hoyt (1969) has suggested that most 

forseets dip .an*rd., ins].i*thig the.e of sed.2sta and high Inclination. 

The variance of the distribution will be a function of the 

angle atwhiah the waves lmqpdrge upon the shore and the effectiveness of 

the obstacle. In seat .h.lf sea. two sets of waves are en. The 

first set, of ra1 ar waves, ai'i.es in the direction of maxism fetch and 

the other, usually awob larger, in the direction of the main stoa path. 

The former give rise to thin and the latter to thick coast*. It follow., 

therefore, that the verianse will be proportional to the angle between 

the.e two sets of waves. 

Resent work by Soubelt (196$) suggested that a sinilar model 

can be used fOr tidal aird ridges, although most foresets tend to dip 

towards open water. An earlier model proposed by Allen (1963)9 that the 
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orientation of structures is parallel to the tidal flow s  suet probably 

be discarded, a]thoi it has  recently  been restated by Melton (1967). 

!Iftfl seals strust*zr.s. orientated *xslMl to the ridge =wU# have 

been shown to be forasd by the topogreats localization of flow in the 

troughs (Bell 1967). 

Crou-.stratification sin be produced in delta-front M1$ in 

a fluviolasustrirus enviroisnt. The forseets dip offshore aid, thsr.fOre, 

obliqus37 to the long axis of the sand body (Oc.ksn. 1967). Cross-

1'ir*tion in tluvimz'ins delta-front aftido in the Wilsex Group In T=m 

s described as *multidirectional" by Fisher and )I*Ooisn (1969). Pbr 

the  reasons discussed in section (8.0 (i)) the 13*v1olaeuatrins model 

isa used in the following study. 

The six sodsis, including the two bar variants, are smaris.d 

in figure (8.9.1). 

Before proceeding tuather it should be rioted that there are 

three pcus.ibls sources of error in the ocupsriaon of the eoric.ptusl models 

with the actual data. In the first case, urice tw etruetures will not 

have the savis "preservation potential" (Allen 1967) the actual distribution 

could be skewed ocspsrsd to its correct theoretical counterpart. 8eoozI1y, 

although the ample isa ztMcs in that it isa located by exposure, it is 

possible that it could have been biased by its restrietion to the strip 

of outcrop. Finally, the saap]as of s.disentary strictures and belt 

orientations have been tiaw* from different parent populations within the 

samp3lim universe; the reason was the dearth of outcrop and the inability 

to handle greater quantities of subsurface data of increasingly lower standard. 

However, oc.psri.on of figure (8.9.2) with figure (8.64) 9  suggests that the 

sagnitude of the error will be a's11 . 
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a) total sedimentary structure data 

- 	-li 	 i v-' 	 \ 	( 	 \ vector mean = x = tan .. v-' n 1 .sin x1  / jn 1 .cos x ' = 180 - 80; O = 950 1  
variance = 	(i / (n-1)).(f1.(x1 - _.) 2) = 6750 

F0 = 10800, 2 = 1.6 

therefore F(8,11) = 2.95 > F0  
05 

and distribution is not significantly non-uniform, 

b) principal rriode of sedimentary structure data 

vector mean = 1000 	; 	variance = 1124 	F0 = 9.6 

therefore F 05(8,8) = 3.4 < Po 

and the distribution is significantly non-uniform. 

orientation of sandstone belt axes 

vector mean = 650 	variance = 1284 
	

F0 = 8.4 

therefore F 05(8,5) = 4.82 < F0  

and the distribution Is significantly non-uniform. 



a) Ungrouped data 

class limits axis frequency structure frequency 

0 t 	29 5 2 

30 to 	59 11 6 

60 to 	89 12 20 

90to119 2 32 
120 to 149 2 12 

150to180 1 4 

U 	20.49 > X205 () 	= 11.07 

b) Grouped data 

class limits 	axis frequency 	structure frequency 

	

0 t 59 	 16 	 8 

	

6o to 89 	 12 	 28 

	

90to180 	 5 	 48 

U = 17.98 > X205 (2) = 5.99 

Table(8.9.4) Analysis to test the null hypothesis that orient-

ation and sample, belt axes and minor internal 

structures, are Independent. 



TM mean ',setor of ori.ntatioii$ of .sdlasiatsry .tr'atures (95 °) 

annot be accepted because the isrisnes of the distribution is not 

•ignificantly different rrm the qxpwted islus if it wrs wiifome; 

table (8.9.3). Tbw prineipsi node has an aceeptabis vector now of les 

iihioh is appreciably different frm that of the izndsd belt orientation 

data, of 650. 

Cbiu.q%lsrs tests, tab]. (8.9.4)9 dww  that in grouped and  

ungrouped data, there is a significant difference, at the 5% lw,.1, betwon  

the  two scaptes. Tb. afluvisi and deitsie bar ftzsr models nuct, therefore, 

be rejected because of the difference in orientationS of belt am and 

sedimentary ,triuturss. Of the three rsesining model., the tidal ridge 

and d.1tsfroflt asr*i an lecs likely because their principal modes point 

&w@7  from the  nearest lsnass. A barrier or offibors bar nods] is thus 

.uggssted by this line of inquiry. 

8.10 	 3ri of ConolusiOM 

Only a rev of the aa s.disenta7 .trustures have PMVsd to 

have aa envircRentsl significance, and none of these can be taken as 

conclusive • The strongest vidsnce refers to ascocistions of .truetWsa 

and operates with a negative sense. 

The abssmee of trO .0..tritif10atj°n is argaent against 

an  alluVial origin, V*L sIpSCi5117 s braided river systm. DO481S5' (1962) 

.yidrcae, of f..toonl and planar eroa._.trstifioatiOfl With 
isshouts, cannot 

be applied. concurring, although 1..m reliable evidence, in the presence 

of asynuetrical, probably o.s111.tion,  ripç]es. 	
5411ai']3, the ocn 

thick beirig in soasts, d,bars a delta distributu7 origin. 
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In a positive sense, slightly discordant planer for. sets have 

been reported Zrom alluvial plains and barrier bars. However, in the Coal 

Measures sandstones they tend to dip In the opposite direction to foresets 

of higher discordance, therefore favouring a bar nodel. 

Considering the  type and frequency of minor internal structures, 

there is a tentative suggestion that the sandstones could have originated in 

a beach or a bar typo invirorasnt. C*z1sona with modern delta-front 

sends, which potentially can exhibit a wide range of ..diasntary structures, 

are favourable and the W.aldou analogy is informative. The orientations 

of the sedimentary structures enhances the barrier bar hypothesis but dos 

not favour the delta-front, or coastal barrier send model. 

No sedinentological aphorism has been derived from this study  

but the evidence from the s.dla.ntary structures, and especially their 

orientations, points more consistently to a barrier bar model than axq of 

the remaining four categories. Fro. this study it has bscc.e clear that 

a much more rigorous technique is required for the study of modern and 

ancient sends, linking gloss geometry with the nature and orientation, of 

minor Internal structures, grouped according to such characteristics as 

thickness or discordance. 

8.11 	 Kineak= and texture 

)Ilnsrslogisal]y the Coal Measures sandstone, are simple-
According to P.ttijohn's classification all the samples were f.hapsthic 

greywsohee, although analogues from Datsm (Clarke 1963) and Northumberland 

(Jones 1955) have been described as orthoqusrtsites. The contreditton 

arises ftvn the interpretation of the saoiwit of matrix, which consists of 

clay siced material and limonite. The soarge fraction is po'edcsinsnt]y 
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quarts and felspar, with rare reek fr.ments, mainly clusters of quarts 

grains, bundles of mica flakes and grains of 11onit., same of which are 

probably diag.nstic. 

Lp*'or1&te quantitative diffractoastry was used to estimate 

the f.lspsr to quarts ratio of the whole rook. The ratio of peak heights, 

measured at 2$ 28°  and 42,0,  me ec.p.t.d for the ssaplss and a iynth.tic 

standard (Dorf  1969) containing equal amounts of quarts and f.1.psr 

(aye st &1 1960). From this data a conversion factor iss ecupltd and 

used to convert ratios of peak heights to ratios of concentrations. The 

factors and results are shown in table (e.ii.i). Modal counts of the 

coarse fraction in thin section show mush higher quarts felspar ratios, 

indicating that the matrix must contain mush fins pained, possibly 

degraded felspar. 

Diffrsctc.et.r techniques used to identify aonclii.ialie 

spssla.ns of felspar, cannot easily be applied to sedimentary rooks where 

many species ma be present. For the @Me reason statistical optical 

techniques used to identify plagioclases tend to be ambiguous. Probable 

optical identifications of 
Or 

 thrc1ase, ml*roc~lne and u.nidins re mede 

in thin section. Plagioclass measuraments suggested compositions in the 

rane albite to oligoc las.. Most omples contained seas albit.. 

The most abundant detrital heavy minerals ware picked out on 

the diffractosst.r tree., and shown to be groan with rutile and anatas.. 

Zircons seen in thin section were often .ubsdral with rounded corners, and 

did not gem to have suffered extensive attrition. 

The feispers  and heavy minerals indicate a aimed source, but 

the 'hap@ of the  sirsons suggests that these MW not be second cycle 

sandstones. 
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Sample 
	

Horizon 
	

Felspar / Quartz ratio 

Top Hard Rock 

Top Hard. Rock 

Tupton Rock 

Tupton Rock 

Mainbright Rock 

Mainbright Rock 

above High Hazies coal 

0.14 ) 
0.12 

0.09 ) 

0.14 ) 
) 0.13 

0.12 3 

0.001 
0.03 

0.05 , 

0.07 

[t1 

F' 

TF4 

TF3 

Dl 

Ii 

02 

[Felsparl 	Peak height (20 = 28) °  
I 	I  
[ Quartz] 	Peak height (20 = 42.4)° 	

xO.1 

Table(8.11.1) Conversion factor between peak height (on the 

diffractometer trace) ratio and concentration 

ratio ; results from the East Midlands Coal-

field. 



3 

..j 

5 	 6 

I FA 

4 

7 

0 
8 9 

long 

contact 	sutured 

Concavo Convex 

triangle intergrowth 

embayrnent by matrix 

elongation 

euhedra 

1,2,3,7 
1,6,7 

2,4,5 

1,3 
all, notahI i 9 

9 

early 1,2,3,6 late 8 

El quartz 

9 quartzite 

J felspar • quartz late growth 

Flgure(8.11.2) Grain clusters illustrating the diagenetic history 
of Coal Measures sandstones. All sections x 50 
magnification. Samples from the Roof Soft, Tupton 
and Deep Hard Rocks. 



The shape of the quarts grains, typically angular or sshangular, 

doss not have air significance with regards to the depositional envirorasnt 

because they hair,  is1ergons ecmplsz diag.netic alterations. Applying the 

terminology of Taylor (1950) and the concepts of Dapples (1967) 9  the grain 

contacts, shoim in figure (6.11.2) 9  suggest that the rook has undergone 

the diagsnstic stages listed below. 

Growth of quarts grains in optical continuity, to give idicenrthic 

grains with long contacts and triangular  int.rgrowths, was aoconp1ish.d so 

that the original grain boundaries were obscured. 

Pressure solution of quarts grains gave rise to sutured and concave-

-convex contacts between grains, and the anbayment of grains by the matrix. 

Some lnt.rgrsnvlar precipitation of quarts may have been associated with 

pressure solution. flongation, j*rall.1 to the bedding, was created by 

pressure solution of quarts grains at contacts with the clay  matrix. 

Solution was most pronounced at the top and be" of each grain (Heald 1955, 

1956). 

A later stage of cyntaxial growth, enclosed and gmetines forsed euh.dru. 

Many of the irregular patches of quarts in the matrix may have been foraed 

during this stag.. 

The general lack of dust-rings, idtisb would define the original 

detrital grains, admits the possibility that the ethedrs say not be authig.nic. 

Ibwever, the ncabrsd.d nature of most triangular facets suggests that the 

grains are not individualll second cycle (Ojckaxiages 1963). On  the other 

hand, the suggestion of large, partly dsgrsd.d, clusters of grain., see 

figure (6.11.2) 9  Implies that the first stage ma not have occurred within 

the body of the present parent rock. 

Sue analyst, by sieving was dons on nineteen samples only. 

The results are shown in table (6.11.3). The average seen grain else, 
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Source Structures Geometry N 

Top Hard Rock c f with r sheet form 2 
Top Hard Rock c f no r of 	of 

 6 

Top Hard Rock in t be 	of 8 
Top Hard Rock c 1 to 	it 9 
Top Hard Rock c f with 1 to 	of 17 
Top Hard Rock x f " 18 

Deep Hard Rock x f belt axis 3 
Deep Hard Rock in t belt flank 10 
Deep Hard Rook m t belt flank 11 

Tupton Rock in t belt flank 12 
Tupton Rock in t belt flank 13 

Dunsil Rock c f with r ? 1 
Dunsli Rock in t ? 7 

Clay Cross Soft Rook c f with x 1 thin pod 4 
Clay Cross Soft Rook c f with c 1 thin pod 5 

High Hazies Rock x f 14 

1st. Eli Rock x f ? 20 

Crawshaw Sandstone m t 16 
Crawshaw Sandstone x f ? 15 

o conformable ; x cross-stratified ; r ripples ; 
in massive ; 1 laminated ; f flaggy bedded ; t thick 

Tabie(8.11.3) Data from the East Midlands Coalfield. 



moment measures Trask measures Doeglas indices % 

N M m St sk 'kt ST 5K Md 1 25 50 75 99 

2 0.054 4.2 1.56 0.41 1.61 1.32 0.86 0.082 3 4 4 5 7 

6 0.067 3.9 1.57 0.57 2.04 1.36 0.88 0.093 3 4 4 4 7 

8 0.102 3.3 1.71 0.53 2.69 1.28 0.97 0.112 2 3 4 4 7 

9 0.063 4.0 1.59 0.70 2.36 1.38 0.90 0.090 3 4 4 4 9 
17 0.067 3.9 1.62 0.64 2.42 1.35 0.88 0.095 3 4 4 4 8 

18 0.083 3.6 1.64 0.69 1.85 1.44 0.83 0.114 3 3 4 4 7 

3 0.083 3.6 2.11 0.30 1.02 1.48 0.94 0.096 2 3 4 4 10 

10 0.077 3.7 1,74 0.80 2.64 1.29 0.95 0.101 3 3 4 4 8 

11 0.058 4.1 1.61 0.77 2.55 1.33 0.69 0.099 3 4 4 5 8 

12 0.109 3.2 1.73 0.92 3.65 1.28 0.88 0.150 2 3 3 4 8 

13 0.112 3.1 2.29 0.78 2.13 1.46 0.75 0.205 2 2 3 3 9 

1 0.067 3.9 1.78 0.39 1.25 1.40 0.99 0.076 3 4 4 5 8 

7 0.063 4.0 1.69 0.73 2.37 1.32 0.77 0.118 3 3 4 4 7 

4 0.088 3.5 1.91 0.51 1.34 1.50 0.97 0.087 2 3 4 5 10 

5 0.109 3.2 1.54 1.13 6.16 1.29 0.97 0.149 3 3 3 4 10 

14 0.083 3.6 2.05 0.63 1.76 1.36 0.89 0.113 2 3 3 4 9 

20 0.088 3.5 1.63 0.92 3.68 1.22 0.91 0.139 2 3 3 4 7 

16 0.134 2.9 1.47 1.29 8.47 1.18 0.95 0.167 2 3 3 3 8 

15 0.218 2.2 1.74 1.08 6.51 1.27 1.09 0.280 1 2 2 3 8 

a 0.081 3.7 1.76 0.67 2.44 1.36 0.88 0.114 

N reference number ; 	M mean, mm. ; 	m mean, phi 
; 

st, ST 	standard deviation ; 	sk, SK skewness 	; 
kt kurtosis 

; 
Md median, mm. ; 	a average 

Table (8. 11.3) 



To discrim.nate between groups with different sedimentary 

structures :- 

cross—stratified vvs. homogeneous samples 

D= —1.29.rn - 3.09.st + 2.43.sk - 1.82.k -t 

F= 0.21 < P01(4,5) = 3.52 and <P 05 (4,5) = 5.19 

To discriminate between groups from different sandstone 

bodies :- 

Top Hard Rock vvs. Deep Hard Rock samples 

D— —20.24.m - 73.05.st - 27.36.sk - 5.01.k -t 

F= 4.31 > F01(4,4) = 4.11 but < F 05 (4,4) = 6.39 

Table(8.11.4) Discriminant function analysis amongst groups from 
the Coal Measures' data. N.B. since the number of 

samples is about the same as the number of variates, 

separations which arise may not be justifiable. 

D discriminant function value ; in mean grain size 

in phi units ; st standard deviation ; ek moment 
skewness ; kt moment kurtosis. 



.oc.liing the  two szolples frm the Crawahaw Sarititons, usa 0.081 am. 

The pcat..t sean sue, 0.112 an., and the ..a11..t, 0.054 an., show 

that on Wentworths seals most ample* S$11 into the fins sand group and 

the rest are coarse silts. 

The asdian grain ate. use greater than the wean for all 

plea. 	The cause us. positive *simess. The average Track sorting 

coefficient was +1.45 and the -sent equivalent +1.76. In gsn,rsl tore's 

the.w r.g1ts show that was the soar.e fraction is well sorted, the  usad 

as a iáiole is poorly sorted. Tbo 	rit and Trask skewness mines, 0.67 

and o.ae re.p..tive]jr, show that the aIersg. distribution has an .xten.ive 

fins tail. 

Together the.e results indicate that the sands now consist of 

two distinct cpon.nts, a well sorted soars* fraction and a neddy matrix. 

This conclusion is sarie.d by the ]aj*.okintisity of all the .sapLes. 

Diseriwinant function ansl7.is was used to show that, at the 

10% level of significance, whsreaa groups of esapiss with different minor 

internal strnuturos had the was use distributions, the.e fran different 

sandstones did not; table (8.32.4). Son'se is, therefore, a more laport..nt 

factor than Iqdrodynio environsent. The usapiss used were ve17 sail 

and no great reliance can be placed on this calculation. 

U.S.A. grain use data from bodies of known geometry, was 

compiled, table (.]L5), and the geo..tris groups, 'sh..t' and tohajinel, 

were compared with each other and with the Coal. X.a.ur.s' data, table (J1.6). 

A3tho mm of the sources of erzir, discussed below,  will operat* in the 

sew, direction in a comparison of weight per sent, siev, data of predomiisnt]y 

Carboniferous sandstone., the geological implications most be treated with 

car. • Finthsr.or., the results may not be statistically a.snirtgful since 
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Source 	 Geometry 	 N 

Anvil Rock Saidstone sheet F 
Mississippian sandstones all sheets K 
Degonia Sandstone sheet M 
Caseyville Sandstone sheet N 

Trivoll Sandstone (finer) belt (channel) A 
Trivoli Sandstone (coarser) belt (channel axis) B 
Inglefield Sandstone belt (channel fill) C 
Pleasantvjew Sandstone belt (channel fill) D 
An Oligocene Sandstone belt (delta plain) E 
Anvil Rock Sandstone channel G 
Matoon Sandstone channel H 
Vermjljonvjlle Sandstone channel i 
Paizo Sandstone belt J 
Mississippian sandstones all elongate L 

F 	Hopkins (1958) average of 15 
K 	Potter (1963) average of 7 
M 	Biggs et al (1955) 1 sample 
N 	Biggs et al (1955) average of 3 
A 	Andresen (1961) average of 5 
B 	Andresen (1961) average of 15 
C 	Andresen (1961) average of 3 
D 	Husnak (1957) "typical" 
E 	Nanz (1954) "average" 
G 	Hopkins (1958) average of 30 
H 	Bradbury et a). (1962) 1 sample 
I 	Bradbury et a). (1962) 1 sample 
J 	Bradbury et a). (1962) 1 sample 
L 	Potter (1963) average of 9 

Table (8 11. 5) 



moment measures Trask measures Doegla5 indices % 

N M in st sk kt ST 5K Md' 1 25 50 75 99 

F 0.072 34 1.60 0.82 3.02 1.81 0.86 0.137 1 2 3 4 10 

K 0.134 2.9 2.28 0.80 2.58 1.36 0.84 0.131 2 3 3 4 9 

M 0.095 3.4 2.32 0.81 2.56 1.32 1.06 0.106 2 3 4 4 7 

N 0.077 3.7 1.69 0.67 2.34 1.23 1.08 0.161 2 3 3 3 9 

A 0.095 3.4 2.06 0.73 2.53 1.36 0.82 0.102 3 3 4 4 8 

B 0.081 3.6 2.46 2.83 0.01 1.31 0.92 0.192 1 3 3 3 9 

C 0.137 2.9 2.11 0.84 3.16 1.43 0.96 0.200 1 3 3 3 9 

D 0.104 3.3 1.99 0.79 2.89 1.29 0.88 0.085 3 4 4 5 9 

E 0.081 3.6 2.16 0.53 1.33 1.43 0.75 0.170 2 3 3 4 9 

G 0.105 3.3 2.15 0.75 2.64 1.38 0.86 0.281 2 2 2 3 9 

H 0.085 3.6 1.71 073 3.23 1.46 0.77 0.215 2 2 3 3 9 

I 0.192 2.4 1.59 0.13 0.55 1.63 0.85 0.122 2 3 4 4 10 

J 0.097 3.4 1.68 0.52 2.35 1.51 0.80 0.179 2 3 3 4 9 

L 0.152 2.7 1.53 0.79 6.18 1.33 0.94 0.178 2 3 3 4 5 

N reference symbol 
M mean, mm. 

in mean, phi 
st, ST standard deviation 

sk, SK skewness 

kt kurtosis 

Md median, mm. 

Table (8. 11. 5) 



To discriminate between U.S.A. sheet and channel groups. 

D = 1.95.m + 1.17.st - 0.93.sk + 0.17.kt 

F = 0.33 < P01 (4 19) = 2.69 and < F 05 (4,9) = 3.63 

To discriminate between U.S.A. channel and total East Midlands 

Coal:fi.eld groups. 

D = —2.68.in + 2.21.et + 0.53.sk - 0.42.kt 

F = 2.41 > F0. i(4,24) = 2.33 but < F 05 (4,24) = 2.78 

To discriminate between U.S.A. sheet and total East Midlands 

Coalfield groups. 

D 	1.52.m + 5.58.st + 6.74.sk - 0.38.kt 

F = 1.16 < F01(4,18) = 2.29 and <F 05(4918) = 2.93 

Table(8.11.6) Discriminant function analysis between U.S.A. and 

British groups. 

D discriminant function value ; m mean grain size 
in phi units ; st standard deviation ; sk moment 

skewness ; kt moment kurtosis. 
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the variables should be nor1y distributed. It wes net possible to 

test for noZl 4t7 b..a,use of the mmll sis* of the sples. According 

to Clarke (1957), a.s$ions or neneslity, nesseesry for conveniently 

small seaplas, are unlie3y to caus, error *ieb is technically significant. 

The data we, therefore, assd to be normal, although the hiatogrssa shoisi 

in figure (8.11.?), do not always an  this. 

The results, tabulated in table (8.11.6) 9  suggest that *fl-e, 

at the 10 level, the American 'sheet' and 'sbane.lt p'oups are not different, 

the Coil K.a.ure group is significantly different frc. the American teharamll  

MA yet similar  to  the  vdwgti group. POtter's (1963) interpretation of 

sendatonss as sarins regressive aid 'channel' as alluvial cut aid 

fill, tentatively suggests that the grain Si.. data and apparent gzou 

gsc.t17 are contradictory. However, there  are  m&:W possible d.s of 

origin for belt sandstones. 

It is  inpossibis to extrapolate backwards in time from the 

present to past effective ala, distributions. The principal reasons are 

listed in table (8.11.8). however, the errors, apart from maponderablaa, 

all tend to work in the asse direction so that the present moment measures, 

based on a jd seal., will all be larger than their counterparts in the 

original sediment. A confirmatory mmple is given by Chappell (1967) 

who described the shewnesm of beach aids increasing from -1 9  to 0 9  to +19  

from the Recent to the Upper and Lover Fljtooens of a restricted area. 

The principal tutor is the ov.rim$iaais of the fin. tail-

Comparison with recant work (for mumpla ,  Friedman (1967)) an present day 

sands is, therefore, totally ambiguana g  when the whole distribution is 

considered. hDvevwr, mush lass error is Involved if only the central 

part of the distribution is used, as for spls by Douglas (1968) who.. 



a) Mechanical Errors 

1) grain clusters ; incomplete disaggregation 

grain fracture 

variable sieve mesh size and shape 

effect of grain shape on ability to pass a sieve 
effect of authigenic limonite , in the matrix and as 

a coating on grains, on weight % measurements. 

b) Errors Arising During Diagenesis 

1) Peispars preferentially and extensively degraded ; 

original size distribution may have been different 

from that of the quartz grains. 

solution of, and growth on, detrital grains 

authigenic grains 

c) i-ponderable Theoretical Errors 

1) aggradation state of clay fraction at time of deposition 

is unknown 
physical and chemical state of depositing medium is 

unknown ; eg. therefore, thickness of clay adsorbed 

water layers is unknown. 
effect of 1) and ii) on viscosity and, therefore, on 

the size distribution of the coarse fraction. 

Table(8.11.8) Some possible sources of error in the interpretation 

of the grain size distributions of sandstones. 



three figure indices (Q1 i Kid i Q3) are wide enough to take up auch of the 

error arising during diagenssis and lithifleation. No Coal Xessurse 

sandstone has an index ithish falls in an exclusively river sand oatsgory, 

ith.reas all ssimples with a median index of 4 correspond with a group 

containing shallow asrine, tidal flat, lagoon and bsy and deeper marine 

and. Deeglas states "..... 344, We 4550 556 0  indices, the series 

would be coastal marine." 

The arrore listed in table (8.11.8) should not greatly alter 

vW original variation in mean grain sice upwards throu& a saxalstone body. 

Four of the nodu'n g.castrioal nod.ls, alluvial pain, barrier bar, delta-

front sand and distributary bar finger, are supposed to show significant 

variations in grain sic, in vertical section. Allen (1964) said that the 

fining upwards characteristic of alluvial sediments was fundamental. 

However, Fisher and NeOosmn (1968) found that some fluvio-deltaic unistonw 

bodies do not fin. upwards. Hs1rs and delta-front sands tend to eoareen 

upwards (Sabin. 1q63, Berg and Davies 1968 1  Ocakens 1967). 	This feature 

Is ps'odnced by vertical growth which accentuates shoaling and, therefore, 

may not be ubiquitous. The downward increase in silt content in bar finger 

and mouth bar sands, as described by Fisk (i%i), gives rise to an overall 

upward increase in grain size. 

The.e criteria bays been applied to ancient sand deposits by 

Hans (1954). Although Potter (1963) eosalnd.d that the 	oiabbi.d 

data indicate that elongate sand bodies become finer upward.", when 

considering the Carboniferous of Illinois, Kosanke 	(1960) had already 

decided that "....• the tmiform taxturs, sorting and bedding throughout 

considerable thickness of sandstone suggest wins s.dinntation rather 

than strssa deposition", in a study of the Pennsylvanian of the 	e State. 
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SlaiLar]y, Dss (1936) recorded no vertical variation in grain sin. in 

.bo.strings rrca the Carboniferous of Xans&s. 

Maxim= cii.* of quarts grains, measured in thin section frca 

sarples collected at th e  lo.aliti.s used to empowd the vertical sections 

shown in table. (8.6.1) and (8.6.2) 9  do not show a1W simple trend. R%uwY'iJ', 

in terra of the  frequency of int.rb.dding of silt or and with sind, aaz 

of the bodies, recorded in resent borehole., tend to fins upsrda in their 

thickest parts. The data shown in table (A,U.9) 9  me used in an analysis 

of variance, table (A.ii.io), to test the hypothesis  that fining-up*rds 

sandstones are thicker than non-fining,--upwards. The result shows that 

there is a marked difference at all leysis of significance. 

The simple  allusion to an alluvial origin is ecapliosted by 

the complex fining characteristics of the  flanks of the rain belt. The 

bar or barrier bar and distributary sod.ls are mfs,oiusb]e Idm considered 

from this standpoint. 

If, in conclusion, any confidence can be bad in lnf.r.ne* frea 

grain sirs analysis, ocmrison with ancient azalogn.s suggests that the 

Coal. Measure Sandstones are rarins regressive, and with sodern sands that 

they  mw 	marine. Tb. fining .buacteristics, in t.rns of raziama 

grain sir., bear .ompsri.on with ancient offshore bars (ass 1936) but their 

uniformity iontrasts with modern bars, and also delta-front sands, 1hiGh 

tend to coarsen upwards. 
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Fining 	 Underlying 
Borehole 	Characteristic 
	

Thickness 	Separation from 	coal 

68203 fud 137 0 RS 
c(s) 11 0.6 DH 

67406 fu 22 0.5 RS 
fd 24 1.5 DH 
c(s) 13 0.5 DHR 
fd 16 4 Pk 
c(ss) 10 4 Ok 
fu 54 7 T 

65301 fu 31 0.1 RS 
c(s) 15 5 DS 
fud 17 0.6 DH 
fd 19 16 Pk 
fu 98 0 T 

65103 fud 6 0.3 RS 
fc 14 10 DS 
fud 12 12 Pk 
c(ss) 112 0 T 

57302 c(ss) 8 13 DS 
c(ss) 5 6 DHR 
c(ss) 11 18 DH 
8/88 22 9 Pk 
fud 37 31 T 

78301 fc 21 0 RS 
fd 56 12 DH 
c(ss) 22 0 Pk 

68201 fu 100 0 RS 
69401 fud 87 63 RS 

fu 76 0 Pk 
fd 13 7 P2 
fd. 12 6 TRf 
fu 21 5 Tq 

69201 fd 15 21 DS 
fe 106 0 Pk 
fd 13 5 Th 

65102 fd 10 3 BnR 
fud 16 0.5 TS 
s/ss 15 11 RS 
fud 9 14 Pk 

68302 fu 14 24 Ch 
fu 15 16 DS 
fu 114 0 Pk 
fud 36 11 Th 

77103 ±'ud 8 2 TS 
fd 6 19 RS 
c(s) 23 0 DHR 
fud 9 3 DH 
fu 28 0 Pk 
fd 95 8 T 

Table (8 . 11.9 ) 



Fining Underlying 

Borehole Characteristic Thickness Separation from 	coal 

68402 fd 32 2 RS 
fu 140 0 Pk 
fd 11 0 TRf? 

68101 fud 12 4 TS 
fud 62 0 R3 
fud 15 2 DffR 
fud 21 0 DH 
c(ss) 25 7 Pk 
fd 16 3 T 

64401 fu 118 0 T 
64201 fd 13 5 TS 

fd 20 2 RS 
fud 16 14 DS 
fud 22 2 P2 
c(s) 18 0.5 T 

63307 fd 16 B1R 
fd 15 0.5 DS 
fd 16 3 DH 
fd 26 8 Pk 
fud 15 2 P2 
fud 47 0 T 

68304 fu 50 3 RS 
c(s) 25 21 Pk 

67202 fud 9 2 TS 
fud 27 3 R3 
fud 20 4 DH 
fd 48 1 Pk 

67404 fud 26 4 RS 
s/se 74 0 DH 
fd 33 0 Pk 
fd 30 2 Ok 

Table(8.11.9) Pining characteristics of Coal Measures' sand- 

stones, 

fu 
fd 
fud 
fc 
O(S) 
c(ss) 
s/se 

from recent data. 

fining upwards 
fining downwards 
fining upwards and downwards 
fining centrally 
constant grain size, siltstone 
constant grain size, sandstone 
interbedded or interlaminated 
slltstone and sandstone 



Source 	 SS 	d±' 	MS 	F 

Between Groups 	17525 	1 	17525 	19.6 

Within Groups 	29443 	33 	892 

Total 	 46968 	34 

F = 19.6 > F 05 (1,33) = 4.11 

Table(8.11.10) Analysis of variance among thicknesses of 

sandstones which do and do not fine up-

wards. 

SS sum of squares 

df degrees of freedom 

MS mean square 



8.12 	 $y'nth.st. 

The characteristics of the Coal Wsassres sandstones have been 

collated with modern ..dla.iits. Othsr ancient sssdatonss have also been 

consider" but th. Resent cspsriaons baye been tal't" to be of overriding 

1*portan... £ stidy of the grow gstry produced the most w*ifi.d set 

of results; nons flveursd an alluvial or bar finger origin and  all suggested 

deposition as barrier bare. 	ii*tion of the  iatsrcal strneturss 1a'oth*ed 

more ambiguous results because most of the 	plea considered could be 

prod ad in av7 of the g.csstrieal models under consideration. However, 

the oo.xistenc. of low angle planar foressts, oscillation ripples, 

honegeneous b.ing, common hoz'iaontal lamination and bedding, and the absence 

of trough .yo.s-.tz'atifisation, use taken to suggest, but not prow., that 

the Coal Measanst sandstones were deposited as barrier bare or delta-front 

sands. Comparison of the measured orientations of the minor internal 

strustures with .one.pt.usl models for each  of  the five categories, aboved that 

only on., the barrier or offioz's bar, urns statistically acceptable. 

Diagenetie spUcations were found to rule out the pognibilit7 of azq concrete 

infer.nes fram textual studies. 

Tb. implications of ocapariaon. with Beirut sediments have been 

eondsnssd into table (8.12.1). On a simple for and spinet basis the 

evidrues,  points to formation as barrier or offshore bare. This conclusion 

would be enhanced if the more ambiguous arguments from analogy, sono.rning 

the internal gecastr3r, were less heavily welted. 

Thero is no overall baekground of previous umrk .p1nst duich 

these conclusions can be assessed. Apart from cys1icit (... Duff ot &1 1967) 

and se.. regional and general studies (for .pl. ?ran 19549  Clark. 19639 
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Sandstone characteristics 
	 F 	A 	D 	B 	T 

Sedimentary structures:- 

moderate angle, concave up fore-
sets in planar cosets. 
trough cross-stratification 
low angle planar foresets in 
planar cosets. 
thin bedding 
thick bedding 
conformable bedding & .lamination 
homogeneous bedding 
flaser bedding 
wave ripples 
current ripples 
erosional phenomena, washouts 
conglomerates etc. 
plant debris 
shelly fauna 
upward sequence of structures 
orientation of structures 

Gross geometry:- 

1) orientation of belts relative 
to nearest shoreline 
pattern of belt axes 
discontinuity 
thinning characteristics 

o 	- o o 
? 

o - 
? 

- 
? 	? - 

© 
© © 

© 
© 

© o o ? 
© 	? ? 
- 	- - 0 

- 	0 	© 	0 

0 	0 	@- 

0 	- 	© 	© 

Texture 

1) vertical variation in grain size 	o 	- 	- 	? 
vertical Increase in % silt 	- 	0 	- 	- 
grain size parameters 	 ? 
grain shape 	 ? 	? 	? 

Table(8.12.1) Synthesis of the evidence connecting the Goal 

Measures' sandstones with modern environments 

which produce elongate sand bodies. 

F delta front ; A alluvial plain ; D delta 

distributary ; B barrier or offshore bar ; T 

tidal ridge ; © for ; - against ; o equivocal , 

? insufficient modern data. 



eylv.at.r - 'sd1.7 and lord 1968, Kurshipon aM W..toU 1968, Coalfis3d 

Xmoipg of  the  Osological 8urvs) the detailed s.dlaentolog of the Psnnins 

Basin hs been n.gl.oted. Rssent], hoqisvsz', I114 Qitt(]965, 1968, 3969) 

ha. investigated this aspect of the Coal Xessurs in depth' Careful 

analysis into IL) sedlasntary fasiss has 1.d =1ott (196$ figure (4), 1969) 

to an 1nt.r'.tstiors in t.s of distributaries. The sandstone belts 

mentioned by, TIltett (the Tu$on (1968 figure (1) ), High Hales and Top 

)rd Roeki (1969 figures (394) ) ) all  trend crth-st along Usw presimed 

depositionsl strike, and thus Uss diff.rnce of opinion .lserly do not irise 

fyca insonsistenoiss in the Coal Xessur..' data. 

Clark. (1963) made the unsubstantiated statement that uidatons 

body elongition is in the "direction of cross-strata", aid, therefore, 

unjustifiably  used an alluvial model th.roaftsr in his paper. This stidy 

referred to the Norther'1ard and Dwbm CoalfisId, idisre earlier work by 

Jones (1955) tiM alry diusm that all the send bodies con.idei.d were 

elongate,  in a direction oblique, and in some cases orthogonal, to that 

of the oro..-stratifio$tion. 

That ther. are almost as uei ypothssis as stidis, is a 

rsflaotion upon the .omplerrity of W.stisllen geology, ukieb wW be in 

turn a symptom of the  large  mount of available data opsrsd to other 

stems and Stages. 

It is not.worUUr that the asidetonse of the East )(idlards 

CoilfisId can almost be considered copies of shoestrings in the Cherokee 

sau of the  P. mlve 4 n of lanes. (ass. 1936). $ini1i.jtr but not 

aongrusnoe of gross gstry is supplemented by the correspoMinos in 

type and orientation of the minor internal strnetur.s. Is.s (1936) conclusion 

that the shoestrings were formed as barrier bars is illustrated by his 

p]aoogeograhio reconstruetion, figure (8.12.2). 
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Figure(8.12.2) A palaeogeographlc reconstruction of barrier 

bar sandstone bodies ; from Bass(1936). 
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8. 13 	 Problems In Acceyting  &eis Conclusions 

It is difficult to reconcile the OhiXsct4TiStieI of Coil Xsssuz'.s 

s.dia.nta with the hypothesis that the sandstones were fot'usd as barrier 

bare, sin.e sneb structures typically divide aaz4ns and ].agoonal snvirorsnt.. 

The restriction of asrine fi* in the C.t_ii. and )kidiolu'is Zones to a 

single bsM .gs.ts that any body of standing water imld have bun fresh 

or brackish • The lack of ..stzy of the ncn-artne fasna about the belt 

au., th.r.fore, doss net jw.a.nt a ina.psrsbls js'obls, but lithologleal 

.,...atx7, in all exmeo thickness, eS?It siaply be mqgaimed by uniform 

•I I nity. 

Lithologisal onsiatsnsy ooiald arIas as a noruci by-product 

of the bnhldlnr aM pr'susrstion of the ss,dstons belts. ?srs, for.d 

during still.-.taiLa or at hinge lines, ars often associated with thick 

lagoonal deposits, without thick bsa4 nil .quival.nts. During regression, 

the  site of bar fo*%ation aov.s doim the depositional slops. The old bar 

is then buried aM preserved in lagoonal deposits. This ned.l, shoit in 

figure (e.13.1) 0  is based upon ialer's (183) description of 

Massachusetts. 

Thare is .vidsne. to .up'iort this hypothesis. The divided 

belts of the Deep 1rdno* are of different ages, the down-dip brnsb 

being prowgsr  than its apowdip coit.rpsrt. A slailar relationship holds 

between, caMetons belts in the ?epton to P.rkgat. interisi. ?urth.mere, 

the Deep Soft Rock fel isa clearly buried uMer an aicruslabie thieknsss 

of ecu-bearing sediment before t.rainetion of the interval. 

The symmetry prob]eas associated with the barrier bar hypothesis 

can, therefore, be resolved if construction was at thu nargin of a large, 

fresh istar body during a period of not regression. 
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8.14 	 Mstons, *1 other Parts of the Pennine Basin 

The g.cmstry of sandstones, at equivalent .trstigraj*iis 

horison., has been studied fran the descriptions of coalfields in the 

Pennine Basin other than the last Midland.. 

The area ldiat.]y to the North of the East Midlands 

Coalfield (Mitehell at &1 1947) contains the extension of the Psrkgst. 

Rock belt, figure (4.4.4). A szoss-.estion, oc.prising A1thrks Main, 

Warren Rouse, Milnhurst, Ni ftubbin and Carr Hoiaae coUl.zies, show, that 

the ear4atons thins dowmmjda from the areas of greatest thickness. The 

Trsnsheztons Rock, the Ianssahirs qiaival.nt of the Paricgst. Rock, similarly 

thins dowmsads (Tonics A M 1931 9  figure 9). Washouts assoeiat.d with 

this sandstone trend North-lorthJ.ast near Wigan (Jones 	1938) and, 

therefore, parallel the isoj*ehs of the total Coal Measures (Will. 1956). 

Using criteria established in the Muit Midlands the sandstone body should 

also trend North-North-at. The Havenshead. Rock also i*zeUs1s the 

depositional strike but an overlying sandstone is oblique, figure  

Washouts und.r the Dullhurut Rook of the Potteries Coalfield 

(Evans !.Lal. 1968) ..at elongation along the depositions] strike, and 

the Bsnbm'y Rook, in the saiee area, appears to thin up the depe.itioraal 

Slope. 

In the Northusberland and Dwhsw Coalfield the sandstone bodies 

are elongate and trendbut.*srth-.st (Jones 1955,  Roith at &1 1967). 

It is difficult to gauge the signifissnee of this trend because no total 

isopsobs are available Ibi" sc.psrison. Rr.r, sent (1967) has stated 
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that the Coal )(easur.. extend across the ithola of the southern North Sea 

(so. also Bsrtenst.in 1968). If the.e s.dia.nta are an extension of the 

Pennine Basin thin the total thickness i.oh., i41jh  trend North throu&i 

Yorkshire, eould swing to an last-West, orientation in Noythiab.rlsnd and 

Th-. 

The Har"Ur Rock in the Dtatem Coalfield is a notable .xs.ption. 

The d.ndritic pattern of the 50 feet isoltth suggests either a north.r3y 

prograding delta distributar7 or a southerly flowing river (ith it al 1967). 

In all the above-qsntion.d coal!i.l#ia, with the addition of 

Warwiokiir. and Leicestershire (Trsn 195iu, S71v..t.z'-ad1a 	g 1968), 

the gross gecsetz7 is r.saox*bl.y' constant. Widths of 2 to 5 *11.s are 

typleal and thieiessss in emeess of 120 fist are rere. 

On the bash, of this seant evidence, there is açar.ntly no 

reason for a.eing that noit of the sandstones, in the Couunis and 

4odiolai-is eonss if the Pennine Risin, un formed in radically different 

ways from those fb=A in the But Midlands area. Ososetrisal studios ire 

necessary in all the Pesinins Basin soslfi.lds before a oprehen,ive 

depositionel system can be proposed with any certainty. 

! 

If the elongate sandston, bodies of the East Midlands Coalfield 

were formed as delta di.tributai'i.., alluvial Vill.yS or alluvial plains, 

the sense of the orientation of the minor internal strtss suggests that 

the eoui'se of sediment ahould U. to the South-West of the Bet, Midlands area. 

The ultimate ao• wwt g  therefore, be the Midland Barrier. However, this 

landmass me an island or peninsula less than 100 mile, wide (will. 19519 

Rirtenstein 1968),... figure (3.0.2). 

i.17l.. 



It is difficult to imagine how sufficient di.sharge could be generated, 

by mach a wall estcnt area, to maintain Mississippi eta, bar fingers 

or to prodnoe flow depths ins river of the order of 40 fist, as indicated 

by the thickness of some of the coasts (Allen 1963). 

If a delta model is proposed, then i*mtb.r the sandstone bodies 

war* d.lts-froait sands (sons or Niger model) or bar fingers (a Mississippi 

VW model) there should be associated fluvial and d.1t..p1a4-'t faci.s. 

In the macne model the.w taci.* should oemw in the South-East, and in the 

Mississippi NOW aomsidaer. to the South-Wait of the lost Midlands Coalfield. 

Using Fisher and WoGovon's (1969) yiithesis of d.Itais en,&ronesatts, snob 

tuie. would be chsrssterlssd by elongate sandstone bodies with dendritio 

patterns or, nearer the delta front, by individual meandering ribbons of 

esndstorac. TM elongation would be in thw direction of arose'-stretifioation 

and point down the depositional dip. The sedimentary stroctures in the.. 

ndsthnes would be of the type 1. 	
abIe (83) 
	There is no 

evidence  for the  exiat.n.e of this taste, in the .tx1y area or in the 

Iaiesstu'sbire, South Derbyshire, Warwickshire and Forest of Wyr. Coalfields 

(Trusman 1959 $y1vest.r-rsdl.y jj, 19S). 

!Iod.ls in sdiish the sandstone belts are formed as bars do not 

e.ent snob .xtr 	source *'cb]s. DW@ are often fed fvno the 'aem*rd' 

Bid* a1thOVI ultimately eme material wW be derived frm the adjacent 

]ai*iasa (Johnson 19199 Co1or 1932). Local derivation is not .as.ntisl 

beau.e matinal am be moved over very large dtatans.s by longahore drift. 

The %ld&1 ridge model could be eonatructsd on the w@mD lines 

as the Noi'tb Sea (Ilosholt 196) if free poseags of i*tor thz'ou&1 the Msrefbrd 

Straits is possible. Mnmvwg  it is most 11ke3y that WW standing  water 

in the Psimiss ftain was fresh or bm,ki.h and it fbUows that there can have 
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been ].ittl. or = fi.. .onn.ction with the open .ss, swept during marine 

tnouriona. Tidal mechanlams esmt, th.rsfors be proposed to acoowit 

for Uim sonstruction of esstons bodiss ièioh are entirely aurru%md.d 

by ion-ac.rins sed1nts. The abssnse of tides would also t.d to ru]s 

out a )Uasissippl. or Oarig.e type delta in uhich lobes of sedinent grow out 

into a depositional bssin (Erzit 1969, personal cMniotion). 

u.]?).. 



Section 9 

CONCLUDING RURK5. 

The raison d'stre for the research PROPUMS described in this 

thesis was to identify and .valuate the geological forces which gave rise 

to the nature and dispositions of the ssdlasntaiy rocks which aske up the 

Coal Measures of the  Bast Xidlan'ls Coalfield. In as far as the results 

of MW non-experimental investigation can be considered decisive, the.e 

objectives have been met with a reasonable degree of success. 

In the first place, the fact that Coal X.saures' successions 

can be broken down into natural, s.dia.ritological units ('interval.') has 

importance beyond asking possible a study of strstigrsphic relationships:  

it shows that in &uongst the oft-ientiond variability of coalb.aring 

successions there exist more systeeatie elementa l  which can be interpreted 

in teres of W.stpbalian pslaeogeographi az other features. 

Studies of the areal distribution of thicknesses of the 

interval.s have shown that some patterns exist which reflect subsidence in 

the  Penninc Basin as a whole. Taken together with the fast that the 

number of cycles increases (by means of coal splits) towards the centre of 

the Pennine Basin, the correspondence shows that basinal dowm*rping was 

continus, although occasionally overshadowed by controls of a sealler 

areal extent. 

Like the surrounding interval., the intervening coals thicken 

towards the centre of the Pennine Basin. The simple patterns of coal 

isoliths are frequently disrupted in areas corresponding to the position 
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of the major sudstone body(iss) of the preceding int.isl. DiSYIItP1Oft 

tak.g,  the ft= of soute thineir, 90MOUMS so that an othexwias thiik seal 

is "presented by cmay a .sstasrth, wid fr.qiisnt splittin. 

The seposetics of the sos]. oponsnts of verians. .sds it 

posotbie to show that in MOW  mes slgniftosnt neittve senslstioes cd.t 

between the thiakusasos of adjacent intervals, on both the lug. (xsional) 

aM moderate  (local) scales. The repetition of the nugutivs semmlations 

•ssts that if thur are produced solely by satdesoe there suit haye been 

scap]st. aM perfect .verosl. of the siisidsics *tt.ri on all seal.., so 

that aress of asxiaia s,s4i.,nss for one interval become areas of ain1aa 

sshsid.nss for its sassesoor b.fore becoming suitable yet Mplao This 

cons.pt is gmaloome b.osv.. of it* 	In addition s  although 

it is inpocaibie to dtsprive t.oto*is control (for SMIL11  seals variability), 

the fast that the orientation of elongate local components is orthogonal 

to the trend of e-Psosiaxi .truetur'sl features oak.. it again 110ce. 517 

to postulate a mere .osp]e'i t.stoais history than is isrvsnted by other, 

independent limes of inquiry. Piwthre, the I..i of local thickness 

,s*laa shift from Interval to interval (and harm. give rise to negative 

.oi'relations) unlike the fixsd local pattern iieh iuld be Imposed by a 

t.stonio sentry] (eg • fault basirm etc.) 

Comparison of the dispositions of s,.dlssntazy facie* with the 

thickness i*ttu'ns shows that the negative correlations can be anUined 

in terms of oomtion of the sshstrste sonsumnt with, and possiblZ osu.sd 

by, the s.c''i3stien of the sediments of the subesnt interval. The mere 

•ley i*ZtS of the sa*otrst. are potentisll7 more ompeetibls than seMier 

srI., and it nn be argued that .j*ee created in this wW sin give rise 

to above average thiskn._: of later sediment. 5ivse the candatones of 



adjacent intervals tend to be offset relative to each other, the systen 

under which they were deposited must be influenced by a control (a I.ffersntial 

compaction) which at the sase tins is giving rise to negative correlations 

on the large scsi.. 

The interplay of regional dovrnsrping with differential 

compaction has been suggested previously by other authors, but no attempt 

has been made to assess the validity of the hypothesis. In response to 

the existence of this deficit, a simulation model of the compaction of 

Coal Xessurest sediments wee sonstruct.d, and so designed that any errors 

involved would serve to overestimute the contribution frm differential 

compaction. Consequently the results, which indicated that ecmpsctipr 

is totally inadequate to explain the observed inverse proportionality, are 

highly significant. 

Fortunately, a detailed study of the Coal Kessures' sediments 

has chow that it is urn.cesasiy to revert to the complex and artificial 

subsidence control hypothesis. 

Individual sandstone bodies are often thicker (and even much 

thicker) than their lateral equivalents, even allowing for compaction. 

Th'iless the sandstones had considerable topographic expression over the 

enclosing sediments (which is unlikely) they must have been progressively 

emplaced during the period of their accuaulation. The ecaplex nature of 

the areal distribution of the sandstone bodies renders it most unlikely 

that they were formed by the infilling of hollows created by subsidence. 

It follows that subsidenc, must have been ciused by the weight of the 

acc nI.Lting sediment (sand predominantly). The patterns of the sandstone 

bodies can, therefore, be considered to be controlled by the depositional 

eyst, and offset between sandstone bodies of adjacent interval. 
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(and sub-intervals) could have given rise to the negative correlations, 

an th. local and occasional' y regional scales, without &dltionsl 

contribution from compaction or subsidence motivated by an external mechanism. 

Uowever, negative correlations on the laigs seal, also exist where sandstones 

are restricted in sisal extent and thickness • In this cas. it is n.c.ssery 

to propose sam asebaniem which would cause the locus of .aximva potential, 

instability to shift from interval to interval, so that subsidence as a 

response to widespread ..diasntation could produs* the regional megative 

correlations. A mechanism of this type has been proposed rss.nt]7 by 

Collette (1968). 

Positive cortslations arising on the regionsl scale are probably 

caused by an increase in the instability of the Parmins Resin which allows 

doni.rping to override other factors. The single positive orrelation 

on the local seale arese between interval 1 9  with almost no sandstone, and 

interval 2 9  whire thick sandstones are very widespread. 

If it in to be accepted that in sse asses the pvu g.cm.try 

of the Coal. Xeu~ sediments  VMS  pertly controlled by the depositional 

system, offset suit be a creature of the snviromsnt in which the sandstones 

were formed. 	Resent work in the U.S.A. has rasiasd that Carboniferous 

coal-bearing successions were laid down in a deltaic environment (Winless ±L41  

1963, Srmm, 1964). Vlliott (196191969) has also suggested $ deltaic origin 

for the Wssts1Isn of the Pennine Resin. It is difficult to .nvissgs 

how offset and p&mLlelism, could be generated in a )Iissiasippi-t7PS Delta 

although they could be prodused by the superimposition of delta-front send 

bodies. 

Svtdenes,  frcm the gross geometry of the Rest Midlands sandstone 

bodies pointed consistently to an origin as barrier bars and 	as delta- 

distributary or delta-front sands (or alluvial sends or tidal and offshore bars). 
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Other sources 1.110 support the barrier bar hypothesis but do not exclude 

the alternatives. With a few ..$ions (seeBe"  1936) the sandstones 

of the Pennine basin are, therefore, unliks their counterparts in the U.S.A., 

md it assas reasonable to accept the results of studies of sodorn sediments 

(s.o for a.p1. Dapples and Hopkins 1969) which iridioste that coal could 

have been foreed in both coastal and deltaic envirorasnts. 

pirical evidence frm recent work (for .mpl. Fisher and 

McOoimn 1969) can be taken to show that pan'Uslim and offset can sri.e 

nstur&W in a barrier bar systim through tin.. In -- oases, and psz1iaps 

in every case, pLmlIalim sou].d be the result of a constant pattern of 

basinsi subsidence, since this uniforsit7 would servo to maintain parsll.l 

binge lines. Grouping and offset could also be caused by the control an 

the location of sand deposition by buried sand bodies. This control operates 

through the attenuation of pests resulting frca posthumous subsidence 

aaeosiatsd with the aceiulation of sand bodies. At the sediment surface, 

peat is unstable and will ov.r-scupsct in response to an lapos.d sediment 

bed. Thus, a thin sheet of sediment spread evenly over a peat sp will 

nae arW buried send wnus because of the redwood peat thickness. Inity, 

the deposition of sand could then be eontrolled by the aesentuat.d shoaling 

over the sshta.d wound, although the prineipal site of early a.ealstion 

would be shifted swey frm that of its predecessor because of the extra 

spasm crested by continuing over-sapsotion. 

So tar, speculation regarding the asobanisa *ieh pnsmt.d 

cyslicity in the sedlssntazy suscessions in the Mast Xidlandeft Coal Measures 

Me been avoided, because it sessed illogical to osapar. selected .xples 

tics the Carboniferous with, for  4MmPl0# $ g.nerslised seq• trCm the 

Mississippi Delta. However, the results of this research progrs indicate 
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that in the N&A Kidiands ares "clicity aoiald not have been caused by 

t.ctoni, delta-switching or et.pastion, and that the hypothesis of 

marine inendation  by the breaking of barrier bars aust be r63.ct.d, because 

in the instances di.re such bars are fowd the enclosing sediments show no 

trace of atry. 

The forces controlling syslic sedimentation uhould be .ovgbt 

amongst those governing the nature and dispositions of the sediments., In 

the East Xid1 s' Coal Measures the Principal regional  00ntrol wes MSIRAL 

DOWIIWABPIJIQ, and the principal local control man a EPO$lTIONAL EXTII(VIT 

dominated by the location of MRRIER SAND DABS and catalysed by the O-

C(EPACTXON of MT. Thew results do not .1nde,  the poa.ibilit of other 

(eg. bot&nio*l) controls operative on the MMs31 .0.1.. 

The elastic sediments were probably accasulated during a period 

of net regression in 'thicb (? back-bar) ].agoonsl deposits containing thin 

:v of put overlapped and buried the sand bars. Short periods of elastic 

sedtasntation were interspersed with extended periods during ithich the larger 

part of the Pennine Basin contained pest mp. The marked restriction of 

asrins fawias suggests that the send bars were built on the sargins of a 

Urge freab-uter body; this nodal is more in k..ping with the almost 

ep1sts enslosuze of the lOrth European W.stTIa11v Diem (Dirtenst.in 1968). 
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i. 

A?k2I)11 10 

C C H P A C T I C 

Li5t Of 	yrnboLc 

iojd ratio 

ISa 
	.ff.ctive,  void ratio 

w 	water content, % of dry weight 

VI 
	water content, o of wet weight 

U 
	poroi ity 

V 
	

tota volume,  of any increment cc 

14 
	

total weight of any increment ILM 

V. volume of the solid ph.a.e j 

Ms w.ight of the solid  liason ift 

1," volume of the liquid phaae j 

14w weight of the liquid hams Ana 

VA volume of the gaseous phase gas 

d 
	

average specific gravity of a whole increment, allowing 

for hydrostatic uplift =o/cc 

dv specific gravity of liquid phase ga/oc 

45 specific gravity of solid phases (average) me/cc 

P 
	

pressure due to overburden kg/c 2  

p 
	pressure duo to a single increment  

av coefficient of compressibility qa2Zia  

my coefficient of volume aor3ressibility cm21 

cv coefficient of consolidation 0a2/sec 

k 	coefficient of permeability ca/s.c 

r 	coapastion ratio b•twssn Weatphalian rocks and original 

aedim•nt, in initial .tt* near the top of the sediment 

pile. 



33.. 

(a) 	postscript to any eybel to indicate the initial state 

(i) 

	

	postscript to indicate the i th e  state, usually 1. increments 

down from initial state 

(5) 	postscript, state of .stphalian rocks 

D 

	

	prefix, to indisate a change in a parameter from one 

state to the next. 

1002 	 .ome 	o1atiorii. 

1 	+ 	•(o) 
r 	- I 	+ 	c(s) 

- 	cU) 
, 	a DP 

c.2/gra (b) 

/so an (C) y 	a 
I 	+ 	s(o) 

C 	a 
—h---- 
av , dv 

an 2  

d5 U) 	I 
d(i) a I 	• 	e(i) 

850/86  

Yw (I) 

vs(i) 

.(i) 	• 100 I(i) • 100 
WW a a di 14s(i) (8) 

1 00 • v( I) 
Ai)* 100 + w(i) 

(h) 



iii. 

100 • 

- 1 +  

4.. • 	2.65 9  for sand 

4.. • 	2,7, for silt and slay 

di 	1.5 9  for peat 

10.3 	 Anomalous Fluid irvuure8 

From equation. 1.2(b) 9  1.2(c) 	J 1.2(d) 9  it in possible to 

derive the equation 

.(o) - 	• cv • dw 
k 	- 	D • (1 + 	) 	 ca/sec. 

100 feet of clay ut cop*ctional equilibrium is composed of 286 

incrasenta, and thu3 h'o the model, 

e(o) 	5.3 	P(o) 	- 0101 	kg/an 

.(286) 	0.94 	 (28) - 3,72 	kg/ca2 . 

A clay with a liquid limit of about 80% dry weight, as used in the iodsl, 

has 

CV a 1,10-5 	2 on /sec 

according to Tersaghi 	(1967). 	Therefore, assuming that 4w in 

unity 

k 	of 2.10" 	ca/sea, 

an. thus the hydraulic conductivity is k . 10 or 2.10. 

10 9 4 	 irestiure 	er_y_ __ach Increment 

The initial incrsaent can be considered to be under a load of 

0.01 kg/ca2 , which is slightly higher than the figure given by Richards 

(1962) for tho overburden stress at a depth of 30 on e  in what is probably 



IV* 

a J.esa highly colloidal clay than that proposed for the model. 

£asuming the initial increment to consist of a solid and liquid 

P 1.1-:% set 

V(o) 	Vwo) • Vs(o) 
	

cc. 	 (a) 

and thus incorporating equation 1.2 (f) 

V(o) - Vs(o) • 0 + 	Ca, 

or 	Va(o) - V(o) / 0 • e(o)) Co. 

Therefore 	Ve(o) a 30.48 / 0 . ,. ) a 4.83 cc. 

If it can be aaeua•d that, 

DVc x V.(i) - Vs(o) 	a 0 

Ddo a 0 , £dw - 0 

and that 4w - 1 for the water of the liquid phase, then in state (i) 

e(i) a VwSj) 	a Vw(i 

VaUj 	V.(e) 

It follows that 

vs(i) 	a .(i) • Ye(o) 	cc, 

and since V(i) a .w(i) $ Va(o) cc, 

then 	w(i) 	Vc(o) • 0 • e(i)) 00. 

From equation 1.2(e), the specific gravity allowing for hydrostatic 

uplift, the weight of the i the increment can be computed from, 

	

4(i) • V(i) 	gas. 

Thus 	M(i) 	- (4e(o) 	1) • V.(o) • (i..(i)) 	gas 

(1 • 

and 	R(i) 	• ( do(*) 	1) . Vs(o) 	gas. 

Therefore p(i) 	(de(o) a 	
V(o) kg/c2 

1000 

and for clay 



V. 

pU) - (2.7 - 1) • 4.83 a 0.008 

1000 

For silt 
a 30.48 / 0 + 1,2) a 13.48 cc, 

and thus 	p(i) 	a (297 	1) • 13,48 - 0.023 k4j/cs2 . 

1000 

For sand 

Vs(o) a 30.45 / (1 + 0.7) • 17,9 cc, 

and thus 	p(i) a (2.65 1) , 1749 a 0.029 kg/ca2  

1000 

10-5 	 VoiuLe-e duction of ."eat 

In the Top peat 

a Ve(e) . Vw(o) + 

and at a depth of 30 feet, which is equal to 60 inr.s.nts 

V(60) a V.(60) + Vw(60) + VA(60). 

Making the fatso asaisption that DVa a 0 and the reasonable aaawaptiou 

that VA(60) a 0 

V(60) a Vs(o) 
	

Vw(60). 

At the surface 

a 14w(o) 	 a 	 Vw(o) 

Mw(o) + 	
. Vs(o) • d.(0) 

and at 30 feet 

(60) a 	Vw(60) 	 - 0.7 

Vw(60) • Vs(o) • de(o) 

assuming that Dd.eaO, Ddw a 0 and du(o) - 

herefor. 	Vw(o) • 9 • Vs(o)* de(o) 

and 	Vw(60) • 293 • Vs(o) • di(e). 



vi. 

liow 	V(60) a Y(o) / 5 a, 309148 / 5 - 6,1 cc 

•o that. 	Va(o) • Vw6O) - 60 cc, 

and thus 	vs(o) • 6.1 / (2.3 de(o) + 1) - 198 cc. 

It followa that Vw(60) 	4.76 cc. 

New ames 	(Vw(o) + i1o(a) + 'IA(o)) • 5 • (Vw(60) + Va(60)) 

or 	'le(o) • (9 • da(o) + 1) 	VA(o) • 5, Vs(o) • (2.3 • de(o) • 1) 

than 	VA(o) a V$(0) • (2.5 • da(o) + 14) a 10.7 cc. 

Therefore, Vw(o) a V(o) 	Va(o) 	VA(o) a 1812 CC. 

her. 	•a(i) a Yw(i) / Vs(i), 

the eurfac• density, allowing for hydrostatic uplift 

a d(o) - - 1 	0.035 gas/co 

I + .a(o) 

and at 30 feet 

dC6O) a dR(0) 	1 	• 0.11 gaS/cce 
+ •a(60) 

At the surface 

M(o) a ('i.(o) + Vw(o,) • ds(o) - 0.69 gas 

and at 30 feet 

E(60) a (V.(o) + Vw(60)) • t.(60) • 0.67 gas. 

The respective pressures per increment, 

P(0) a 0000069 kg/cm2  

p(60) - ).00067 ' ,ilca2 . 

For practical p*rpOB.e 

p(o) a p(60) • 0.00068 kg/am2 . 

,iimploying linear interpolation, the rate of decrease of increment 

Y01Ue is given by 

611 • 0.027 
30. 2.514 • 12 



vii. 

By iteration it can be shown that the ffn.1 volume s  6.1 cc, is reached 

after 60 Incransate. The overburden pressure on the bottom Interval 

i., therefore, 59 • 0.00068 kg/cm or o.oki kg/cm 2 . 

1 . 	 oflaOlidatM1.at! 

rom .erzaki Ot Al (1967)2 the following parameters can be 

defined@ 

t M neo*usary time for Ult consolidation seas. 

U 	of compaction to equilibrium 

Tv • dimensionless time factor 

U a half thickness of compacting Layer 	91 

cv a coefficient of consolidation 	 ca2/sec 

Assuming the boundary conditions rr the consolidation of clay 

under its own weight in an open ayetem, it is possible to obtain the 

.atimatea 

Tv a 5.0 	for 	U • 100 

Tv a  0020) 	for 	U = 50% 

from T.zsaghi ot al (1907), fig. 25.4(b), curve !e 1 '. 	.here 

OT a 10 	ca'/sec (appendix 10.5) and h is the tIcnoss of the 

clay layer th feet, tha ralati.hip 

t - Tv r: 	seas 	(Ternaghi It l, 1967) 

cv 

can be adapted, for geological purposes to 

t - ,68 h2  year. for U - 100% 	(ii) 

t - 0.15 h2  years for U a  506 	(b) 

provided the following assumptions are permitted 1 



viii. 

k and aw are constant in depth and tin. (appsndiz 10.1) 

drainage is vertical (only partially true) 

) the ti.s lag in reaching cospsstional equilibrium 

in caused by low permeability and not by the r.aiatance 

to shear of adsorbed water. 



appendix ii 

LIST OF SUBSURFACE DATA 

abbreviations 

COLL. 	COLLIERY 

BH • 	 BOREHOLE 

UGBH • 	UNDERGROUND BOREHOLE 

UC, 	 UPCAST 

DC. 	 DOWNCAST 

O.C. 	OPENCAST SITE 



34403 39504 47007 DERBY COIL, NEW WINNINGS SHAFT 
34405 39675 48o6 DENBY HALL CULL. NO. 1 SHAFT 
34407 39234 49319 FORDS Bif. 
35203 39820 54880 ALFRETCti GOLF LINKS CULL. 
35206 39380 51830 PKNTRICK COIL., SHAFT 
35207 38745 50403 UPPER HARTSHAY NORTH PIT 
35402 39360 5532 1 ALFRETON GOLF COURSE BH. R M 5 
35403 39925 59915 MICKLEY BH. 
35404 39888 58002 SHIRLAND COIL. NO. 1  SHAFT 
35407 39270 56670 UFTORFIELDS BH. 
35408 38936 55368 WINGFIELD MANOR CULL. DC. SHAFT 
36201 39740 60330 AINTREE OX. RH, 
36204 39480 63860 CLAY CROSS NO. 1  KILBURN PIT 
36401 39280 67940 CLAY CROSS AVENUE NO. 9 CULL. 
37102  34960 74280 NESFIELD CULL. 
37103 33800 74200 NEWGATE D.C. 
37104 34900 72900 OVERHOLMIC 0, C. 
37201 36950 74880 ALBERT CULL. NEWBOLD 
37202 37990 70100 BOYTHORPE COIL. 
37203 39600 72700 BRIMINGTON BA1AK + FISH D.C. 
37204 36200 72300 FULLY HOUSE D.C. 
37206 39140  70010 HASLM(D COIL. 
37207 39260 70900 HADY HILL CULL. 
37208 37770 732 10  HIGHFIELD CULL. NEWBOLD 
37210 36080 73220 NEWBOLD CULL. 
372 ii  38750 73030 TUPTON CULL. LOCEOFORD NO. 1  PIT 
37303 3471°  75970 MOtIKWOW ccnx. 	W PIT 
37401 38120 78610 APPERKNOWLE COIL. + BR. 
37402 36400 75250 COBNOI( WOW NO. 3 
37407 37713 77774 SUMMERLEY HALL O.C. BR. R H 5 
37408 37654 77523 SUMMERLEY HALL D.0 • BR • R M 6 
37410 37900 75200 WHITINGWN SIEGE D.C. 
44101 41614 44140 MANCHESTER WOOD RH. 
44102  42302 43344 MAPPERLY COIL. NO. 2 
44103 40708 43137 SMALLEY GREEN BR. 
44105 44132  42470 WEST HALLAM COIL. NO. 1  SHAFT 
44108  44060 42463 WOWSIDE CULL. NO. 3 
44106 43566 43385 WOWS IDE CULL. UGBR, 1 
44107 44795 44373 WOWS IDE CULL. UGBR. 3 
44202 47905 44022 BENNERLY CULL. 
44204 47813 42676 COS SALL COIL. NO. 2 
44206 45884 42454 MANNERS CULL. ND. 2 
44208 48825 42536 OAKwow GRANGE cou.. 
44211 45068 43282 SHIPLEY CULL. AIR PIT 
44212 49618 40540 SHORTWOW RH. 
4431j 43869 42227 PLASTIC NO. 3 BH. 
44302 43391 47439 BAILEY BROOK COIL. WEST SHAFT DC. 
44304 43185 45101 COPPICE CULL. NO. 1 
44307 44660 46410 NEW LANGLEY COIL. 
44308 42552 46406 NEW LANGLEY COIL. RH. 
44312 40512 49937 RIPLEY CULL. NO. 3 



44313 44603 49163 STONEYFCD BR. 
44401 46430 48770 BRINSLEY CULL. NO. 1 

44412 46516 48906 SELSTM CULL. BRINSLEY DRIFT 
44404 46221 45784 EASTWOW NO-3  PIT 
44405 46526 47537 EASIWOOD BALL BR. 

o6 47422 45305 LODGE CULL. DC, SHAFT 
44409 47911 47837 MO(]RGREEN CULL, NO. 2 

44410 48614 46144 NEW L(1(D(I CULL. 

44411 46183 47976 PLUMTRE CULL. 

45101 41392  51984 BRANDS CULL. 

45112 41549 51793 WESTERN PIT 

45104 43200  51900 IRONVILLE NO. 4 OIL WELL 
45105 44860 54485 PINXTON NO. 2 SHAFT 
45106 44732 52267 PYEH ILL COIL. DC. s11r 

45 107 43300 54381 SHADY PIT BIRCHWOW CULL. 

45109 41503 54600 SWANWICK CULL, NEW PIT 

45111 44130  54290 UPPER BIRCHWO(]I) CULL. 

45201 49573 5ii73 ANKESLEY CULL. UGBH. B3 
45202 48769 54969 BENTICK CULL. NO,, 2 
45203 46221 54753 BROOKHILL CULL. 
45204 45771  52791 NEW SELSTON CULL, DC, SHAFT 

45301 41713 56338 ALFRETON CULL. NO. 1  SHAFT 
45304 43534 55746 CARNFIELD wow BR. 
45306 41280 58710 DOG LANE FARM BR. 
45309 43625 55630 IRC)NVILLE NO. 2 OIL WELL 
45305 42614 55013 COTES PAM CULL. NO. 1  SHAFT 

45310 42643  57547 NCRMANTON BRCXIC BH. 
45401 45394 57727 BLACKWELL B WINNING COIL. 
45402 49689 57784 KIRKBY CULL. UGBH. K6 
45403 47467 55085 LANGTW COIL. NO. 7 SHAFT 
45404 48335 57631 NEW HUCKNALL CULL. UGBH • BLACKSHALE 
46101 40130 6440o CLAY CROSS CULL. NO. 2 

46102 40952 63131 CLAY CROSS COIL. NO. 7 PARICHOUSE 
46103 40ioo 64300 CLAY CROSS WORKS BR. 
46105 41355 60376 CLAY CROSS CULL. NO. 5 MALON 
46106 42638 63124 PILSLEY COIL. NO, 2 SHAFT 
46107 44254 60089 TIBSHELF CULL. NO. 1  PIT 
46201 49843 64335 PLEASLEY COIL • SOUTH PIT 
46202 48955 64833 PLEASLEY CULL. UGBH. B2 
46203 47133 6162o SILVERHILL CULL. NOS. 1 + 2 PITS 
46204 46401 64228 S ILVERH ILL COIL • UGBH. 1 
46205 47581 64116 SILVERHILL COIL, UGBH. 2 
46206 47330  63722 S ILVERH ILL COIL. UGBH. 3 
46207 46703 62747 SILVERHILL CULL. UGBR. 4 
46208 48369 60179 SUTTON CULL. NO. 2 s'r 
46210 45095 60930 TIBSHELF CULL. NO. 4 SHAFT 
46301 41300  66120 ALMA CULL. 
46302 42050 67900 BONUSMAIN CULL. NOS • 1 + 2 
46303 40700 69500 CALOW BROOK NO. 1  O.C. 
46304 40380 65400 CLAY CROSS NO. 4 CULL. 
46305 41205  67686 GRASSMOOR CULL, NO. 1 



46306 43583 65720 MDLIU) C(IL. *3. 2 WUWIIO lEAST 
46308 42740 66608 wILLIAXOP2 CmL. *3. 1 su&rr uc. 
46402 46500 66750 WAZ.L C(LI. NO. 3 sEA7r 
4643 45097 66190 KILL IAfl ITAIEA*Y W. 
47102 41886 74670 D*L CMAO. NO. 1 
47103 41900 71400 IDUCOMUrfCM WM ?AI* D.C. 

47104 43370 72j50 IflI&A1L 	LANE 18. 
471 43755 74169 IRILMID CrL!. 
4712 43450 74170 IZELAJID CCLL. u. 6 
47201 4to87 71031 *)LSOVIR 4!1L. 80. 4 SEA?? 
47203 49420 71650 IOL$OVEZ 0L. 18. 4 
47203 45380 70302 8OLSOV 	L. U. 10 
47204 45013 72305 IIAUEAM 	i.. *3. 4 
47205 45950 74313 Eumu* cmL. u. 
47301 44610 76770 ILEIflISE 	. 
47302 41110 75870 CAIPW.J cml,. 
47303 43360 75340 NAZTINGft 	.L. 
4730 42230 78540 HD18T*PII COLL. 
47308 43230  77580 P1811&W PAU 80. 4 SEA?'? 
47310 42180 76750 WHITE IAMM W. S1*V*LT 
47311 40200 75900 WRrrrINa= EALLARAT WTTAQII D.C. 
47312 40300 75300 WHITTIXOTLII NUZWS 0. C. 
47401 49168  78374 CAMMAETATI1I W. 
47402 46619 77i5 COTTA* COLL. W. 
47403 48360 70000 tC'T NO.  3LL. 
47404 47360 75040 W*W.RY *RJSZ =I 
47405 47010 79630 USTHOZPI COIl. U. I 
4$iOi 44700 84620 BIUbnLZ( CCLI. 
48102 42270 84130 8I&LET EAST PIT 
48104 41470  ONTHOWN o.c. W. sa 
48103 44384 81267 *3LDJOI C(LL. 
48201 45431 

&4A-22-4A 18C*iA3E2 C1.. 
48203 49290 826go KIvZ7W MU COLL. 
48203 48940 84120 KivT1 *3. j W. 
48204 46504 8j840 i0C 	CCLI. 
48206 45190  80205 WESTIE*P* CELL. U. 2 
48302 4206 87099 MNWWUWM $U8XT COLE. 
48303 40330 89050 TINELEY PAW CELL. DC. SEA?? 
48401 46700  86100 B8O(WJII COLE. UI • 
48403 49100  89100 musc*rr MAIN COIL. $0. a 
53301 52818 37300 NEISIIJE $f STENET QUAUY W. 
53303 51645 38095 WCLL*t W. ____ 
53305 5*437 39236 WELLATCII *)DJ FAIN W. j 
53401 56515 37985 CLIIIVII CXLI. *3. 1  58*?? 
53404 58442 35235 CLISTOIC cmt. 16'S *AZi GATZ 
53402 58866 35841 mirm CELL • 81s **m DEEP 1*1W au. 
34103 53171 43995 8*I8*T(* CELL. DIThU RI?? 
54106  53610  4113° BEE.L* **D M. 
54107 50532 41494 CA?tn*$ UC. 
$4108 31098  41835 COSULL COIL. DEEP BARD 40'9 IN. 
34109 52646 44476 lmlwnu& CiL. in.iI flDIXG 
54110  50100  44,180 KIMMMY C'*.L, 80. 1  51*?? 



3 

54111 5o621 40043 	W* 7*18 M. 
54112  5497 41004 1AD 	CULL. DC. SRAFT 

5413 540O 40730 RADVOW 	L. $ Umm u8. 7 
54114 54145 40768 RftI'(*D 	JLL. UU. 8 
54115 51590 42558 svi M. 

54116  52O8  40349 WMLATW (LL. NO. i 
54101 53238 40412 WCU1AT(1 COLL. 80. 4 __ 
54301 5i904 46169 8AIJWTC4 C(flL. j9'S 

__ 
8. j 

54304 51869 48960 RA IRM OTM cu... a's MAIN DUM. 
54302 52205 47555 flA18INO1t 	CULL • DUP SOP? 2 9 8 MM. 

54306 54039 48995 ET1ALL 80. 2 CM-L. 80. 5 SEA?? 
54307 50720 46160 MMGRZW ('U.. WAT18L) 3'S UM • 
54312 53701 48(21 MCKRALL NO, 1  CULL. NO. 2 SHAFT 

54401 55623 47454 188TWOOD CULL. UH. 
54 402 57435 49j2( 8M81IOUD CULL. U(18!. 
54403 59799 4590 GEI*.IltO CCLI. 1W HARD 1108/121$  an. 
54404 36389 49430 0(N)IIMLZ FARM 18. 

55101 51773 53287 ANNMSIIY CULL. NO. 1 SHAFT 

55102 50657 52422 ANNESLZY CULL. 	84 _0018. 

53103 53647 50j95 UNIT CULL. t 	i. a 

55104 54683 52j30 PAPPUWICK HALL 18, 

55201 57576 53()38 swSTEAD CULL. U018. a 
55302 56308 53313 CI(1WL W. 
55203 55487 51049 PAPPLICIC FORRST LAMB IN. 

55301 52436 58550 cAm.azLL W. 
55302 5j286 59517 ICING'S MILL SUUACB m- 

55304 50415 57101 ICIEMRY COLt. Nt*Tfl PIT 
55305 52808 56372 KIEKIY aLL. 0018. g1 
55306 51458 37152 KLEUI CULL. MR. IC5 

55431 59243 56602 8LIO*?ff CULL. BR. 
55402 56600 57430 L1iuWUT CULL. 0018. 
55403 5i45 5n6 NRWSTMD COLt. VOBE. 
55404 5b953 452 FI8RPXL W. 	___ 

 Bn0LL QLL. DII? SOS? DRIFT MO. 2 50101 5311° 
56102 52687 61200 5nOOD CULL. 
56103 5202 60483 snoon cou. 
562oj 59542 63105 clIPSIUIZ ecu.. n. 
56202 57390 61290 MANSFIELD CULL. 11018. 

6208  57202  61450 MANSFIELD CULL. DRIFT + M. 
56204 59542 6o17 RIJflUSD CULL. MC. 2 snAI'r 
56301 53890 69490 C8088 HILLS W. 
56302 50170 66043 PLIASLEY COIL. UM . Bj 
56303 53(34 67101 A1tW 	 DR U] 	COIL. NO. j 	IFT 
56304 5238 683c8 $NIRINLXZ CULL. 5 9 9 ix. 0018. 
56305 53360 

54620 
65540 
&84tx 

8RIR18X* CULL. 24'S IN. 
WARSOP CULL. UH. 3 56306 

56401 55890 69060 WAI%$OP MAIN CML. 1942  DRIFT 
56402 558Co 67100 WAMSIP MAIN CULL. 0018. 2 

57101 52288 73606 CRE$UIL CULL. 10. 2 SHAFT TIC. 

57102 50340 73180  ILITOS GRM M. 

37103 54500  74,500 NOLINCI fl1811T*L* FARM 18. 

57104 52900 70500 LAIt4I11 CULL. UOBR. 

M . 



57i05 50700 74800 
571 	52820 72060 

57201 58020 70041 
57302 
57304 
57401 
57402 
58101 
58201 
58202 
58301 
58302 
58303 

51500 

5411 
58500 
55190 
5460o 
59910 
58930 
51020  
54720 
53480 

77100 
75765 
77520 
78310 
64,100  
81400  
83404 
834o 
87200 
89940 

58401 

63102 
63103 
63jo4 
631 

584025884888873 
58450 

b4Ibi 
64292  
61719 
61938  

87ob 

33841 
34335 
32889 

63107 61jo5 
632oj ó6goo 333 
63301 61228 37224 
633o2 63840 36690 
63303 64939 35949 
63304 60430 35800 
63305 6o3j2 37744 
63306 61219 38668 
63307 63068 39322 
63308 60020 36400 
63401 65113 36420 
63.402 65271 3b849 
63403 68778 35121 
63404 68135 32695

66488 3981§ 
gV 66570 361go 

64jo 	63465 44246 
6 - 106 630110  43745 
642oj 6743444223 
643oj 62180 48110 
644oj 65350 47875 
64402 66520 45470 
65 joj 62400 50800 
65j02 64445 54435 
651o3 6o525283o 
65301 63 55793 
66zoj 626o 6335 

662M&"' 
	64873 

66301 635 	67595 
66302 6j 67622 
66303 6 5030 
6601 	

67333 
66401 69880 69146 

W.IEAID GRIPE W. 
jn ME  Aw YAM M. 
vLucx c. M. 
MLI INN W. 
1NI1ILL cfL. NO. 2 11*1? 
MAN"m CM.L. UO. 5 
STUTLY CM-?-.UM. 
DIN$IN 	IL, U0. 2 
JOUST HILL W. 
WlTSPI W. 
DINXIMni 0HJj. U ll  H. I 
DINNDI1OK ccIL. IJaM. 3 
mJftcr CML. um. 7 
71*1101 MAIN C(LL. U. j 
?I*UOE WIN cL. 	. 2 
CLIPS1I MILL LMII W. 
cOTOMAVI VOL" M. 
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